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INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem. 
The problem is one of ascertaining the value of the 
Rorschach technique in guidance counseling, for children aged 
eight to eigb Geen years, who are assumed to be physically and 
mentally within normal limits. '11his guidance concerns 1 tself 
almost entirely with personal! ty adjustments rather than the 
usual concept of vocational direction. If such value can 
be indicated, the writer assumes that one means of indicating 
it would be by determining that the Rorschach technique 
sometimes reveals potential intelligence or capacity not 
discovered by administering the regular ba.ttery of object;ive 
tests. Should this be true it might then appear that the 
Rorschach technique could be useful, or even necessary, in the 
dlagnostic study of certain cases, because it v.ould seem to 
show that certain emotional problems may seriously distort 
the intelligence scores achieved through the use of the 
Stanford Binet and Kent Kohs series. 
In addition to the main problem, the writer wishes to 
investigate, so far as possible, the following related ques t ions 
1. Will the Rorschach data reveal information which the usual 
objective tests and the teacher's estimate fail to disclose? 
2. Will the Rorschach findings tend to agree with the 
objec"Give test results or with the teacher 1 s estimate? 
If so, GO whet ext ent will it support either -che objective 
test results, or the teacher's estimate? 
1. 
It is to be understood that the writer, in considering 
the possible influence of this technique, offers it as a sup-
plementary measure, in addtion to the ordinary tests, and 
that she is cognizant of the fact thBt it is only one of the 
several teehnique,s which may be employed as an aid to the 
guidance counselor. Additional methods of studying the dynamics 
of personality, as well as the standardized methods which are 
used and have been shown to be of value,are pres ented under 
separate headings. 
Other personality tests and techniques, more commonly used, 
end more familiar to the school and clinical psychologist, are 
herein referred to under the heading of The Usually Accepted 
Tests, because, while the evidence submitted herewith may show 
that the Rorschach technique, in itself, is of value in probing 
auali ties not always discovered by a regular test battery, its 
use is,., at the same time, advocated with some reservations. 
Further research at the age levels in question appears to the 
~riter to be necessary. Clarification of descriptive terms is 
especially essential to assure that interpretative conclusions 
and .evaluations will be cons is tent, regardless of the variations 
in scoring methods. 
For the past three years the writer has been engaged in 
~onducting psychological examinations of school children and 
~n the study and treatment of clinic cases, referred as speech 
snd/or reading problems. On several occasions discrepancies in 
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test scores have been revealed, although the reason for suah 
discrepancies could not be definitely ascertained. It is 
therefore hoped that this study may, in so~ measure, 
contribute to the determination of the nature of the primary 
factors which influence intellectual behavior, and that it may 
disc lose additional na ana of understanding personal! ty 
structures, thus aiding the counselor in planning guidance 
prograe. 
It is of interest to note here that Hunterl : in her 
study of the practical value of this psychodiagnostic tool 
in clinical work, has analyzed the Rorschach method for 
purposes of checking intelligence tests, with a view to 
ascertaining the degree of emotional stability or m.a turity; 
end for helping in the rolution of the problem of 
discrepancies shown between potential capacity and social 
achievement re.cords. 
1. M. Hunter- "The Practical Value of the Rorschaan Test in a 
Psychologi~al Clinic~" Amer. J. Orthopsxch1at~~ · 1939, iX, 
pp.28't-295_.; 
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2. Value and Necesstty for the Study 
A common observation indica bes that the emotions do 
have an influence on -r;he learning proces ses but that 'ljhere is 
a need for further investigation of the re 1a ti on bet ween 
t he learning pro cess and affective e:xperienc e. 
Dur i ng the present cent ury the more fam i liar intelligence 
tests have risen t o great popularity and usefulness. 'l'hey 
are, however, slowly losing favor with psychologica l and 
guidance clini cs; whereas a cowbined study , involving the 
use of both standardized measures of intelligence and 
projective -r;ech n i qut:s, in order to establish the relationship 
of the le arning process to affbc t ive ener gy, is gaining 
a pproval. MacCalman2 has stressed the importance of 
ascer t aining additional influenc e and qualities operative 
in the f uncti oning of intelligence, which are not read.t ly 
discernible by means of the usual Dl9 tt ods of in ~.. erviews 
and routines of t he s t andardized accepted testing procedure. 
2. D. R. MacCalman, 11 The Rorschach Test and Its Clinical 
Application~" J. Ment. So., 1933, lJOCIX, pp. 419-423 . 
3a. 
The writer takes the premise that methods of estimating 
intelligence and personal! ty need to include factors frequently 
ignored, obscured, or at leas t , not efficibllltly disclosed, 
by a study of the results of the generally accepted test 
battery. The aptitudes and capacities of any given individual 
may be ascertained by standardized objective tests but since 
t heir timing is stressed, it seem to the writer they migpt 
fa i l frequently to reveal paramount factors of emotional 
content, or charac t er traits, Which if discovered would modify 
recommendations :rna de on the basis of strictly timed objec ·Gi ve 
tests alone. 
Two possible explanations are offered for the ap p arent 
limita tion ln conventional analyses. It has been found by 
Dr. Bronner of the Judge Bakt~r Guidance Centre3 that the 
Stanford Binet Form L, although of known reliability and 
validity, is over-weigtlted at the upper end of the scale, 
since it favors . special ab ili ties . such as auditory namory, 
vocabulary and definit i ons. Other authori t ies have 
claimed that undue emphasis on educational advantages 
has distorted the end results and limited the scope 
of investi gation. Furthermore, use of several stand-
ardized t e sts may show a wide discrepancy in scares 
obt ~ined. Other cr i ticisms refer tn the insuffici ent 
3 •. Augusta F. Bronner~ "The Individual Child," A Lecture 
delivered at Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 
November 29 , 1941. 
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consideration of the factors of age, sex, race, locale, 
intellectual level of the group studied and cultural pattern. 
Tests involving language, for example, developed in one certain 
locality, and standardized among an _ economically superior group, 
canno.t ·: be validly considered a fair standard by which to 
measure individuals o~ a totally different community, with 
inferior standards of l i ving , and a consequently more limited 
cultural environment. E~en the differences between isolated 
country life and city life are bound to be considerable. 
The Rorschach psychodiagnostic technique attempts to 
encompass the problem with a combined quantitative and quali-
tative analysis, serving as a basis, together with standard 
tests of int ell igence and the personal clinical experience of 
the examiner ._ 4 \ from which to determine the personality 
structure,.' It is hoped that the Rorschach findings may 
indicate behavior habits and that the possible int eraction of 
the environment and the individual, as well as the influence 
of the emotional life on the intellectual functioning of the 
individual , may be more fully comprehended. 
Many of the advantages of using ihe Rorschach technique 
are cited by such well-known authori t ies as Klopfer of 
Columbia University, New York, Beck of the ~achael Reese 
Hospital, Chicago, and others. This instrument appears to be 
a ppropriate for all ages beyond three years, for either sex, 
all races, all levels of intelligence and without regard to 
4 . J} •.... Klopfer..:,. Rorschach 
Method " R 
5. 
environment and training. However, although the examiner may 
not know the language, an understanding of the cultural pattern 
of the examinee is essential. 
In his study of earl.y childhood Klopfer 5-·: claims that 
"the interdependence of emotional and intellectual growth 
factors is so decisive in this early stage of development that 
any intellectual diagnosis which cannot take into account this 
interdependence is bound to be very unreliable." The objective 
tests have not revealed unique aspects of personality because 
only customary modes of reaction are required. The Rorschach 
~echnique offers an opportunity for the individual to 
spontaneously express himself in accordance with his particular 
individual emotional and intellectual trends. The personality 
mechanisms involved in the interaction of the individual with 
his environment ar e t hereby exposed. The relationship of the 
f'actors, as Klopfer -6 ~: points out, is more important than 
quanti~tive scores, and it is this structure which makes it 
.. 
possible to gain access into the inner mechanisms of the 
individual. Of the several methods of standardizatio ~ 
statistical tabulation is only one method. By virtue of its 
technique 
clinical validity the RorschacfVmay also be considered standar~-
!ized . and therefore possesses qualities of the objective test. 
5 . 13 •. Klop(er .and -~ M. · A.~-~-rg:q.lie.s .. , _- " orschach Reactions in 
Early Childhood," Rorschach Res. E:xch., 1941, V, p. 1. 
6. B,,._ .K.lop~e:r; . et al, "Shall the Rorschach Method Be Standar-
dized?" Amer. J. Orthopsychiat., 1939, IX, pp. 514-529. 
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3. The Rorschach 'l1echnique. 
The Rorschach test material consists of a :;;eries of ten 
inkblots on separate cards, which are used to create an 
experimental condition. Five of the cards are achroDB tic and 
five are in color. All are bi-symmetrical or Jl['actically so. 
Card I is achromatic, and easily suggests forms or out lines • 
The white space is also frequently used. Card II introduces 
color and an emotional problem. Card III, colored, is 
importa nt for movement. Card IV lends itself to organized 
wholes, although Card V is the most easily organized. Card 
VI is the most striking, with strong shading and involving 
greater difficulty for organization. Card VII falls inro 
se parate uni t s easily and is extrenely difficult to assemble. 
Card VIII presents harmonious colors and is the :roost difficult 
to organize. Card IX shows a disagreeable combina t ion of 
colors but has a solidity or adherence to form. In Card X 
there is a tendency to see details but human :roovement and 
whole respons e s are extrem;ly difficult. 
Th e Rorschach cards are presented to the individual one 
by one, with the ins true tion to look at them and tell the ex-
aminer what it might be or what it r epresents to him7 . The 
r e spondent may se e animals, objects, landscapes, anaiDmy, or 
t end to give abs t:ract r e sponses. In this way he responds to 
'7 . Bruno Klopfer, "The •rechnique of the Rorschach Adrninistra-
tion1" Ror schach Re s. Exch., 1940, IV, p .6. 
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the stimulus-material in his individual, inimitable manner. 
Because new ideas cannot be adjusted to what is already familiar 
or known, this system i s said to be unstructured, or the test 
an unstructured one. 
Two other projective techniques are frequent~y mentioned 
in the literature pertaining to psychodiagnosis, although re-
search in these methods has not been so extensive, partly, 
no doubt, because of their comparatively recent publication. 
Henry Murray of Harvard University has selected a number of 
photographs vaguely depicting scenes, but withal so obscure 
that an individual interpretation is elicited. Because the 
meehod of approach is indi.cated it is said to be a somewhat 
structured test, limiting the scope to some extent. The method 
of presentation is somewhat similar to that of the Rorschach 
method. 
The cloud ~ictures whi.ch William Stern of Ibke University 
presented to psychoclinicians and psychiatrists in 1937 8 
resembles the Rorschach test in its unstructured mass of 
material, although it is a~symmetrical. 
In planning educational programs for children of the ag es 
here considered it is found necessary to interpret not only 
the objective scores obtained on the standard tests but also 
8. W·',. , : St~ rri' , "Cloud Pictures: A New Method for Testing 
Imagination," Character and PersonalitY, 1937, VI, pp .l32-
146. 
8. 
the nersonality structure responsible for the ftmctioning or 
the child et the reported level. 
It is a well-known fact that the young child frequently 
finds it difficult to formulate his thought into words and 
that the environmental influences must be investigated. The 
institutional ch1.ld, for example, frequently presents what 
a.ppears to be a negativistic attitude. He may also tend to 
reply mechanically, to perseverate, or become non-co~ttal, 
when presented with verbal stimuli. Other personality charac-
teristics of the institutional child described by Goodenough9 
and by Loosli-Us:teri10 are of interest. The sensational 
re~orts published by the Iowa groupll on mental growth is 
further nroof that personal! ty factors, as well a.s so cializa-
tion, must necessarily influence objective test scores, when 
these tests fail to make provision for ever-changing processes 
of environmental growth and stimuli. The Rorschach projective 
technique, which induces real thinking and is comparatively 
free from cultural biases and verbal weighting, should enable 
the examiner to determine with what degree of effectiveness 
the subject is able to handle his intellectual endowments. 
9. F. L. Goodenough 1 "Can We Influence Mental Growth: A 
Critique of Recent Experiments," E~uc.Res.,l940: 
~I, Supp. XIII, pp. 120-143. 
10. M. Loo sd~)-Usteri 1 "Le test de Rorschach applique'~ dif-ferents groups d'enfants de 10-13 ans," AreA de Psychol., 
1929, XXII, pp. 51-106. Abstract. 
11. H. M. Skeels and H. B. Dye 1 "A Study of the Effeots of Differential Stimulation on Mentally Retarded Children~" 
~r.o. c.!.. _A~r..!.._A:.s.s.!..M.~~t.Def., 1939, XLIV, No.1, pp . 114-136. 
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The guidance counselor not only must appraise the subject 
from the standpoint of int ellig ence and aptitude, but also 
ascer~ain charac~eristic traits or conflicts, which may enter 
into h i s adjustment to the program outline. When the subject 
is presented with a situat i on in which he unconsciously pro-
jects his personality, as in the Rorschach examination, much 
more m2y be revealed than is possible through casual ob~erva­
tion, or through questionnaires which are conducive of 
misunders~anding and naive alterations. 
It is the wish of the ~ iter to investigate the usefulness 
of this m w psych odiagnostic tool in the following tvo problems 
1. Will the Rorschach technique offer a satisfactory 
differential diagnosis between uneven mental development 
and impaired functioning, when there is a discrepancy 
shown be tween scores establish8d by means of the usual 
tests? 
2. Will ·t;he teacher is subjective estimate of t he principal 
tr a its measured by the norschach approximate the estimate 
made on th~ basis of the Rorschach interpretation its elf? 
The Rorschach Projective Technique 
Experimentation with inkblots as a means of measuring 
various react i ons dates back to the beginning of the century, 
when Binet and Henri, well known authoriti e s in the field of 
mental tes t ing, experimented with them as a "Gesting procedure. 
10 
r 
During the next twenty years other investigators in 
Europe, England and America utilized it in noting personality 
differences. It was during this period that Whipplel2 devised 
a series of 20 blots, and that both B~tlett and Parsonsl3 
developed groupings which were similar to Rorschach's later 
method. It is not lmown that Rorschach14 obtained interpreta-
tions and determined norms from these studies, but he developed 
the experimentation, making it a clinically useful tool for 
personality study. 
Hermann Rorschach, a practicing psychiatrist as well as 
a psychoanalyst, with exceptional insight, saw problems and 
possibilities of this experiment as he worked with patients in 
Switzerland. He propounded the theory that a test situation 
could be arranged in which the subject would unconsciously 
reveal characteristic tendencies, showing the same frequencies 
as displayed in his reaction to his environment. For this 
purpose a large collection of inkblots was :, created and exper-
imentation over the ten-year period of 1911-1921 resulted in the 
15 published manual Psy~??diagnosti~- • This book is still the 
12. M. Krugman,, "Out of the Inkwell: The Rorschach Method," . 
Rorschach Res, Exoh., 1940, IV, pp. 91-101. 
13. Ibid,plil.91 -101. 
14. Ibid., pn. 91 -·lUl. 
15. H. Rorschach, 11 Psychod1agnost3k: Methodik unCI, Ergebnisse 
eines wahrnehmungsdiagnostischen Experiments;{Psychodiag-
nostics. Method and results of an experiment in perceptual 
diagnosis by means of interpretation and random forms. Bern. 
3rd ed., 1937, p. 255. 
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outstanding authorit a tive manual, although satisfactory trans-
lations in English are not yet available to the American public. 
From his la.rge collection of plates used in this experi-
mental study Rorschach finally selected ten. Each of these bas 
a specific problem for the subject. It is believed that there 
is a significance in the manner of approach,and the sequence of 
the subject's reactions with respect to shading, color and form 
i s an illll.)ortant factor in interpretation. This method seeks to 
show the influence of instinctive and emotional factors, on. 
both social and intellectual behavior. The clearest description 
of the individual characteristics of each card has been 
furnished by Booth16 , together with some general rules on 
objective internretetions. The psychological processes or 
divisions a.ppear to be most clearly outlined by Beckl7 • The 
two hypotheses ado pted by Beck are based on the assumption that 
"the individual is the product of all his history, physical, 
psychological, environmental." The first hypothesis is that 
"all manifestations of personality are ultimately a product of 
five forces." Of the five forces four are primary, dynamic, 
psychological processes; viz.,form perception, organization 
16 . Q;:.,Q ·.: r· : ~oth ~ "Object! ve Techniques in Personal! ty Testing,." 
Arch. Neurol. Psychiat., 1939, X~~I PP• 514-530. 
17. S ~ J. Beek~ "The Rorschach Metij.od and Personality Organiza-
tion ·III. The Psychological and the Social Personality," 
Amer. J. Orthopsychiat., 1934, IV, p. 291. 
12 
energy, affective drive and creative living, and the fifth !s 
the environment. All traits are led ; to function in four of 
these five forces through their~nteraction with one another, 
16" and w 1 th the env iron:men t . · ·-· The second hypothesis is that 
"personal! ty, as finally manifesting itself overtly, is the 
equilibrium reached between the four aspects held to be valid 
for all levels of intelligence, all clinical varieties and all 
types of health.l9u 
The further analysis of the responses for time sequence 
and succession reveals this interaction of the forces. The 
after effects of such psychic factors is determined by a 
study of tho curve of react1on20 • In general, a psychic 
phase begins witl a marked change in composition and ends 
with either en impulsive or an abstract response, either one 
having the end effect of release, thus enabling the individual 
to react to a new stimuli. 
Following Beck's system of interpretation, based on norms 
which have been established on an experimental basis, we find 
two other widely used scoring systems in America. Hertz, well 
18. I'61d.,p.291. 
19. Ibid., p. 291. 
20. E. Schachtel, and :1 JA:~ Hartoch:;,. "The Curve of Reactions in 
The Rorschach Test; a Contripution to the Theory and Prac-
tice of Rorschach's Psychodiagnostic Ink Blot Test," Amer. 
J. Orthopsychiat., 19:3'7 !!,!, pp. 320-348. -
13 
known for her work with children, has established norms on a 
quantitative basis, utilizing symbols which appear to he .. somewha 
similar to those of Beck 1 s. The third method is that devis ed 
by Klopfer, who has introduced a refined scoring technique, 
adding the sub-categories or divisions of "texture" and "per~ 
spective ;" and e. new procedure of inquiry in"JJ lving a "testing 
of the limits" which elici t s additional responses. The latest 
adaptation of the Klopfer system is the Harrower-Erickson Group 
21 Method , which is being standardized for use in selecting 
military men, as well as for educational and guidance planning 
in civilian life. 
The Klopfer method of administration varies from the tra-
ditione.l Rorschach principle chiefly in its refinement of the 
scoring system and in its method of inquiry including a testing 
of' the limits procedure. Although the norms are determined on a 
quantitative basis, it is claimed to be more adaptable, elicitin 
finer meanings or expressions and capable of greater differ-
entiation than the traditional technique, as adhered to by Beck. 
Standardization of this method is being conducted on the basis 
cooperative agreement among experts, and it is for this purpose 
that the Rorschach Research Exchange was instituted in New York. 
Klopfer's method of administration it would seem, adheres more 
strictly to experimental conditions than does that advocated by 
Beok. 
14 
In respect to differences of administration, scoring and 
interpretation, several points should be kept in mind when re-
viewing the literature on the subject of RorschaCh experimen-
tation. 'l'he first point is that, being an uns~uctured test, 
the mode of approach is not determined by the material. For 
the same reason Klopfer prefers that during spontaneous re-
actions, no encouragement be given to induce even one response 
to a card. The spontaneous breaking down22 of resistance to 
the stimuli, which sometimes follows rejection of a card, is 
of significa.m e in itself. In the Beck method, the encourage-
ment, or insistence from time to time, would· appear to inject 
an extraneous stimulus into the situation, thereby preventing 
the continuous manifestation of spontaneity, whether it be 
rejection or acceptance. 
The general theory which this technique exemplifies23 
is that an experimental situation is created by the examiner, 
who controls it indirectly. By the stimulus material and the 
incentive characteristics of the blots the subject is tempted 
to respond in certain ways. Because of its unstructured 
qualities it induces disclosures of individual characteristics. 
The age groups to which this test is suitable range from a 
· p,;!Oschool level of three years up through adulthood. The 
22. B. Klopfer 1 "Personality Aspects Revealed by the ftorschach Method," Rorschach Res. Exch., 1940, lV, pp.26-29. 
~3. B. Klopfer , et:' al,:· ·';.Theory.:'and :, Technique of Rorschach 
IntAr-nretPtion," Unpublished Manuel, Rorschach Res. Exch., 
195S ~ I ,II~' ~'pp. 152-194. 
15 
. 24 Rorschach Test Norms of Sunne for nursery, kindergarten and 
first grade pupils are of special interest to the investigator, 
since they have been established on two distinct social groups. 
Under the section on Procedure a more detailed account of 
the Klopfer scoring system will be described. At this point, 
however, it seems wise to introduce the general principles 
involved in the scoring, so that the relationship between the 
several systems may be kept in mind, as characteristic patterns 
are discussed. 
The spontaneous responses to the ten cards are total J9.:d ~ 
also the time taken to administer this portion of the examina-
is recorded. 
tion "' The time elapsing between the presentation of a card 
and t he first response is also recorded. Any markedly delayed 
~esponse is held worthy of notation and the position in which the 
card is held when responses are given, is recorded, since it has 
its significance as well. 
Classification of individual responses varies somewhat 
!With the scoring sy~tem adopted. Each res ponse is analysed 
"our different ways. There appears to be a general agreement 
among the various scoring systems on these four factors. The 
"1rst category covers the location of the response, 1.~. the 
portion of the blot used. The second category is daignated 
~s the determinant, or what determines the subject's response. 
24. Da:gne :, Sitn1,1e~ ~ . "Rorschach Test Norms for Young Children," 
9h!l:<!__Deve_~op., 1936, VII, pp .304-313. 
16. 
The individual may see human beings in movement, or animal 
skins, or colored objects, or just inanimate shapes, for 
example. The third category classifies the number of various 
things (content} perceived, together with their quality, 
whether the whole of them is seen or . not, etc. The fourth 
category is that of the so-called popular response, or a 
response which occurs with a statedfrequency in analysing a 
number ' of records. The originat response is one tha.t occurs 
no more than once in a hundred individuals, although this is 
not included in the older systems of scoring. The number and 
definition of the sub-categories vary with the method employed. 
In anelysis the quantity and proportionate relationshi9 of. 
various lo,oations, determinant s and contents form the basis of 
the inter~eta tion. 
The group method is very much simpler from the standpoint 
of tabulation. The subject outlines, and numbers, on a minis-
. . 
ture diagram, the location of his response. The determinants 
. of movement, color, shape and texture are also indicated by the 
subject's circling the _descriptive word and underlini~g _ the 
mos t important element. The content and originality or popu-
lar! ty of the response can be later determined by the examiner . 
of the protocol. The final scoring, tabulation and interpreta-
tion is based on the Klopfer method, used by the Rorschach 
Exchange. 
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The first one to c onsider is the 
t h o consensus of o~i~ion t~~t the ~rere ruisite s f8 r uraf i cic2c~ 
j_ ::_-~ Rors:Cbec.h ' •') .~ ) s~ould include : - ~ ~0 
l . 2?rofo f:~si.Olle. l e x;Je1~ie 11ce S.J.1c1 iJ c.~. c J.c c.;1.4 0t:.:!.1 c ., •;-Jt·Gll e:ctcr:.si ve 
clL1ic c.l ex::)erien c e , in order to cJ. istjil1CJ.'lJj _s J:l ~10rj:J.::, l ccnd 
ab~1or~1w.l :Jcl:wvior . 
2 . ) _ 8o1lec e de c;r e e 2. ~1d t ;Jr ee y e 2.:cs of grad~_w.te e::-; orienc o . 
5 . Solid Tiorschach tra ininc , Drefe~abl7 rrQ2 one of t~e 
t:1:Lrt ~,.. :.?e llovJS of tl:1e Rorsch 2 c h In:::rt.it-. ..l.te . 
i n cJ.ucl.e e ::::::-;; ericnc e i n tlle e:::::p e::..~:Lnontal :L :Lold . I n aclc1 ition t o 
3~-3'7 . 
2\:1 . :U . ~:~loyfer , Le c -~ ·u.:::· e do l ivei'tHl be :~'ore tl'J.e ~,o:;:J:E>~:_o·; t.jl'ou:) , 
l-~ o~cscll ?.--CJ.l I i1[rtit,u_-'ce , ~F1.u.1e ·C~£1 , l ~J J1:!.. , Cl· c:.f' t~ s , ~-: . -~:~ 
18 
These minimum reclu irements entJ. tle the experimenter to 
ad:nnn1ster and score rec oro..s. }' or c..n a ctv c:.ncect 1nt e r p reta-
t 1on oi- such rec urds, hovreve r 9 :3uc~"l EU"l exp ::::r·1menter 1s 
expec 1.,eu. to consult '::. senior 1.7orkert -who has had at lee.st 
one a ddi t iona.l ye-3.r ' s e:x:per1ence, , nd vrh o has demons-c.re.teci. 
his ccbillty 1n the I ield :t·or pedagoglc8,l purposes . Th is 
period or intensive t.rain ing wi thholds opportunity to 
tho se ':r ork<~rs wh o may: not !Je in a pos it ion to te.ke such 
tra1n1ng or who a r e i n B. l oc a lity where such instruction 
i s not available. 
For the a c qu i s ition or knowledge or the Rorscha ch 
p rinciples one mu s T, beco~ne I 8Jnilia r y,cith the v e. l ues cmd 
cre ch ts 1 or scoring o:t the several systems , bo th Amer ic c:m 
and :t oreign , 2ts we ll as their r espective ternnno log 1e;1 . 
It is also i mportant to keep in mincl the :t a ct tha t the 
id.ent 1c ::o l ternnno.logy , vrhen usect by dir I erent lnYest 1g e.tors, 
may d iffer in value or meaning . Th is may account "for the 
d i fferenc es in the findings of Ingebre~tsen(2? ) and 
::.Leltz : n~(28 ), on s tut te rin6 , for example . 
':J1_e rnethod of admin i stration a lso must b ·2 tak en into 
c o1v ldera t ion. 
27. :5:: . Ingebre t:; tsen, "So:ne :.8X}.J e rimente.l Contributions to 
the rsychology and Psychopathology of Stutterers , " 
Amer . J" . Orthopsychi3.t . , 1. 36 , VI , pp . 630 - 649. 
H. :f·i eltze :r; "Pers on a lity Dif f erences A'-1 0ng Stutterers 
As Indic a. ted by th::· Rorschach Te st , " lujer . J . Ortho-os;y -
chiat., 1934 , IV, pp . 26 2-282 . 
- -
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and his 'hormal" details, (i.e. portions recognl~ed by the 
normal or average individual) are c lairmd to be based on his 
memory of the number of times they occurred, wh ich method is 
also a questtonable procedure. 
As E;ertz further noints out: it is necessary to lrnow on 
whPt g-rour~ the norms have been established. In a survey of 
the liter'"'ture one is imnressed wi th the an narent lack of 
exner:tment~l · control in studies of behavior char acteri sties. 
For exP-m'"'le, tt is imnortAnt to know, in fJ study of stutter-
er"', whethr:>r the ages, sex, cul tur t1 1 envi.ronment, length of 
~tutter,ng, perind of onset, dtc. were all considered. In 
com'"'1'lring the t•NO studies mede by Ingebregtsen00 and Me ltzer31 
these fectors are not clearl y brought out. 
The reliability and v alidity of the Rorschach have been 
esteblished by agreement in so-called blind diagnosis. In 
this method the interureter has no knowledge of the subject 
other than his sex and his ennroxi mete age. After a number 
of exnerts have internreted the same records a comoarP.tive 
study of the r e sults is 1'!1Rde, to determine how closely they 
ere in ~greement. 
30. Ingebregtsen ~ "Some Experirre ntal Gontri but ions to 
The Psycholo g"~r and Psycht!ma:thology of Stutterers,. n 
_A_m~e_r_.;.._J~. _O..;;.r_t_h_o...:p._S...:Y~, ...:c_h .... t;....a_t • , 1 93o , ..YJ. np. 63 ,) _ 64 9 • 
31. H. Melt?:er, "Personality Dtfferences Among St 't terers 
as Indicat ~> d by the Rorschach Test, 11 A:rrer. J. Ortho-
nsych iat. 1934, IV, pp .262-282. 
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Some attempts have been made to establish validity by the 
use of the split half mthod. Results generally indicate, 
however, that a parallel series of inkblots would be more 
desirable for such stuiy. 
4. Characteristic Patterns of Behavior Inferred With the 
Help of the Rorschach Findings. 
In the chronological age group eight tot we lve years it 
has been generally found that children with problems reveal in 
their Rorschach findings anxiety or tension. 
The question 11 How do psychotic children vary from normal 
c h ildren?" migh t be answered by the broad statem ent heard in 
regard to adults, i.e., that it is minly a differeme of 
degr ee. Piotrowski32 finds that the personality pattern of 
preadolescent children diagnosed as schizophrenics is not 
quite the sam as that of adult schirophrenics. Adapting 
Piotrovrski's~3 prognostic signs m the adolescent group, 
where quality of form percept ion is said iP compare with 
that of the adult, one might say that vague percept ions with 
rather absurd bm; carefully worke d out ideas would 't:e a signal 
for further s earch of abnormal traits. The qualita ·dve 
analysis is the deciding factor in every case. 
32. z, A. Piotrowsl<:i, "Positive and Negative Rorschach Or ganic 
Reactions," Rorschach Res. Exch., 1940, IV, pp . 147-151. 
~3. z. A. Piotrowski, "The Prognostic Possibilities of the 
Rorschach Method in Insulin Treatment," Psychiat. Quart., 
1938, XII, pp. 679-689. 
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Personal maladjustrrent zmy be considered broadly to 
manifest it~self in a lack of correct proportions, i.e., an 
excess of, too li t~th• of, or an a.bs (::jnc e of required factors 
for making:. ·up the pattern or norm for .the age in question. 
The organic involvements in prepuberty children have to 
be i .nvestigRted for further data. It is needless to state 
that the M (human movement) and M:FM (ratio of human movement 
to animal movement) have not the sane interpretation for this 
younger group. It will be interesting, hcr.JV ever, to keep 
Kelley's 34 five signs in mind, for later comparison of 
d f:l ta in questionable cases appearing in the a Cb lescent age 
r ange. He finds tha t "certain pattents 11 show:-
1. inablli ty 11 to use analytical thought and cannot think 
on an abstract level •••• 11 
2. ''inability to voluntarily -shift from one nethod of 
classifying to another • • • • n 
II 3 • 11 inab 11 i ty . to improve or iginal c one ep t s • • • • 
4. inability 11to see new forms even when they are suggested 
and are unable to cl:lange the forms Vlhich they have pre-
viously seen even when new ones are outlined tn them 
• II 
. . . . 
5. "their first set of responses usually represents the 
resu:lt of their primary drive ·to maximum r:erformance 
and cannot be improved •••• " 
34. D. M. Kelley, nThe Rorschach Method as a Means For tlle 
Determl.nation of the Impairment of Abstract Behavior · 11 
Rorschach Res. Exch., 1941, II, p .87. ' 
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Piotrowski in his article translates Oberholcer's 
conclusions in regard to organic oases, summarizing them 
under ei.ght headings:-
a. "The organ_ic oases are unable to synthetize well 
many details into one goo·d i:mterpreta tion. ••• 
b. The patients ·believe that the inkblots repre-
sent. sone definite objects which they are sup-
posed to recognize •••• 
c. Their associations are poor and uniform, fre-
quently marked by perseveration ..... 
d. Their reaction time is lengthened Without excep-
tion. 
e. They give. a large number of original responses. 
These response·s however are of poor quality and 
inadequa:te. 
f. The relative nimlbers of respons-es to whole ink 
blots and to parts of them do not differ from 
those of normal subjects •••• 
g. The- readiness of the organic patients for co-
operation as well as their application is good •••• 
h. The introversive part of "their personality di-
minishes while the extratensive increases •••• " 
36 
Following these co ncl usi ons Piotrowski lists. his 
own ten signs of abnormality- {R T M Gn F%. P% Rpt Imp 
Plx Apf. Previously explained these ten signs are 
shown herein. 
''R means that the total number of reponse.s to the 
ten inkblots bas been less. than 15 •••• 
T' means tbat the average time per single response 
has been more than one minute •••• 
M indicates that the number o.f movement responses 
has been no mor·e than one •••• 
On indicates tlBt the record contains at least one-
color denomination •••• 
F% the percentage of good form response-s have been 
ZQj .. Z .. A.Piotrowski, "On the Rorschach Method and its Ap-
plication in Organic Disturbances of the Central Ner-
vous System,." Rorschach Res. Exch.,l936, I p:'~9. 
36. Ibid., P"P.29-3l. 
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below 70 •••• 
P% means that the percentage of popular responses has 
been below 25 ••• ~ 
Rpt stands for r 'epetiti on or the giving of the same 
response to se·ve ral inkblots •• .,. 
Imp stands for impotence or giVing a response in spite 
of recognition of its inadequacy •••• 
Plx means per·pl~xi ty associated with dis trust of one's 
own ability and quest for reassurance •••• 
Ap s1B.nds for au tom tic phrases or the. frequent use of 
a pet phrase in an indiscriminate fashion •••• "" 
Fina.lly, pat terns represented in these age groups 
may be of a very general nature, indicating, but not 
specifying:-
!. Frustratiarr, fe·ar or anxiety. 
2. Functional impairment or a poss 1 ble organic 
invol vemen't. 
Determining factors can be decided only by e:xpert 
analysis of the record in question, from a qualitative 
standpoint. 
Experimental procedure used by the writer on a num-
ber of clinical cases will be· described later and an 
effort made to determine whether additional adult traits 
mey be expected to appear in the younger group in prob-
lem cases, or, if, in lieu of this, other tendencies 
may reveal th ems elves. 
In attempting to delineate and compare certain ten-
dencies in a children's group covering a portion of the 
pre-adolescent and the adolescent phase, 1 t 1 s to be 
remembered that many of the subjects chosen by Beck and 
25 
others for study of behavior· ab.araoteris tics, have been 
adul t .s. The pre sent wr.l. ter wislnle s to ascertain whether 
such patterns are also approximated at lower age levels, 
and if so, to what degree., and with wmt variations. 
Problems arise which encourage the application of 
tried technique still further. One of these is to deter-
mine Which factors are more stable at these levels. Will 
the characteristics of the age groups, or the sex, a.t a 
stated age level, tend to accentuate other tendencies,. 
to ·counteract them, or merely be considered as additional 
factors. 
By eliminating group categories not appli.cable to 
this age level under investigation, we may clarify and 
simplify the fiel.d of investie!li ti on. At this point, by 
eliminating the: use of the four adult per so nali ty type 
classifications, i.e., introverted, coarted or retraative, 
extratensive and ambi-equal, we may simplify the proce-
dur·e. The reason :far dispensing with the personality type 
is that in process of personality growth the child has 
been observed to pass thrGugh an extratensive phase prior 
37 
to the age of' tw.e 1 ve , f'ollowi ng whi oh there is an intro-
37. M.R.Hertz, "Some Personality Changes in Adolescen.ce as 
Revealed by the Rorschach Method," Psychol. Bull .• 
HMO, XXXVII, pp.t) l5,... f? i6~bstract. 
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versive swing, lasting three years or longer. Support-
58 
ing this view are the observations of Piotrowski who 
through his analysis of the "M" (movement. response), 
found similar extra tensi ve tendencies to appear below the· 
age of· twelve years. He found that the: majority of chil-
dren below twelve years have no ''M" responses. Since the 
"Mn response is on the introversive side of the psycho-
gram, this muld substantiate the findings of Hertz. 
However, for the age groups nine to sixteen years 
tbe 39 . 40 41 d findings of Klopfer Piot rowsk~ , Hertz , an 
42 
Tulchin sre some mat at variance. Kl opfer finds "M" 
appearing at C.A. eight in normal children, though less 
than one M per child and Piotrowski does not expect to 
38. Z.A. Piotrowski, "Positi ve and Negative Rorschach 
Or~ nic Reac tlii.on , n Rorschach Res . Exch. , 1940, IV ,pp. 
14 1-151. 
39. Bruno Klopfer. "Rorschach Technique," : p .. 2 bO . 
40. z •.. A. Piotrowski, op. cit., pp . 147 -151. 
41. M. R. Hertz , "Rorscha ch Nor ms f'o r an Adolescent Age 
Group 1 Child Devel opment, 1935, VI. pp 69- '16 . 
4 2. S.H. 'rulchin, "The Pre-Rorschach Use of Ink Blot 
Tests,." Rorschach Re s. Exch.,. 1940, IV. pp 1-'1. 
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find "M't in the majari ty of children below the age of 12 
years. Since it :: is not known how these groups compared as 
to sex, race, eco nomic level and mental age, attempts to 
account. for the discrepancy would be purely conjectural. 
One expects, for- example, an increase in the number of 
md>vement. responses as mental maturation proceeds in a 
normal child. 
Form perception is another point · which shows find-
43 
ings. at variance. Lopfe, , found in his study of 40 
pupils in Grades IV-VI that the responses given compared 
favorably both qualitatively and quantitatively with those 
given by adults. 
44 
Hertz in her studies, also found 
adolescents showing an average. percentage of good forms. 
The average percentage movenent: answers were "higher than 
those reported for adults and otter groups of adolescents.' 
45 Piotrowski , however, in his study of average children, 
observed that form perception was not as accurately ob-
served below the age of 12 years. The questions of mental 
43. A. Lopfe 1 (On Rorschach Form Meaning. Experiment With 
10-3 Year Old Boys) 1 Ps. Abs. I,. 1927. 
44. M. R. Hertz, "Rorshcach Norms for an .Adolescent .Age 
Group," Child Development, 1935, VX. pp. 69-'76. 
45. z. A. Piotrowski~ · "-Positive and Negative Rorschach 
Organic Reactions1 tt Rorschach Res. Exch. 1940, !!, 
pp.14?-151. 
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age and sex may be involve.d in these variances. In the 
f'irst instance a brighter group would be ezpected to have· 
46 
better form perception .• Or, considering HaiTimants 
observations, that men mve sharper form perception than 
women , there may have be en a heavier' weighting of males 
in the former group. Harriman also cited the fact that 
girls tended to be more pedantic and a1 so showed more "S" 
(space responses) or contrary tendencies than boys. In a 
study of school begiiDlBrs, Paulson 47 found that- girls 
before 10 years of ~e tend to respond earlier to emo-
tional stimuli from without than boys. This extratensive 
quality corresponding in part. to extraversion would he 
expected , therefo·re, to show a less accur·ate form per-
ception, than would a more introversive type of personal-
ity, other things teing equal, it would seem to the writer 
Experimental studies have shown that extratensive indi-
viduals may not perceive forms as accurately as 4o the 
ambiverts or introverts. 
Paulson 48 bas found responses in school beginners 
46 P.L. HaiTiman, "The Rorschach Test Applied to a Group 
of Coll~ge Students," Amer. :r. Orthopsychiat. ,1935, 
v. pp. 116-120. . 
47. Alma Paulson, ttRorschachs of School Beginners.," 
Rorschach Res. Exch. 1941, I, pp 24-29. 
48. Ibid., pp 2 4 -29 . 
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t n the same relative frequency as in adults. It must 
f'ollow, there fore, tba t the intervening ages in question, 
including the ones under consideration her-e, would prob•~­
ably be expected to share this feature. It is well to 
remember that Paulson's scor-ing symbol ttprr (popular re-
sponse) is used in the Klopfer Method and that Beck's 
scoring symbol "P" (popular response) bas quite a dif-
ferent definition from that of Klop:fer•s symbol. 
Tulchin 49 ha~ diff·erentiated age groups of eig}lt 
and nine years ,who tend to depict action from t .·bose rang-
' ing in age between ten and thirteen _years;;which he finds 
show' a characteristic for noting relationships. After-
the age of twelve years this author expects to find quali 
ty as a differentia t1 ng stage. 
50 
In regard to sex, Pauls on , as mentioned above,has 
found more movement; and mor·e whole reponses in boys than 
in girls, and more co~or reponses in girls. One might 
expect from her findings that boys will be more creative 
ani introversive (compared in part to introverted) than 
girls,although here again it is important to consider 
51 
the exact age cycle. Hertz found the boys to be, not 
49. S.H.Tulchin, "The Rorschach Use of Ink Blot Tests," 
Rorscba.ch Res. Exch, 1940, ll• pp. 1-7. 
50. Allnfi· Paulson, Op. cit., pp. 24-29. 
51. M.R.Hertz• "Some Personalit.y Changes in Adolescence 
as Revealed by the Rorschach Method, tt: Psychol.Bull, 
1940 1 XXXVII, pp .515-5l~bstract. 
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more- introversive, but more extratensive than girls, 
although, however, she noted impulsiveness. as a charac-
teristic of the· girls, which is co-related to Paulson's 
co~or emphases wi t.h girls. Her findings are: in agreement 
s~ 
with those reported by Suares , wh o also found boys 
becoming more introve.rt-ed at puber-ty, while girls showed 
extratensive traits. 
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Earlier studies reported by Tulchin include that 
mde by· Parsons, who :found in his study of 97 subjects 
aged 7 years to 7-it years that boys favored war associa-
tions and landscape while girls sought: out domestic ani-
mals and human beings~ Although this age level is slight-
ly lower than the one we are here considering, the writer 
wonders if this behavior pattern may not go higher up 
the scale? Further investigation of this question is 
desirable, to determine the possibility of discovering 
psychopathic or even homosexual tendencies; and to find 
out if there may be ot.her characteristic tendencies which 
may have a different interpretation. The dif:ferentiat-
ing factors were: not outlined by the author. 
Regardless of tbe age, sex and men tal maturity, it. 
Ql . N. Suares, (The Rorscha.ch Test in Adolescen t .s .), ~· 
!.!?.!.· 1939, m.I. .. ,. . 
55. s. H.Tulchin, ttThe Pre-Ror schach Use of Ink Blot 
Tests·," Rorsc:te.ch Res. Exch, 1940, IV, pp. 1-7 . 
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appears from contemporary writ,ings about these groups, 
that children in general are inter·ested in things which 
are alive, and that one may expect to find a considerable 
degree of imaginative play. 
f5'4 Ingebregtsen · , in his Rorschach study of stut-
terers found several psychological factors, three of 
which might in a brood sense, be termed defective as-
sociative processes. In sixty cases this authority 
found the stutterer bad inferior ability to concentrat.e, 
that he had an impair·ed or inadequate: memory for language 
concepts, and had a1 so poor fo:rm perception. 
The Rorschach pattern, in stuttering cas~s, reveals 
an emphasis on concrete concepts·, and frequently re-
sponses of mot.ion were missing-- tbe absence of move-
ment: indicative rather or a lack of a degree of practi-
cal intelligence, than a psychopathology of stutterers. 
55 Q.uanti tatively Ingebregtsen f ound that the num-
ber of responses given by the stutterer to the Rors:Chach 
tended to be smell. There were some responses o.:f motion 
p!f!. E. Ingebregtsen, "Some Experimental Contributions to 
the Psychology and Psychopathology of Stutterers," 
Am:. ;r. Orthopsychiat., 1936, ]I, pp. 630-649. · 
P~. E. Ingebregtsen, "Some E:xperiment.al Contributions. t:o 
the Psychology and Psychopathology of Stutterers~"' 
Am. ;r. Orthopsychiat., 1936, VI, pp. 630-649. 
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and some of color~ There was also observed a high number 
of animal responses, together with a small number of 
farm responses. Reaction time was observed to be long; 
and frequent rejections were noted, indicating restraint 
in the individual. 
The complete picture of the stutterer, when inter-
preted, reveals ten factors, according to this authority. 
They are:-
"1. Reduced atten tioh 
2. Weakness of will(or suggestibility) 
3. Reduced memory for language (or a snall 
vocabuJa:ry). 
4. Logical displac.e.ment • 
5. Motorial amusL 
o. Stereotyped perception 
7. Indolence, Bluntness of aff'ect. 
8. Signs of depress:icn 
9. Repre ssi on 
10. Restrictions." 
Two writers bave furnisl::ed descriptive material in-
dicating what one may expect to find in the protocol 
of the average stutterer. 
me nt in the conclusions;. 
There is some slight disagree-
Q"6 Ingebretsen · f inds poor form 
~:6)' .• E~.• ·Inge,bpf3gt:sen , ·gp . c it ., n p . 630-649. 
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5'1 
perception while Meltzer foUnd his cases could see 
form accurately but c:ould not discriminate the obvious 
from the less: important. Ingebretsen found fewer re-
sponses. Meltzer does not mke. it clear whet~r- there 
\W:Ire more content responses. as well as a large number of 
words, but it is this writer·•s e:xperie,nce to find more 
tl:B.n ttle average number of responses for the pre-pubertal 
stutterer and the merely average m.n:nber for the adolescent 
stutterer. 
There was a depres s1 ve- . trend in studies by Ingebret-
sen, while Meltzer found his group were not depressed. 
Omitting items which appear to be contradictory one· still 
finds Ingebretsen's characteristic pattern resembling in 
no manner that of Meltzer. The tendency toward per-
severation (stereotyped perception.), reduced attention, 
for 
weak will, reduced :n:emoryjlangua::;ge, logical displacement 
and poor motor adjustment are: not the pattern presented 
by Meltzer. He found greater productivity, more vaguely 
perceived whole responses, more expression of introversion 
as well as extraten1Hon, more sharply perceived forms and 
P'l. H'l)J..Mel tzert ttPerso ml ity Difference Among Stutterers 
As Indicated by the Rorschach Test •'t Amer. :r. Ortho-
psychiat., 1934, IV. pp. 262-282. 
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more responses suggesting emotional adaptation. Ingre-
bregtsen believes that the majority of stutterers have a 
moto:t"ial type of imagimtion and that; they are "motoria-
, . 
c~lly restrained." Meltzer, on the other hand, did not 
f'ind t .his so:; and the it-em. is therefore not t .o be con-
sidered as typical in this study. 
5'8 Duhi tscher' s pattern for psychopaths appears to 
resemble in part that of' the stutterer. A comparative 
study of these two types may enaole the guidance coun-
selor to better understand the problems of the stutterer. 
Psychopathic and Del.inquent Tendencies. 
59 . 
Earle's ;;; · udies revealed a difference between 
the delinquent and the psychopath in the ordinary tests 
of performance and verbal ability. His studies showed 
the delinquent to have a psychomotor dominance. As 
eo Kingsley · has pointed out in this case, the delinquent 
58. F. Dubi tscher, Der Rorschasche Formendeutever such 
bei erwachsenen Psychopathen sowie psychopathischen 
und schwachsinnigen Kindern, (Rorschach's form-in-
terpr e 1B. ti on exper ime nt wit b adult p sychopa thi o and 
dull children)2. Zsch. f .d) .. ges Neur. u Psychiat, 
1932.., pp.l38, .Ps. Abs. VII, 1933. 
f}.~ . C' • .T.C.Earle, "A Psychograph for Morons," .r. Abn. and 
Soc. Psychol,.35, m., pp.428, 1940. 
6.0 ~ H. Kingsley, Lecture, Directed Study,Boston Univer-
sity" October, 1941. 
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shows, his extratensive tendencies consistently, bot-h in. 
his ability to w::>rk with external matter or objects, am 
in his activities in rela. t:i on to objects or people in his 
environment. On the other band the psychopa.th indicates 
an introversial pattern in his tendency to work with 
abstract things within his own.. personality; viz. , profi-
ciency in the verbal sphere and in psychopathic traits, 
which one expects is the result or other abstract manipu-
lati ou of ideas. 
It 1 s the ptll'pose of this study to attempt to further 
reveal types of delinql..Bncy or psychopathy. 
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Dubi tscber ha s enumerated several points which 
are cmracteristic of the parformance of tl::e psychopath. 
He found the total number of responses to exceed that of 
the aver~e; the creative capacity or original to be less 
than average. There were impulsive and emotional ten-
dencies, emphasis on extratensive qualities, dilated 
or egocentric factors and more than the average number 
of whole responses. The percentage of poor fonn responses 
$1. F. Dubitscher, Der Rorshachsche Formendeuteversuch 
bei erwachsenen Psychopathen sowie psychopathischen 
und schwachsinningen Kindern, (Rorschach's form-
inte rpre ta tion eXJ?er iment with adult psychopathic 
and dull children), Zsch. F.D. ges Neur. u Psychiat., 
1932,. pp 138, Ps •. Ab1L !ll,, 1933. 
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6Z 
was less than average,. however. Hoel 
range of responses. to be characteristic·. 
f ound a wide 
Under the heading of Accepted Tests the reader is 
t2~ 
referred to the very interesting experiment of Earle 
which shows a pattern score for the delinquent and the 
psychopath, based on the more familiar test of the Stan-
ford Binet; and per:forrnance scores. 
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Bro sin and Fromm enumerate ten factors which they 
use as crt teria for color shoc-k. Theyr are:-
"1. Time, i. e. , significant delay prior to the. 
first scorable response •••• 
2. Exclamations indicative of newly aroused emotio·ns 
different from those produced by uncolored cards. 
3. Comment by the subject indicative of anxiety, 
tension, stress, newly mobilized defense mechan-
isms such as undue irritability, aggressiveness, 
passivity, etc •••• 
4. Decline in the total number of responses on the 
colored cards, especially the last three, as com-
pared with the uncolored ones •••• 
5. Decline in the quality of the responses •••• 
5. Impoverished content or responses •••• 
62. H. Hoel, (Pseudodebility)~ Psyohol. Abstr. 1.939,900 
Translated and criticised by M~L. Reymert,Mooseheart 
Laboratory for Child Research. 
63. C • .J .c. Earle\ "A Psychograph for Morons," .J. Abn.and 
Soc. Psychol 1 35, ill, P~'· 428. 
64 . H. w. Brosin and E.O.Fromm~ "Rorschac-h and Color 
Blindness~" Rorschach Res. Exch., 1940, IY, pp.45. 
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7. Rejection of the card by trying to avoid touch-
ing it, laying it down quickly or petulantly, 
or even tossing or bending it •••• 
8. An irregular sue cession of replies on colored 
cards when those on the uncolored cards are 
orderly •••• 
9. A decreased ability to see "popular" configura-
tions when those have been easily or quickly 
seen on the uncolored cards. 
10. Color shyness. An absen:c.e of color-determined 
responses in an individual who shows his ability 
to have them by verbal referral to the colors, 
but who cannot use them fruitfully in combina-
tion with his fo:nn-determined replies." 
It is doubtful if the color shock signs can be ap-
plied to the pre-puber-ty group, at least, since 70% o:r 
the responses are color responses at this age level, 
as 
according to Engel • Since, however, many of the color 
shock s igns have been found in cases showing organic 
difficulties as well, the writer wishes to retain the 
description offered, in the event that the problem of 
differential diagnosis in such a case may perhaps be 
included in the experimental studies. 
66. 
Bros in and Fronnn :na v e found that acquired color 
blindness does not alter the personality proportionately 
and therefore the reliability of the Rorschach as. a 
clinical instrument cannot. · be questioned because of this 
65..P.Engel, (On the proportionate interest in color and 
form:) , Experiment with 800 pupils, Ps.Abs. X, 2, 1936, 
s.w. Downs (Berkley,CalifarniaJ • 
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factor. 
5. The Accepted Tests Used in Clinical Practice. 
It is the writer 1 s duty to examine school children 
of the ages in question, who present problems and who 
are referred to the travelling clinic at various centers 
throughout a soiOOwhat rural state. 'fhe usual battery 
of tests include a verbal test and a performance test. 
The verbal test selected .for ages eight to fifteen is 
the Stanford Binet, Form L, and for ages sixteen to 
eighteen the We chsler-Bellevue test is utllized. The 
performance series employed is the Kent Kohs block design 
tes_t, u t. to age fifteen, and the t:arformance scale of the 
Wechsler-Be llevue test for ages sixteen to eighteen years. 
Other tests are added as re quired, usually not more than one 
supp lementary test b~ing administered for each child. 
'rhe various subjects from which the battery is 
chosen in clinical procedure include:-
Intelli gence. 
1. We chsler-Bellevue Scale, for C.A. 15-18 years. 
2. Stanford Binet Form L. C .A. 8-15 years. 
3. Chicag o Non-Ve rbal ~xamination. C.A. 8-13 years. 
Performance. 
1. Kent Kohs Block Design Test. C.A. 8-14 years • . 
2. Goodenough Drawing Test of Intelligence. C.A. 8-12 years. 
3. Kent-Shakow Form Board (1928 model). C.A. 6 -15 years. 
Occupa tional. 
1. 'rhe Strong Vocational Interest Blank. C.A. 16 years and over: ·. 
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In t .elli gen ce.-
1. The Measurement of Adult Intelligenc:e is a test 
standardized by Davi-d Wechsler of the Bellevue Psychiatric 
Hospital, New York in 1939. It was given to clinic 
cases of sixteen years and over, in preference to the 
Stanford Binet Form L.f(l936) because it has been found 
more suitable from the standpoint of interest; is less 
time consuming; and is: standardized on a suffici.e.nt num-
ber of subjects at the age level at which it is used. 
It tests the three fields of language, mathematics and 
performance ability. 
2. The Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligenc:e Scale ,Form L. 
was standardized on 200 cases, at each age level, from 
six to fourteen years. It consists of -language compre-
hension. verbal and pictorial completion tests, auditory 
and non-verbal memory test,s, tests of visual imagery, 
arithmettca.J.ability and special orientation, as well as. 
performance tests. 
3. The Chicago Non-Verbal Examination. is a paper and 
pencil hon-verbal intelligence test, standardized by 
Andrew w. Brown of the Institute of J"uvenile Research, 
Chicago,, in 1940. It is used in lieu ot: verbal tests, 
wbe n there is a language handicap or in the cas~e of a 
deaf or hard of hearing child. 
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Performance.-
1. :Modification of the Kohs Block:'.De'stgn Test. This is a 
color cube test modif'ied by Grace H. Kent of the Danvers 
State Hospital, in 1934. .lt was standardized on 38'7 subjects, 
of which 41 were pre-school children. 'i ;he remaining 130 
records were "p1.cked at random whenever the opportunity has 
o.f.fered itsel.f. 67 rl Kent .felt that here numbers were far too 
smBll to jus-dfy any considerable confidence in them, --
41 records from five-year - olds and 133 records .from subjects 
over 14 years, with 214 subjects fbr the ages from 6 to 14 
years. 
2. Measurement of Intelligenc a by Drawings. This is a test 
by Florence L. Goodenough of the Ins titut a of Child Welfare, 
Minnesota, pub lis he d in 19210. 11 • • • • The aver age cor re-
lation wi th ~~anford Binet mental age is . 76 for ages 4-12 
II It is used as a sup pJ.emen tary taken separa~ely •• • • 
test V'ih~n children appear to be atypical, and when there 
would seem t o be a .fluctuation of performnce on the other 
tests. 
3. Kent and Shakow Form Board ( 19281 . This per far mance test 
which was in -cro duced by Grace Kent and David Shakow, is en 
improved des i gn of "Ghe Worcester .farm board series. Test 
scores are based upon the time record. Reports of 
67. Grace H. Kent, "Modi.fication of the Kohs Block Design Test ," 
The Journal of Au pl1ed .Psychology ,XVIII, 4, (.Augus:c, l%4),p. 591. 
68. Florence · L. Goodenough, ;'Measurerent of I ntellig ence by 
Drawing, 11 n .82 
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standardization are not avail able. 
0 ccupational.-
1. The Strong Vocational Interest Blank. This is an omnibus 
test prepared by ~dward K. Strong of Stanford university, 
California and published in 1938. t'here are s epa rate forms 
for men and women. Although it can be scored for high school 
boys and girls it is better adapted to adults, ina.smuch as 
interests change less during the adult span of 25 to 5 5 year s. 
it is recognized by this author mat interests change sli@J.tly 
from 2u to 25 years and the test is devised for this more stable 
group. .na tings on a great number of high school Juniors and 
Seniors are claimed, however, to give a fairly accUt"a"G e picture 
of" im:; erest 'trends, according to Strong. He warns, though, tba t 
allowance should be ltlBde for immaturity, wnen using the blank 
for ages l'f to 20 years. He finds that in many cases ratings 
may be somev•hat lower than the score the same subject might 
receive a few years later. For the average or s uperior person 
it is excellent. 
Again the prest~nt writer wishes to point out that despite 
the use of these many excellent social, oc <W.pa tional and vo-
cational questionnaires mere remains much that is undetermined 
because of their all having a so-verbally controlled setup. 
Factual r esponses are possible and a passive attitude may 
affect the whole picture pres en ted at the time. There is the 
inherent "tendency to make the best possible impr>ession and so 
rationalize, or deliber~nely a t -c empt to misrepresent oneself 
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on other occasions, in order 11 put it over" as in the 
oase of a delinquent, perhaps. It is true that the 
conscious level of the personality is tapped, but it 
would seem that the mechanisms, or dynmnics underlying 
the behavior picture cannot be fully or clearly de-
lineated by such a combine tion of intelligence, performm ce 
end vocational guidance tests. The personality structure 
is still what the examiner subjectively estin:etes it to be. 
To make this estimate a more objective one a p3ychodiagnostic 
tool would appear to be a necessary adjunct in the present 
clinical equipment. 
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PROCEDURE 
Preface to Procedure 
The stud i es and experiences below listed are assumed 
by the wri t er co have constituted a sufficiently adequate 
prelimlnary training to warrant her havin g attempted to 
a dm:lnis t er and interpret, in a limited w ay, the sixty 
Rorschl'l ch tes -c s, which form a prerequisite resear ch to 
this nresent study . 
1. A Liber ~ 1 Arts De gree (State of Massachusetts) 
2. Four y e ars of clinical exper ience 'Nh ile servl ng as 
clin i c a l ps ychologist for the State of New Hampshire 
3. A two ye ars course of traii'- i ng requir e d for 
Registered Occupational Therapists (Boston School 
of Occupational Therapy, Boston, Massachusetts i . 
4. Three years pract i cing occupational therapy in 
sts.t e hospitals in Ne'N Hampshire and Massachuset t s. 
5 . One year of graduate study in the fields of 
Educa ti onal and Experirrent a l Psychology, including 
sixt y hours of instruction in the Rorschach method. 
6. One year of int e nsive study of the Rorschach method 
whil~ admi nisterlng the sixty Rors ch ach tests (upon 
which this present s t udy is based i , to:-
a . children 
b . nor ma l adults 
c. p s ycho ti c adu lts 
The f or ty Rorschach records sele c ted from among the 
wr lLer is s ixty research s t udies made have been checked for 
scorj_ng by a y ellow of the Rorschach Institute. Two of the 
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forty were interpreted by one Fellow. Three others were 
interpreted by a second Rorschach authority. Several of 
the remaining thirty-five were discussed with Senior Workers 
before the writer's, no doubt limited, inter~retation was 
formulated. 
It is the writer's assumption that these thirty-five 
inter pretations can be of definite use in guidance counsel-
ing, either as a means of corrobDrating the findings 
obtained in other ways, or of indicating possible reasons 
for discrepancy in results already obtained. They might 
also serve to il.lustrate the divergence between the limited 
interpretation likely to result from a m~.n.!m~nt amount of 
training as compared with the more ·explicit analysis of 
a benior worker. 
'rhe writer's interpretation has followed certain def-
inite factors indicated by quantitative comr,utation, to-
gether with qualitative analysis as mentioned throughout 
the study. Her interpret ~ tive s~ry is in agreement with 
that of at least one Senior Worker. It is well to keep in 
mind at this point that Senior Workers and experts may be 
in disagreement on some points, as herein is shown in at 
least one of the records discussed (Case 14). Also, it 
is not alw~s possible to estimate the degree of impair-
ment (Case 3). 
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The subjects chosen were forty children, thirte en 
fema les and twenty-seven males. 'l'he ages ranged from 
eight to ni neteen years. These children were educ ational 
and guidance ~roblems. Se lection was usually made at 
random, es ·i~ th e-- o --.. :nortunity presented itself during 
cl1nic8l rout&*e in a child guidance t r avelling clinic, 
throughout the State of New Hampshire. One private case 
was included because at the symptom (stuttering) which 
it was felt advisable. to include in the additional s t udy 
or stutterers as a sub group. 
Cases showing inconsis t encies in test r esults w:ere 
s e lected whenever a choice was possible. The four questions 
considered in making ~be selection ware:-
1. Does the standar uized test battery show a cons isLency 
between t he vocabulary level snd the ment Bl age! ·~ 
If riot is there a difference of more than ene ye ar? 
2 . Is the uerformance ability as judged by performance 
t es t s -cons is tent with the SBLi:· If not, is the 
discrepancy wide, i.e., more than t wo ye rrs? 
3 . Does the digit symbol sub-test (a test of le arning 
ability ) show a consis 'Ge ncy with the other sub tast 
scores, in t he WB?* If not, is the discrepancy 
wide, i. e . more than three points? 
4 . Does the child betray in his general behavior or 
=====ll===,;;-ll-=~S~ A!~A ~n~;;2;;l .r?. for key to abbreviations. 
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type of response any characteristic suggesting 
organic or functional diff!culties not quantitatively 
de"termined? 
It is essential to note t h at , with the age of the 
child in mind at all times, on eccount of following age 
differences, the following symbols are to be used: 
W (intended use of whole blot). Former studies have 
indicated that quBlity of responses to cards VIII, 
IX and X have the same significance for children 
from 6 years to 20 years as for adults. 
P {frequently given response to a particular blot or 
area ) . The proportion of P responses are the same 
for children down to t he age of five, as for adults. 
F (form only perceived). The same interpret gtion is 
used for children or school age as for adults 
M:Sum.C ldegree of bs.lance between int roversion and 
ex "Gr ~n; ensionJ. It is found by authorities t h Dt child-
r en UP to C A 12 are normally extr ~ tensive. This is 
an 1mpor4ant fac t or in de fi ling with children's prob-
l ems since an introversial tendency prior to the age 
of t welve may be considered of s pecial significance. 
M (figures in human like action). The M response is 
usually absent up ·co t he age of 8 ·years. · The number 
of M responses may then increase wlth age up t o adole s~ ' - ,._ >' 
cence, when ·t;he M 'Proportion may e qual tha t of the adul t 
4'1 
d and Dd {ApproaQh) we;l.ght~Q. toward the d {snaJ.~ usual 
details) and Dd (unuw.al details) and of the scale 
is tho~ht to be characterist:iLO of the pre-puberty 
stage and usual~y signi:ty a oomewl:B t critical atti-
tude. The Dd% may exceed 10% in the pre-adolescent, 
although this. proporti an is normal for adults. 
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1. Administr Rtion of Rorschach 
The technique of administration of the rtorschach was 
e s sentially 11hat advocated by Klo pfer 6 . .9 :' ~ The writer 
began with ~ comment about how much the test is usually 
enjoyed and a Word of thanks for cooperation. In the intro 
ductiG>n tt .o younge.r children;. i.e., below the f: ge of C A lu, 
t he approach was altered to suit the individual. 
This introduction wa s followed by a formulation to 
this effect:-
11lou know you. can dro:p') ink on a sheet of paper, fold 
it, sme ar it over, and when you open it, find a 1:; icture 
( ges ·i:;ur e) • 
11 11hese lien c erds lying upside down on the table have 
been made in the s ame way. People see many different 
things in these .blots or nictures and I would like you 
to tell me what you see. I shall give them to you one 
by one. 
it face 
When you are through with each . card nlease put 
down on the table and then r•ll know that 
:;ou are through and ready for the next card. 'l'here 
is no time li-mit." 
"Do you understand? (Further discussion or information 
at times ensued on inquiry by the patient, as to 
s time tur e , etc ) • 
"Look at -chis one and tell me what it might be or 
what it suggest to you." 
' ·:- . Bruno Klonfer, "The Rorschach Technique." iD . 2 "1-35. 
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During the performance prope.r the writer observed the 
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precautions suggested by Klopfer ; i e., confining casu-
al remarks to situations. which would make the patient feel. 
more at ease, and wit.bholding all inquiries until the 
inquiry period. Q;uestions reg3.rding the task set were 
answered briefly by the writer, however. If, for example, 
the subject wished to know whether or not he could turn 
the cards he was assured that it was permissible, or if 
he wished to know if one response to a car-d were ehough 
or should he seek more he was told that it was all up to 
him. If this responsibility appeared to IIBke him ill 
at ease the writer would soiiB times add t bat diff'erent: 
people vary' some giving many more than others. 
The responses we:re taken down verba tim in each case, 
toge:bher with the time between the presentation of the 
car d and the first response. Any unusual gesture or ex-
clam'ation was also noted. The turning o-r the cards was 
observed and whenever possible noted. Occasionally when 
there was much card turning it was found impossible to 
write down the protocol and at the same time record ac-
curately the direction in which the ca.rd was being turned 
hastily. These responses ware n9ted, however, by in-
dicating the number of times, with the direction, in which 
tbe card. fac.ed when the response finally came. 
70 ~ Bruno Klopfer~ Op. cit., pp.27-35. 
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with the age and a.t t itud.e of the sub,jec t , but wh ich ,IYas 
essent i ally to this effect :~ 
"Now ~'~'' U hs.ve seen the~e cards t le t s e;o throug 1 theo 
~ga in and see what we can see nnw . But if something 
else comes to your mind th~?.t you should 1 ike to e id ~ 
or if yo11 f.lhould 1 H::e to cbr-m~;a some of y0n r re!=lnonse8 
dc!l ' t hesitate', , onl,'tl te1'l me whAther ,vou have seo~1. it 
ThiR introdnct~on was follov· e~ wit~1 liue. tions re-
g-e.rding the OCqtion Of th i.nP,'H mAntione~1 , indirectl:U 8-f'l-
certr->:inin x neterminR.nt8, e . g . 11 ~7hat a,b)Ut tJ1e clot PiadB it 
ock lik ~ ~ot?" In thie phase of t he In 1~ i ry the omission 
of s i gnifi ca;1t a reas i:1 ~c.rds II to VII I inclusive are 
considered . 
In testing t he 1 i:n it s ·)hA,ae of t he inqu i ry · t was 
nece s r;ry to d.eterm1ne the use of form, color, sh8.ji:r:g ar-16. 
action in the conca) t, or to ascert a i n wh ich w~P the more 
i n:rortant of the determi.nr.:..nts i n the formatio::.1. of the con-
cept. In seeking s11Ch i eterminl3nts the f ollowi n g six f actors 
1 . M:o vement in Card II (If htlm8.n moveme nt was omitted ) 
"J a,_l you see people stand. i ng t h e re ? 71 If the response 
giver.. i2 " 1 o" the writ er aske d, "What was wrong abollt 
it? .'7.;1. If he saia TI"Yes " he was asked t o tell how 
,7'1 Bruno Klonf t:>r, "The Rorschach Technique." p.49 -51. 
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he saw them, and whether or not he saw them before ,or 
s aw t hem f or the fi.rst time during the inquiry. 
colo r was not u.sed in l:'lny of the cards), 
"Now y: ick out r._;ome tbing in whi ch Color and Sh ap e f it 
· the s ame thing . " If this f a iled he was further a ided 
by being asked for inst ance, to :;_J ick out a red hair 
ribbon in I I or a green c ~erpillar in X. 
3 . Shading, (if s h qd:ing VIlas omitteci iri responses }, ~'C an 
yon find somethin~ which yoa think will suggest .fLrry 
sk i n?" 
4. Vista. ( if vista responses were omitt ed), "Can yot: 
find a temple, a t emp le qr ·· a s-t a ir ... ya y le:8d f ng to ·· 
a t e mn le'': '' I f nnable to f ind t hese, he was f urthe r 
aided by presenting t o him only three c ards (II , V I 
and X) and asked i f in the e he could see t bAm . I f 
s till unable to find anything l ike them portion ere 
out l ined f or him , to see if then he could "see ag ot her 
p eo -;le do '' . 
5 . IVhole responses, (if no res 0onses wee whole one s ) ~ 
" See if y('l c ~m fi n d one thing whi ch ~~ould fit the whole 
• tt p1cture. 
6 . Form Colo r, " I T! Scores were no t placed in additional column 
but scored as " MRin"det orrninant s i f t he subject saw t hese 
c oncep t!=1 t l e first time he gav e the res ~Jonse but d id 
not mentin. them nnti l t e iny_ 1i r y was made. 
i. ~ . . . 
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Validation of Scoring and I nt ernretation . 
The fortJ record selected for this study were checked 
for scoring by a Fellow of the R0rschach Institute. Two of 
t h~ records were nterpreted b her and three by annth er 
expert . Nne othe r records wera _discussed with a Seni 6 r 
worker ::tnd all o.f the r ecords which were checked for 
scoring - had brief comments on · nter:nret ation. 
It is the writer's a.ssumpt ion th::J.t her own thirty-f ive 
interpretat"ons can be of definite use n guidance counsel-
i ng, either a s a :neans of corroborating the findlngs ot-
t a ined in other ways , or of indicating pos s ible reaso ns 
for d sere an cy in results already obta ined. They may 
a l so be of value , bacanf! e they illustrate by comparison, 
the divergence betwe an the limited interpretation l ikely 
to rest~lt fro m a minimum amo unt of train ng and the more 
explic i t analysis of a Senior Worker. 
Two furthe r po int s are presente~ fo r cons ideration in 
this regard . In discuss ion of Rorschach protocol s it has 
been found in one case that t~,_ e i n ter-1)retation Given by a 
Senior worker has been in disagreement with the actual 
1'3ase ~ istor;7 . I n a.11.other i ns t ance the interpret ations given 
by t '170 Senior vvork19rs on the same CflSe we re at v ari ance 
with e ach other. It would theref0re eem that the Ro rsch ach 
may not be cons idere:-1 t n ffa.ll i ble, even in t he han:l e of 
Se ~ or v;ork8r • The virit<J r has found this t echni que to be 
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of defin te valte in most ins tances, neve r thele ss, either 
for t~n purpose of corrobo rating other find · ngs, o r as 
an a i d i n making a differential diagnosis. 
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2. C ~,f!.~B.£.<:0 rds 
Case · history material was variable inasmnch as five 
different communities were covered, with varying facil-
ities for social work and the collection of case history 
material. In each clinic ease histories and description 
were accepted as given in the clinic files. 
In addition to a psychiatric appointment each in-
dividnal received a psychological test battery comprising 
( in ,::;all but one case) , both a general intelligence test 
and a performance test. The r e was no physical examination 
given to the private case. The school reported, however 
in regard to his general behavior and appearance. In the 
preadolescent gronp occasional Goodenongh drawings were 
obt~ined, althongh these were not always inclnded if other 
resnlts tended to be consistent or if no ~nestion ot 
fnnctional impairment or nneven development seemed to be 
indicated. 
1. The vocabnlary may exceed the mental age by more than 
two years while at the same time there are discrepancies 
in snb scores (i.e. failing simple tests while passing 
more difficnlt ones of the same nature at a higher level, 
or giving bizarre responses. together with very good 
ones). 
2. Discrepancy of more than two years may be shown between 
verbal or genera.l intelligence test scores and performance 
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test scores. If qualitative aspects (i.e. distract- · 
ibility, restlessness, etc., )do not indicate functional 
inefficiency, nneven mental development may be in-
dicated • 
3. The digit symbol test (a snb test of the WB* in-
dicating learning ability) may show a consistency with 
other sub test scores or may be markedly (i.e. more 
than tliree points ) lower than the other scores. 
4. General behavior or particular type of response may 
be characteristic of certain organic or functional 
difficulties not quantitatively determined, as . fo.r·- in-
stance, marked slurring of speech, extremely poor 
motor coordination, etc. 
*sea p. 21'7)for key to abbreviations. 
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3. Teacher~. s Estimate 
A qQest ionnaire for teachers, intending to incorporate 
the ten principal traits which the Rorschach appears to 
measure, was o ·anst:;ructed .~. using a five-point scale. Each 
trait was graded from the least desirable CJ.Qality, which 
was indicated on the extreme left hand side of the scale, 
through an average rating, ap])earing at the centre or mid-
point, to the most desirable quality, indicated on the 
extreme right hand side of the scale. 
This questionnaire can be criticized for its crudeness 
of form, but in order to use terminology which the Rorschach 
workers agree on, in interpretation, it seemed best to 
adhere to the wording familiar to the Rorschacher 
To form this questionnaire, the ten traits , (to be 
graded) on a five-point .scale, were as follows: 
l.Intelligence 
2.Social Adaptation 
3.Emotional Maturity 
4.Emotional Control 
5.Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Person~ 
ality 
lO.A~proach to Life 
The last three named traits proved moat difficult to 
esti~ate on a five-point scale, since mood swings on the 
part of the snbjeot caQsed the teacher in some cases ~o 
check items on both sides of the scale. The tenth trait 
also presented difficul ties as scaled, since the subjects 
proved in some cases both imaginative and original and 
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also concerned with things that interested only himself, 
according to the teacher.' a estimate. The trait in t .his 
case should have been further divided. 
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4. Treatment of Results* 
Tables for comparative study were constructed for 
each of the ten traits recorded on the teacher's question-
naira. While the writer realizes that this u.nbrthodox 
manner of Rorschach interpret ation may seem to be little 
short of sacrilege, it was felt nevertheless that though 
a tyro's blunder may seem shattering, the very destruction 
that reaul ts may ( 1 ike shattering the atom) help to dis-
close new points of significance about the Rorschach 
method. 
Table I, Intelligence, comparee the teacher's estimate 
with the psychologist 'e teet findings and with the Ror-
schach results. Tables II-X, inclusive, contrast the 
findings of the teacher's estimate and the Rorschach data 
on the remain ing nine traits. Hecords in oas:e 
history folder were inadey_uate for the purpose of com-
paring personality traits. 
These ten tables are arranged under six general head-
inge ; viz: 
1. Case Number 
2. Sex 
3. Age 
4. Case Record 
~=. 5. Teacher's Estimate 
6. Rorschach Findings. 
ke to abbreviations. 
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Table I, Intelligence, shows a fnrther snbdivision for 
the psychological teats, together with conclnsions, and for 
the Rorschach resnlts. The general intelligence tests nsed 
were either the Stanford Binet, Form L, the Wechsler 
Bellevue, (either the Fnll scale indlnding both Performance 
and Verbal, or Verbal alone) or the Chicago Non.:.Verbal scale. 
In tabulating test results the writer nsed the cat-
egories furnished by the authors of the psyc~ological tests 
in qnestion. There did not appear to be any subject func-
tioning above capacity, as indicated by the test scores. 
For this reason the conclusions are noted in only two ways, 
first the potential capacity as judged by the psychologist, 
and sec -· nd, an estimate of the fnnctional level made by 
the same psychologist. Where no comment was give1 b) the 
psychologist it is a ::os umed by the writer that the }JOtential 
capacity and the fnnctional level are in agreement. In 
oases which suggest uneven mental development, or whidh 
shQw netho·lo gy : of a physical or fnnotional natnre~thusremenirlg 
the test battery inadequate, notations of uneven develop-
ment are so designated. 
The Rorschach findings fo r the trait named Intelligence 
are classified in three ways, viz: 
1. The functional level 
2. The capacity 
3. The d.e.gree of ftlnctional efficiency. 
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The same abbreviations are employed in this analysis 
as for the conclusions formulated on the basis of the 
customary teat results. ,_ ·:: Average efficiency ia 
shown by the symbolf .. _ and below average (inefficiency) 
is shown by the symbol--. 
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RESULTS 
1. Individual Cases. 
The following data has been collec t ed for thirty-six 
of the forty subjec ·G s used in this study. 
1. Case Record (summary) 
2. A Rorschach interpretation 
3. A Teacher's esti1m te (questionnaire) 
Case record material and a Rorschach interpretation 
were procured for the remaining four cases althou~ 
a teacher's estimate was not obtained since the subjects 
were not at t ending school. 
1. Case Re cord. 
The case histories are sUJllii'Brized under the following 
headi ngs:-
1. Personal History of Subject: This section includes 
developmental history, if recorded, and gener a1 health, 
either mental or physical. Any other personal data 
per t aining to the subject ' s physical condition as it 
may affec t; his identity, is included in this paragraph. 
11. Family Background: Under this beading is listed the 
father's occupation, education, eye., when given, also 
the mother's if available, as well as hereditary factors 
and family influence. Economic and cultural influence 
are also noted, :tf infornB tion of this nature is avail-
able in the records. 
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III . Educ ation of Subjec t : This parag raph contains t h e 
educat i ona l st a tu s , not only a c ademically but the 
gener a l training wh ich the en ild may r eceive s imul-
taneously wi th a c ad emi c s tu~ i~s . The f ac tor of self-
ins i ght is a l so noted , i.e ., a sseTtions of infer i or ity , 
or on the other hand , bo :...'l.stilY' though recor d ·ofachieve 
ment j_r~ p oor. 
I V. Test Results and Recor:Ic'l.encle._t ions: The o.at~ of ex-
am1nst1 on , t:':le t est battery used , quantit EJ_ tiv ::; results 
e_nd O'J.t s t anding pe r.L ornL :1c e s in any particular trait 
a re here not ed . \~nen rec onmJ.end ,;.tions h 2.ve ·been m.c:_de 
th~ psycholog i s t t hese are e j_ t he r sur:m'iar i z ed 
or quoted in full. 
In this p2ur a g r a.ph the diagnos i s offered 
a,re g iven if r :; cord.ed. Any other p l 9J:1c.; f .ormu l at e d as 
a resul t of a conferen c e or by the p s ychiatr i st in-
d ividu~lly a re al s o inco r po r ated in t h i s s ection . 
H. B. It will be n o ted that the Case Numb -er in e a ch case 
corre s l) Onds to t he other t c-b l es inc l uded in the 
appendix . Fo r the f u rthe r informa t i on of t be resder 
the referring agent and_ the :;_J rob lem s t ;o; ted a re l i stea. 
a t the top or the page , tor qu i ck r e feren c e . 
2. Rorschach Data. 
Rorschach interpretation ara furnished for each 
record. Five of these ve re interpret.ed by experts and 
several of the remaining thirty-five, interpreted by 
the writer, were first discussed at length with Senior 
Rorschach workers. Those interpreted by an expert have 
a double asterisk and those interpreted following con-
sultation with Senior Wprkers have a single asterisk, 
preceding them. 
In all cases which were judg:ed by the writer to be 
significant for this study some help or approval in 
interpretation was secured from Senior Workers. However, 
the complete interpretations given by the writer were. 
not always examine.d in their complete form by a . Senior 
worker. 
3. Teacher's Estimat& 
The teacher's estimate follows the five-point scale 
constructed for this purpose. In ~ases where there are 
ambivalent reactions and checking is done on more than 
one point on the scale, both check marks are included. 
A comparison and interpretation of data follows each 
case as a running commentary. 
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Construction of Individual Tables. 
In ord~r to make possible a comparison of the 
Rorschach findings with the teacher ' s estimate and with 
the case record, it was necessary to construct a table 
showing the five s'Ceps which co r respond to the teacher's 
questionnaire. 
At the top · of each page are indica ted the s-ymptom 
or reason for referral, the sex and the chronological 
age. 
'l'he individual data are arranged·· in four columns. 
Under the first coltmm are tabulated the ten traits 
presented for comparison. The second column lists the 
psychological t est findings .and any ot he r case record 
material which was found 1D be pertinent to the ten 
traits. The third column contains the teacher's 
estimate and the fot~th column presents the Rorschach 
data. 
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RESULTS I INDIVIDUAL CASES 
Case Number 1. 
1. Case Record 
Jacqueline A~ 
(Born Jan. 5 , 1929) 
Educ . Gr. VI 
R . Ag . Good Cheer Society 
Problem. Fears to die . Fears to g o to sleep for 
fear heart will stop beating. 
Subject was a full term baby. She is the 
oldest of two girls . At birth labor was long 
and high forceps were used . Sle we ighed 7 pounds , 
10 ounces at birth. She was b reast fed for six 
months , and gained well . Her mother says that 
she was a good oaby . She sat up alone a t four 
months and walked at one year . She began to say 
words about that time. She had the whooping cough 
at six , although mildly . She also had the measles. 
Her tonsils were removed in 1938 . There is no 
history of convulsions or accidents . 
The subject was the first born . Her father , 
a shoe worker , is 40 years. old and the mother 
states that he is nervous , sometimes twitching. 
The mother is in her late thirties . She is en~ ­
ergetic, intelligent , and an extroverted person, 
who is employed in an office . The -father and 
mother are very cooperative people. There is 
a sibling rivalry . She is a sister who is nine 
years old and in Gr. 5. J . is j ealous of her 
sister who is easy going . The sister thinks that 
J . is foolish . They sle ep in tb.e same room~ J. 
teases her sister and feels guilty about it. Has 
relig·ious conflicts about hell . She said she left 
the light on in her room longer than she needed to , 
because her sister called her a big horse . J. feels 
that her mother never ·finishes what she starts , 
e . g. dishes , but leaves them for J. The mother is 
a stenographer, working in an office. The father 
is just a hard worki ng French father who 11 just lies 
on the couch and reads" when he gets home. 
They are a comfortably situated French Catholic 
family, living in a suburban area. 
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School history of the sub j ect is not recorded. 
She always liked s chool a.nd has done .well. She 
was anxious and fearful . Accepted reason and 
understands how her fe -ars rose. She is afraid at 
night but could not seem to give information as to 
what she was afraid of . She is self-conscious 
about her size and her sister teases her about this 
so she teases the sister and has gui lt feelings. 
She is sleeping better now (1942) , since she reads 
a little before sleeping . 
She is an attractive , intelligent , sensitive 
child . Her mother describes her as a very obedient 
girl who likes to stay by herself, and is "set in 
her ways." She i s neat , clean and malces . friends 
easily and'stands up f or herself well . She is a 
Girl Scout , and anything that is mental she will 
do . She does not like housework very well . She 
has a vivid imagination and often makes be l ieve 
and talks to herself , e . g . Sun is her father and 
four winds her children. 
S.B . L. I . Q. 130 . Memory for logical material 
is very superior while practical jude;ment and 
planning ability are less we l l de ve loped though 
above aver age . 
The child is of very super i or inte l ligence as 
evidenced by the high a ch i evement l evel on the 
Binet scale . No unusual scatter of abnormal 
reactions during the test i ng period were .observed . 
She is to have a r oom P or herself and is to go 
to camp for the summer . Gets psychotherapy period-
ically at the c linic . 
2 . Rorschach Dat a 
The Rorschach shows an i ndiv i dual who has good 
intellectual abi li ty but exc e edi ngly narrow interests ! 
She is cap able of thi nki ng along the lines of other 
people (P) but -there is a neurot i c unresponsiveness 
indicated at this time (rat i os show preponderance 
on extratensive side in one i nstance ). She has 
insight and shows a careful awareness of thi ngs 
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go ing on around her (FK,Fc). At the same time she 
exhib its a confused approach toward life ( ct ) which 
may result in inefficiency at this time. Neurotic 
tendencies (content) are indicated by the disturbed 
state which is apparent when the sub j ect is pre-
sented with emotional stimuli . 
It would be advisable to encourage this girl 
to broaden her interests. She should at the same 
time try to do some origi nal thinldng and develop 
her creative powers in connection with these new 
interests. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence 
2 . Social Ad.-:-: ption 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Contro l 
5. Personality .-~- . 
6 . Degree of Drive 
7. Reac tion to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Pers. 
10. Approach t6 Life 
4. Case _ Analysts 
Superior 
~~Aver . 
Aver , 
Aver~ _ 
t . t . introv . 
Aver ~ 
Aver ," 
Better than aver , 
Balanced control 
Ability to see prac . 
The Ror-schach and "the teacher's es-timate are 
in agreement on five of the ten traits and on the 
remaining five a discrepancy of only one point is 
indicated. The teacl::er' s estimate and the objec-
tive tests are in closer agreement regarding the 
functional level of general intelligence than the 
Rorschach. The Rorscm ch shows a constrioti on of 
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both sides of the personality structure, which is 
said to be characteristic of the pre-pubertal phase. 
Thus . the Rorscm ch: indicates a pbas e of devel.opment · 
but does not reveal the personality picture as a whole. 
In this instance, the Rorschac.h failed to be a reli-
able index of the intellectual capacity. Emo-tional 
problems, indicated on the :Rorschach, verify the symp-
toms, although the tea.cber's estimate is i n di~sa.gree~ 
ment, indica.tirg that. the Rorschach is of value in 
understanding the pr·oblem. 
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1. Case Record 
Arl ihe B. 
C A 8-16 
R . Ag. school 
Problem. Stutterer 
Case No . 2 
Personal history, fami l y background and educ. 
of s ubject not recorded . 
Test results show an I . Q. of 1 26 on the S B L. 
2 . Rorschach Data 
The Rerschach shows a child of better than 
average intell i gence as j udged by form perception, 
var i ety of content an d originality, as well as 
qu ality of response . There is a degree of energy 
( F% , FMJ~} CF;b which appears to be centered about 
unusual things of interest chiefly to the child 
(d , dd , S) . vVhile she is capable of thinking along 
the lines of other people ( P) she is more pre-
occupied with isol ated or irrelevant matters, 
rather than in associational living or practical 
problems . 
A lack of courage is suggested in the small pro-
por tion of whole responses and there is conscious 
or intelle c tual control at this time (F%) rather 
than genuine adjustment . There is a tendency toward 
introversion (VIII,IX , X/ R) although she is capable 
of functioning in an ambivalent manner and shows 
?l 
p otent i al emotional sp ontaneity. 
It would be advisable to g ive this child s ome 
practical duties , preferably of a social nature 
which woul d i n volve org anizing a s well a s i ndiv-
v idual resp onsibility i n seeing that t hey were 
c arried through. As she collects courage t he 
hab i t of indecision , manifested in her stuttering , 
should dimini_sh. 
3 . Te ach~r's Estimate 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7 • . 
s. 
9 . 
10. 
Intelli.g:ence 
.Social Adaptation 
Emot ional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Re a ction to People 
App lication 
Expression of Per sonall t y 
Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Hi , Aver g e 
Aver 
Bette r than aver , 
Bette r than av er . 
Tends tow~ Extratension 
Average · anibi t . 
Some leadership 
Aver . effie , 
Spontaneity 
Original Thinker 
The Rorschach and the teacter' s esti.ma te are in 
agreenen•t on only three of the ten traits { 4, 6, 8) and 
show a disagreeme-nt of more than one point on two 
traits (9, 10). The Rorschach is in agreement wit-h the 
int elligence test rating while the teacher's estiliiElte 
rates the individual. one point lower. The personality 
picture presented by Rors.chach shows some constriction, 
Although potential emotional spontaneity is indicated; 
yet the teacher's estimate rates the subject on the 
extratensive side with vivid emotional responsivenes-s. 
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The Rorschach would tend to indicate that the child 
may be straining to attain personality characteristics 
which are not natural to her, and this attempt, to-
gether with her lack of cou~e, may account for an 
attitude of' indecision, manifested in her stuttering. 
According: to the Rorschach she does not have organiz-
ing ability although she is stimulated from without. 
However, the t .eacher rat.es her as having qualities of 
leadership. The Rorschach a.ppears to be of value in 
this case because it helps to understand the social 
problem whic.h appears to be connected with the symp-
tom. 
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Case No . 3 
1 . Case He c ord 
Carl c .• 
Birth Date (Ju ly 16 , 1923) 
Educ . Gr . VIII in June , 1938 
R . Ag . Dr . Fle t cher 
Problem: Ailing. Dizzy •. Pressure at back of neck . 
Pain around h e art . 
Subject was not p roper ly fed as a baby . He 
w~s slow in talking and walking . Mr . B. describes 
him as thre e or four years behind an ordinary child. 
He had the me a sles at four or five, who9ping cough, 
scarlet f ever (very light), chicken pox at ten and 
pneumonia . Since the fall of 1941 he has complained 
of physical ailments , di z zy spells , pressure at the 
back of his neck and pai ns ar ound his he art. He 
sleeps we ll , and has a good appetite. His physical 
c ondition is neg ative. He is slightly cross-eyed 
and has very poor vision in one eye . 1Jilhen three 
years of age he fell about six feet . He was always 
nervous and easily upset. Has always had trouble 
with his eyes. 
Patien t is the child of W. H.A. His p a~ents · 
separated when the chi ld was two months old . Mr. B. 
descr ibes mother as "no good and neg lectin8 her 
child." At eight months the child was let g o for 
adoption . There is no otherhistory reg arding his 
r e al parents and real sister , who is three years 
older than he . There is no specific information 
reg ardin g family rela tionships at the B. home. 
Fatient did not like farm work and l eft to go in 
the c.c.c. He becru~e homesick and returned . He 
then tried to go in the N.Y.A . and here he too , 
became homesick. He does not like animals and does 
not get along we ll with them. He fee l s that peop le 
at home are against h -i.m an d want to drive him from 
home . His home i s a . .- c omfortable farm house in a 
rural area. 
He graduated from Grade 8 at Lundeboro . The 
school r eports that he got along fairly well with 
pup ils. 
Sub ject has poor insight . He has a pecul iar 
attitude toward animals. He ge ts angry and feels 
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that they should understand as much as a person 
does. He is quite upset when doctors are unable 
to find anything wrong w:tth him. 
His friends are boys of his own age and he is 
reported to get along well with them. He has never 
been interested in girls . He does not have any 
particular f riends . He reads and g oes to the movies . 
Used to be fond of hunting and likes mechan:tcal work. 
W.-B . Verbal Scale I . Q. BB . Kent Kohs Col or 
Cubes M. A. 14. Performance ability is superior 
to verbal ability . Comprehension i s average. 
Diagnosis m.g.de of psychoneurosis and h ypo-
chondriacal . Recommended Wass . test and if not 
clinical psychotheraphy then hospital i zat:ton on 
a voluntary basis . In the meantime boy set fires 
and was commi tted to state hospital , indictment 
arson ($15 ,000 value). 
T· :. ' Test resu.lts indicate that the subject is 
functioning at about low average of i ntelligence. 
According to the verbal scale the subject is 
slightly below the average level, while performance 
tests indicate an average ability . 
2 . Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach shows a boy of fairly good 
intelligence as indicated by his form perception , 
variety of content and ability to organize mater ial. 
Anxiety and depression (K,C') are indicated as well 
as hysterical tendencies by the compulsive elements 
and preoccupation with anatomical details (content) . 
Psycp.ic shock was espec ially marked in the compe-
tence card (VI) as well as appearance of destruction 
' 
when first presented with color . 
From the point of view of personal i ty this boy 
app e ars to be an ambivert with poorly controlled 
affect at this time. 
'{6 
The perseverative tendency (content) as well as a 
variation in quality of responses are indicative 
of functional inefficiency . 
4. Case A.D.8ilysis 
The teacher's estimate w~s not obtained in this 
ease because of the subject having left school. The 
Rorschach findings are in agreement with the general 
intelligence test . results. 
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1 . Case Recor d 
Mildred D. 
C A 17-1 
Educ. Gr. X 
Case No . 4 
R. Ag . Soc. Worker 
Problem: Family study 
Personal history , family backgnound and education 
of subject not recorded. 
Test resul ts show an I. Q. of 93 on the W. B. 
2 . Rorschach Data 
This individual appears to be of average 
general intelligence , (W , M. Succession) . There is a 
tenden cy to generalize occasionally at the expense 
of goo d common sense (W:D). She appears to be an 
easy goine person (content) , with strong unsub-
limat e cl. 5. .s tincti ve drives as well as vivid emotional 
spoEtaneity . Intellectual control does not appear 
to be ade quate to enable the individual to control 
herself and she does not conform well (P) to the 
world's ways of thinkine . There is at the same time 
a drive for intellectual attainments but produc tivity 
is not apparent . 
Bec ause this g irl is sensitive to the feelings 
of those about her she may be guided by one in whom 
she has conf idence . She is obviously not fond of 
work involving much detail, and future studies 
should be selected with this in mind . 
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3 . Teacher's Estimate 
1 . Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
-3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. De gree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9 . Expression of Person ality 
15 . Appr oach to Life 
4. ~ Analysis· 
Low f-1.ver. 
Aver ~ 
Aver .. Adjust . 
Aver ~ Cont r. 
Tends tow . Introversion 
Tends tow . apathy 
Tends tow , submission 
Tends tow . distractib ~ 
Balanced control 
Tends tow . self-interests 
reg ardless of prac . 
The Rorschach and 'the teacher's estimate are in 
exact agreement in only one instance (8) and a dis-
crepancy of more than one point 1 s sh.own on three 
traits (7,'9,10). The Rorschach findings and the general 
intelligence t .est results are in agreement. The three 
traits which show a discrepancy of two points reveal a 
higher rating by the Rorschach.. It would appear that 
the personality traits disclosed in t ,he Rorschach re-
garding social adaptation, emotional maturlt.y, and ex-
pre·ssion of personality have not, been demonstrated i n the 
schoo1 environment. The · combined quality of SJllOntanei ty 
or vivid emotional responsiveness, together with emo-
tional maturity below average,. and social adaptation 
below average , may lead the individual into difficulty, 
if some guidance is not furnished. Therefore the Ror-
schach is of value in furnishing additional information 
to that revealed by either the teacher's estimate or t re 
case record. 
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1 . Case Record 
Winnifred E . 
C . A. 14-2 
Educ . Gr . VIII 
R. Ag . Orphan age 
Case No . 5 
Prob l em: Grade Placement . 
Only psychological test required . No other infor-
mation on file . 
S.B. L . I . Q. 105 K. S . M. A. S17Perior 
According to the Bi net , t h i s girl is of aver-
age intel l igence . The K.S. indi cates that this 
g irl is very poorly ad j uste d . I rritab ility and 
home maladjustment are t h e chief symptoms . 
2 . Rors chach Data 
The Rorschach findings s hbw a constriction 
of both sides of the p e rsonality , which i s typ i cal 
of the latent pex•iod . Ability to think al ong the 
lines of other people is not evident although the 
subject de s ires social contac t s . Ne~rotic· traits 
are also suggested in the delayed reaction t i me 
and in the rejection of cards . 
3 . Teacher's Est imate 
1. Intelligence 
2 . Social Adaptation 
3 * Emotional Iviaturi ty 
4 . Emotional Control 
5. Personal i ty 
6 ~ ·Degree of Drive 
7 . ~eaction to People 
8 ~ Application 
9 . Expression of Per s onality 
10. Approach to Life 
Hi .. Average 
Aver .. 
Aver .. Ad.il ' St., 
Moody, Sensitive 
Introversive 
Enjoys Activities 
Leader or Organiz , 
Better than aver~ 
Balanced control 
Tend s tow. self-interests 
reg ardless of pra c . 
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4. Case Analysis 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in 
exact agreement on three traits {2,4,5) and show a dis-
crepancy of more than one point on trait 7. The Ror-schach 
findings are in agreement with the general intelligence 
test results although the teacher gives a one point higher _ 
rating on this- test. The Rorscmah indicates a constrio.;. 
/ 
tion suggestive of the latent pha~e and therefore may not 
indicate the potential capacities. In this case the 
Rorschach fails to add other information, unless an addi-
tional s.tudy of oases showing constriction, due to the 
latency period, reveall as a group some common factor. A 
table showing the findings on this group may be _ found 
under the chapter- on General Dis:ous si. on. 
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Case .No . 6 
1 . Case Record 
iVIarilyn F . 
c. A. 10 (Nov . 15 , 1931 ) 
Educ . Gr . II , Sacred He art School 
R. Ag . Mrs . Priske 
Problems : Runs away , lies , doesn ' t get along with 
siblings , and is scared of h er father . 
The patient is well physically . She needs 
speci e1 ~:~ttention and training . She i s uneasy ' ·· 
and se eks atten tion and excitement . Is chubby , 
restless and tal k s in rather a hurried jerky way . 
She is f riendly , a l ert , mildly aggressive. 
Her f ather works in a shoe factory . Nine 
years ago he managed a store , but lost this position 
during the depre ssion . For sometime after he was 
unemployed . He was u nab l e to graciously accept 
present position and is cross and disagreeab l e 
at hm1e . He drinks somet i mes and is ·loud and quarrel-
some with mother during this time . The mother was 
a cashier before her marriag~ and is now working 
p art time at a grocery store . Patient is the only 
gir l in family of t hree boys. The sibling s are 
John , 15 y e ars , vvho is a problem boy , stealing 
money from fri~nds ._· GeraJd .. , C. A. 13 , Peter , C. A. 10 
and Richard , C.A . 6 . The mother works in the day 
and the father \'Iorks a t night. The boys are all 
older but one and she feels she is not wanted at 
home . ~nen younger she was the apple of her 
father's eye. Since she has gr own large and older 
he has not paid attention to her , because he has 
been out of work and depressed. She is afraid of 
him . 
Her urban home is cluttered and not too d irty. 
Her father is a Catholic and her mother is not . The 
children go to the Catholic Church and school ~ 
Becaus e boys d o not accept her any too k indly, she 
is a little tramp , g oing around f or attention from 
older p eople . 
Her school deiJ> Ortment · is poor. She receives 
a passing grade in English . The teacher feels that 
she can do better vrork if she would pay attention . 
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S.B.L. I.Q. 88. Kent - Kcihs. . Color Cubes M.A. 7 . • _ 
Goodenough M.A. 8-6. (Examined. Feb ., 1940). 
Conceptual thinking and auditory memory for rote 
material are above the c:b...ronol6 g ie al a .;;e while motor 
coordination, re asoning and porf or ma.nce ability 
are below the mental age . 
Sent to orphanage for a period to learn to 
p lay with children of her own age. ~ 
The f e sts show a patient of dull normal 
g eneral intelligence . Her thinking process reve.~ls 
uneven and -s omewhat retarded development. 
2 . Rorschach Dat a ~:..::...:::..::..;=.;;...· ;;.;;; ._. _ 
.. 
_According to the Rorschach finding s this i s· a 
subj ec t of averag e mentality but who shows persever-
ati_ve tendencies indicative of a possible ineff iciency. 
Th is is further emphasized in the delayed reaction 
time , shading shock and i nferior form percep tion 
in Card VI. There .is a de s ire to construct log ically 
a total situation yet i gnore the pract i ual or obvious 
e lements. Al though she tries to org anize she is not 
suc c e ssful and is not aware that she is ~uessing 
(qu ality of W.) . HEir instinctive drive exceeds her 
intellectual control (FM : M) and this , together with 
her oppositional (S) tendencies , ge t her into d i f fi-
culty. Because she is sensitive (Fe) and wants to 
adapt (FC) at the same time but doesn't have enough 
intellectual control to do so, she .runs away. 
Tl1e prognosis in this case appears to b e :3; ood 
because the sub j ect tends to adapt (FC , Fc , P) . 
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3 . Teacher's Estimate 
1; 
-~ z . 
3 ~ 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
Intelligence 
Social Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotiona l Contro l -
Personality 
De gree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
Application 
Express i on of Personality 
Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Hi . Average 
Better than average 
.Aver. Adjust -
Aver " Contr . 
Tends tow , Extratension 
Aver ag ~S 8 :inbit . 
Aver age mi xer 
Average effie .. 
Better than averag e 
Abi lity to see practie . 
or obvious . 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in 
agreement. on four traits ( 6, 'l ,8, 9,) and the rema. ining 
traits show a discrepancy of but one point. The Ror-
scba ch findings rate t 1::e subject as having average 
general intelligence. The objective tests indicate 
uneven development With a dull normal capacity, and the 
teacher rates the subject as: having high average in-
telligence. The :beacher's rating is higher than that 
of the Rorschach in six of 'tile ten traits (1,2,3,4,5,9); 
this would indicate that per·haps the individual tends 
to adapt more readily to school environment than to the 
home situation. The teacher's estimate is therefore of 
aid in determining to some extent the source of the dif-
ficult y- , si nee it is ap:parently outside of the school 
environs. As the Rorschach findings verify the case his-
tory to a greater extent than did the teacl:er's estimate, 
there fore the Rorschach is of help in understanding the 
problem. 
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1 . Case Record 
Jackie G. 
C . A. 13-4 
Educ. Gr . VI 
R . I4g . Social Worker 
Problem: Run-away 
Case No. ? 
Has enuresi~ . Often he. goe s to . school with a 
stron3 body and urine odor about him. The g lands 
in his neck are enlarged. 
Hi s fa ther was commi tt ed to a menta l inst itu-
tion five years ago . The mothe r has taken no 
interest in t h e bow . The child live s with an ' uncle 
(by marri age). Subject has been staying away from 
home at night for the past four years, following 
the death of his uncle's wife . There are five 
bro thers and sisters , some older · and some younger , 
who will al l live with other relat i ves . 
Teacher considers J ackie of averase intelligence . 
Hl s grades are C's and B 1 s. He has not been a 
truant pr oblem at s c~ool . The child appears to be 
normal in his schnol relationships . 
S.B.L . I.Q. 77. K. K. C.C. M.A . 12 yrs. 
General intelligence tests indicate that t his 
subjec~ is functioning at the border zone level 
while the performance tests as well as the Rorschach 
tend to po i nt towards average intelligenc e • 
• 
Following recomraendation subject has be en 
staying with a man and his wife. After a month's 
trial it was reported that the subject no longer 
stayed away at night and had wet his be d on :'..y on ce. 
2 . Rorschach~ 
Thi s boy appear s to be of average general in-
telli gence. He appears to be following instinctive 
~mpulse s with regard to his i nner life, and is living 
below his chronolQ~ical and ment a l age . 
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His combination of very good and very poor responses, 
t o gether with high A% (inertia of mind) sug gest in-
eff :t c:lency and there is an unfavorable balance between 
i ntellectual ambition and productivity (W: M). The 
latent period is indicated in the re~ession of 
emotional spontaneity \CF) and inner living (M). 
There is a desire for social contacts (c) and he 
conforms well to the world's ways of living, although 
some opposi. tional ·~:; endenc ies may be present at this 
time (latent ph ase ) . 
3. Teacher's Estimate. 
1 • In t e 11 i gene e 
2 . Social Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4 . Emo tiona 1 Con tro 1 
b. Personality 
b . Degree of Drive 
7 . React i on to People 
8 . Applicati on 
9. Express i on of Personality 
10. Ap proach 1n Life 
4. Case Analy sis 
Aver 
Aver 
Aver Adjust 
Aver Contr 
Ambivert 
Aver Ambit 
Aver Mi xer 
T t 6ontr 
Balanced Contr 
Ability to See· Prac 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in 
exa ct agreement on seven traits (2,3,5, o ,7,9,10 ) and 
show a discrepancy of only one point on three traits (1,4,8). 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreeme nt on the general i~te ll i gence trait. The 
Rorscha ch fi ndings on trait 4 (emotion) and 8 
( epn lica tion) are co nsi s tent w ith t re symptoms in the 
cas e , however, and are, therefor e , of vs.l ue in further 
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understanding the case. Tbe constriction of personality 
suggestive o:f the latency period did not distort the 
picture in this case~ 
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Case No. 8 
1. Case Record 
P. H. 
C.A. 13 (Born April 10, 1929) 
Educ. Gr. IV (1939) 
R. ag. Music Teacher 
Problem: Very forgetful. 'l'akes no interest in 
things. Does not mingle with other cbildrm • 
Backward in school. 
Subject is well-developed, attractive, French 
boy. He is slow in speaking and in his physical 
movements. He was a nine months baby, weighing 7~ 
pounds, end was breast fed. His mother was on a 
diet for diabetes. He did not talk until be was 
over two years o l d . He sue ked his finger until he 
was over two years of ,:,age. He walked wb en. over a 
ye~r old. He had a mastoid infection at two years 
and bad to learn to walk all over again. There is 
no history of masturbation. He sleeps with brother. 
Fistulas at one year. At two years he had abscesses 
in ea.r and throat. At tbree yttars 1:e had tonsils and 
adenoids removed. 
'l'he patient's father is a meat cutter and his 
his mother is a bookkeeper. 'l'here are tbree siblings. 
The patient is friendly, preoccupied, dreamy, 
quiet and not spontaneous. He is emotionally rather 
flattened out and shallow. He seems good natured and 
happy •• He cries easily and seldom plays w.t th other 
children, and if he does it is usually with chums 
of his young er siblings. He is very shy end for-
getful. He joined a Y M C A (194 2) . He is interested 
in acti vities and likes clubs. In school he is 
doing passing work. He has improved socially 
soiOOwhat during the past tvro years. He likes school 
now and doesn't worry as much as he used to. He 
is intere s t: ed in :rrechanical things and learns 
more of that than he does of regular school 
curriculum. He entered kindergarten at 5 years and 
spent two years in the first gr ada • 
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He spe aks French most of the time at home, althou gh 
understands English. 
He should have instruction in one language . 
Should l e a rn a tra de after comp leting the eighth 
grade . 
Test results indicate that this subject ~-s 
f1mc t ioning at the border zone close · to the dull 
n ormal l evel of general intelligen ce , which is 
c onsisten t with results ob t aine d in l939. 
2 . Rors chach Data 
This r ecord indicates a coartation of E . B. 
s i n ce there is only one M and no CF e His f orm 
perception, quality of r esponses and ability to or -
g anize material would indic a te fairly g ood intellig enc e 
although h is interests are narrow . Intellectual 
appro ach tends toward the abs tr act with a fr equent 
n eglect of the obvious or practical factors in-
va l ved in it. There is little instinctive dtive 
or emotional spontaneity but intellectual ambition 
is indi c ated . Neuro ti c tende n cies are i ndicated 
in the color shock and rejection of cards . 
3 . Te acher's Estimate 
1 . I n te lligence 
2. Soc i a l Adap t a tion 
3. Emotional Mat urity 
4 . Emo t i onal Con trol 
5. PersonP.15_t y 
6 . Degree of Drive 
7~ Re act i on to Pe ople 
8 .. Application 
9 ~ Expression of Person ali t ) 
10 ~ Approach to Life 
Dull ·· Normal 
Poor , in constant dif~ 
Aver ~ adjus t , 
Moody, Sensitive 
Ambivert 
Tends tow . apathy 
Tends tow. submission 
Tends tow. d istractib 
Tends tow . constric t ' 
Ten d s tow, s e lf-interes t 
r e g ardle ss of practic. 
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I . 
4. ~ Analysis 
The Rorscha oh and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreEIII.ent. on si:ll[ traits {3,4,5,6.,8,91 and show. a dis-
crepancy o:f only one point on the remaining four traits. 
The Rorschach estine. te of intelligence is two points 
higber than that shown by the objective tests, and one 
point higher than the teacher's estimt.e. The Rorschach 
indicates a degree of inefficiency which may account 
for the, lo11er evalt:e. tion by methods which are not so 
discerning. This is furtb.e r brought out in trait 2 
(social adaptation} and. in trait 7 (reaction to people), 
thus showing the subject to have a better social de-
velopment than the te.ache:r' s estimate would suggest. 
This, together with his drive for intellectual conquest, 
which is indicated on the Rorscha. ch, t .hough not re-
vealed bye ither the tee.cher's estimate or· in the case 
history, gives a clue for methods of motivation and is 
the re::fore of value to the guidance counselor. Pre-puber-
tal oonstricti on did not appear to distort. the per-
sonality picture in this case. 
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1 . Case Record 
lilaurice I. 
C. A. 13-10 
Gr . VIII 
R . Ag . Orphanage 
Case No . 9 
Problem: Grade Placement 
( 
Psychological test only was required . There is 
no other information available ., in the c s se record. 
S.B . L. I . Q. 106. KKCC M. A. 11. 
The t est results i n d icate that this boy t~ of 
average level general intelligence . Pel"'formance 
ability is inferior to the general i ntellectua l 
level. 
2 . Rorschach Data 
The Rorschac}:: :::'inding s show a subject of at 
least average intelligence (F , Q, content , succession) . 
The manner of intellectual §._p:proach is divided between 
a practical one and extreme preoccupation wi th the un-
usual . He appears to be over-critical in his atti-
tude , mainta~ning an impersonal approach {F%) and 
teEding toward mtroversion'(M:: C) • His rigidity 
prevents h im from be i ng spontaneous in his emo-
tional ties with his inner life as well as being 
inhi bited in expressing spontaneous enjoyrnent in 
his enviromment. , Although he de s ires social con-
tacts (Fe) his lack of insight (FI) and poor 
rapport with the outside world (Sum C) may cause 
him to trouble others with his rigidity . 
9 '7 
A particularly rich art is tic abi·li ty is indio ated 
by ·the keen form perception and the number and quality 
of unusual res ponses. His proper tion of popular 
responses and original respons e s are vdthin -normal 
limits however, thus p reventing a tendency for ~nta 1 
escape. 
The emphasis on one particular kind of human 
detail suggests an obsessional trait and compulsive 
re a c Gions of inhibiting ambivalences are also indicated .(S}. 
The use of white instead of bright color is suggestive of 
-a psy chic s h ock with some accompanyi ng feeling s of re-
sentment. 
It wo u ld be af interest to have this boy write 
his life story and from the content and interviews 
endeavor to ascerta in whet, in his earlier life, may 
h ave c aused t he traumatic experience v.:hich has apparently 
tended t o crea "l e an unusual point of view. His artis t ic 
talent s should also be cultivated in order to h~lp him 
expres s h imself. 
3. Teacher's Estimate. 
1. Intellig ence Low Av 
2. Social Adaptation Av 
3. Emotional Maturity Av 
4. Emotional Control Av 
5. Personality T t Introv 
6 . Degree of Drive Av 
7. Reactio-n to People Av 
8. Application T t Distrac 
9, Expression of Personality Bal Contr 
10. Approach to Life Re g for Self, Over-cr 
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4. Case Analysis 
The Rorscmch and the teacmr's estimate are in exact 
agreeme.nt on only two traits (8,10) but show a discrep-
ancy of only one point on the remaining eight traits. The 
Rorschach findings and the objective tests are in a~ree~­
~·~ on the intelligence rating although the teacher 
rated the subject one point lower. The Rorschac:h findings 
verified the subsequent i:nfori:na. tion:. regarding this boy's. 
soc i al difficulties and also his drive or aggressdt.o;t,and 
it would there fore seem to be a more correc·t es.timate of 
the traits than is the teacher'.s estimate. It would seem 
therefore · tJ::a t the Rorschach may be helpful in intimating 
the nature of future· difficulties when the teacher's es-
timate of such · traits fail to disclose. such information. 
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Jolm ·J . 
c . A. 18 yrs. 
Educ . XII 
R. Ag . Court 
Case No . 10 
Problem: Sex offender 
He gives the appearance of being immature 
emotionally and indulging in a great deal of 
fantasy . He appears to be very inadequate in his 
reaction to his enviromment .. He g ives one the im-
pression of having many emotional conflicts and 
feelings of insecurity . 
His father left school at 14 when he was in 
the sixth grade. He then worked o'n a farm in 
Ireland . Then came to this country and worked in 
the mill. Then for 24 years worked as a mechanic . 
He is a Ca tholic . His mother also was born in 
Ireland and left the sixth grade of school when 13 . 
She worked as a domestic in Ireland and then as a 
mill worker in this countr•y prior to her marriage . 
A brother i s in : th.e third year of high school. The 
neighborhood is an average one . 
There is no information regarding the family 
relationships or f&~ily influen ce . 
. . . 
W.B.V. I . Q. 114 . KKCC M.A. 12 
Test results indicate that the subject is of 
bright normal general intelligence . The wide dis-
crepancy between the verbal and performance abi lity, 
in favor of the former , is suggestive of impaired 
functioning . · 
It is the examiner's opinion that this boy 
needs to have a great deal of help along psy-
chological lines if further difficulty is to be 
avoided . Intensive psychothOrt;J.py;;-- :~_ s recommended 
and recommendation is made to fini;-jll high school , 
meanwhile keeping the sub j ect under rigid obser-
vation . Aptitude testing was also recommended . 
A complete physical examination was reco !l::nended 
to ·rule out possible organic contributing factors . 
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2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach shows an individual of superior 
intelligence who is not mrucing the best use of his 
creative ability or initiative . He appears to 
be forcing his emotional relations with the out-
side world (ratios not consistent in personality 
structure analysis) although on the surface he 
does not show it . He mistrusts people {card 
turn:i.ng , content , S) and has no outlook on life . 
Five signs of the psychopath are i ndicated 
(M:C , loose succession , Dd , Low A% and low P% , W:M) . 
In his favor he has insight (?1() , a desire for 
social contacts (Fe) and a tendency to adapt 
to his surroundings (Fe ). Because he is i ntel-
lectually am.bi tious ( 1N%) his oppositional tend-
encies (S) might be prof i tably utilized in such 
a profession as law, since his potent i alities 
for insight , are excellent . A brilliant career 
in this field would b e possible . 
3 . Teacher's Estimate 
1 . Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
3 . Emotional Maturity 
4 ~ Emotional Control 
5~ Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8 ~ Application 
9 . Expression of Personality 
10 . Approach to Life 
Average 
Better than Aver 
Bette~ than Aver 
Aver . 0ontr . 
Ambivert 
Some drive or Ag[~re s sion 
Tends tow. submission 
Distractible 
Balanced control 
Ability to see practic . 
or obvious . 
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4. Case Analysis: 
The Rorschach and the teaoherts estimate are in exact 
agreement. on only two traits ( 7 , 9) • A discrepancy of only 
one point is shown on seven traits (2,3,4,5,6,10) and a. 
discrepancy of two points is shown on trait 1. The Ro!"-! . 
:Scba.ch findings are in exact agreement with the general 
intelligence test results, although the teacherts estimate 
is two points lower. The teacher's rating is higher in 
six. of the eight cases (2,3,4,5,6,10) showing a discrep-
ancy, but the Rors.cl:lach findings serve to verify the cas:e 
history::-. Therefore the Rorschach estimate appears to be 
the more correct one in this case, and these findings are 
thus of value in planning a guidance program for this 
individual. 
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Case No. 11 
1. ~Record 
R. K. 
C. A. 10-6 (Oc t ober 18, 1931) 
]:!;duo. Gr. V 
R. Ag . King 's Da ugh·cer Home 
Problem: Maladjustment. Sex offender. 
His birth was normal and he was bottle fed. 
He walked at one year, but was slow in talking . 
There is no other early developmental history. 
He had ear trouble in 1941 but hearing tests 
showed no loss of hearing. A T & A opera tion was 
supposed to have been done. Physical examination 
is negative (ruling out apparent deafness). 
The patient's father was shiftless and Ghe 
boy was transferred many times. vVhen he was two 
years old his mother died of periton::ttis (two 
months after third child~ Then a series of place-
ment followed for R. His father married three 
times, the first wife bang n's mother. There 
are four siblings. 
R. has a vicious temper in school. He bit 
one of the teachers recently. He is il111TI9. ture for 
h i s age. He slides down bannisters and occasionally 
behaves badly. He has a speech defect and it is 
difficult t o unders T:a nd him. He gets A in spelling. 
He ran away from grandmother and said th at he did t his 
to be with his f a ther. 
S.B.L. 104. Kent Kohs Color Cubes M.A. 10 years. 
He needs his environment stabilized. He also 
m eds a father substitution. The staff reoonnnended 
Rors ohach test, audiometer tes t , blood t est. The 
doctor feels there is a sub-conscious revolt against 
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his feelinGs of insecurity and inadequacy and l a ck 
of someone to make up for the l oss of his mother .. 
Test results c onsistently indicate that this 
subject is functioning at t he average level of 
general intelligence. Auditory memory is superior 
whi le practical j udgment and motor coordination 
are infE-rior. 
This boy app e ars to be a mouth ~reE,t,ther and 
a l so has thick indistinct utterances of speech . 
He is unable to repeat correctly such words as 
Methodist Episcopal , statistical , etc . These 
facts toge ther with the inconsistency of performance 
in the psychological ex&'1' ... nation , suggest the 
advisability of a thorough physical and neurolo-
g ical examination . 
2. Rorschach Data 
This boy is in the latent period and so 
shows a restraint on both'sides of the personality. 
There is some depression evident and a trend toward 
introversion at this time although the personality 
structure will probably be that of an ambivert. 
3 . Teacher 's Estimate 
1. 
2 ~ 
3. 
4 ~ 
5~ 
" -o ~ 
7~ 
8 ~ 
9 . 
10. 
Intelligence 
Social Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
Application 
Expression of Personality 
Approach to Life 
Average 
Poor e In c6nstant diffic, 
Below Aver 
Tends tow. Intro version 
Tends tow.. apathy 
Tends tow, submission 
Distractible 
--
Tends to~. self interest~ 
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4. ~ Analysis 
The teacher's estimate was obtained on only eight of 
the ten traits. The Rorsol:B.ch a nd the teacher's estimate 
are in exact. agreement on only three trai:bs (1,6,10). The 
remaining five traits are rated higher by one point on the 
Rorschach than on th e teacher's es~imate. The Rorschach 
shows this individual to be less of a personality problem 
than the teacher's esti:ma.te· indicat es, suggesting the· 
possibility of a readjustnent in the school plans. The 
Rorschach also reveals tre fact that this boy is not al-
ways able to think alo·ng the lines of other people. There-
fore, the school ~urrieulum, which is probably not easily 
adjust.able to an atypical c:hild, may need to be adapted 
for this boy, in order far. him to function at his maximum 
level. The Rorschach in this case is helpful in under-
standing the problem arxl in locating the source o:f the 
symptom. Pre-pubertal constriction which is suggested, 
did not appear to distort the personality picture in this 
case. 
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1. Case Record 
Norma ·L,. 
Educ • Gr. XII 
C. A. 1 6-11 
Case No. 12 
R. a g . Social Worker 
Problem: Amnesia 
Subjec t is an amnesia victim. There is a 
possible concussion. She complains of pain on her 
r ight side. The peripheral vision on that side 
i s somewhat limi ted as are her deep reflexes . It 
is possible that she is going through one of these 
h yste ric a l fugue s. 
She was und \;:j r terr ific nervous and emotiona l 
tension before she wandered away from home. 
There is no additional informstion on record 
regardi ng family influence or social life ~ior 
to her accident. 
W.B.V. I.Q.lUl K.K.C.C. M.A.l4 S. B.L. Voc.S.A.llf 
Test resul1: s indica:t e that this subject is 
· functioning at the averag e level of g eneral intelli-
gence. 'J:lh e discrepan cy be t ween the vo cabul.ary scor·e 
a nd the performance scores, in favor of the former, 
indic a te tha t the potential level of the patient 
is some·wh at higher than her pres ent functional level. 
Bec ause this subje ct is rnos t anxious to resume 
h e r stu d'ies it would s eem advisable to allow her 
to a t t end school on a part time basis. 
Reco mmendations a re made for an x-rav of the 
s kull. (An interview a month later reve aled tha t t he 
sub jec L '!<".J as still timid about e_ping out but that she 
was g r adually getting accustomd to me eting people. J 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorscha ch f i ndings indicate t ha t the subject 
has potentially superior intelligence ( lYl , W,F%). 
Imp aired efficiency is i ndica ted by meagre content 
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and loose su c cession. The oombination of very good 
and VE~ry poor res ponses is also indicative of de -ceriora-
t t on. Constriction or· rigidity is evident in the 
form percentage. 
'I1he low number of responses indicate an intra-
psychic hemming in, and there is egocentricity or 
perhaps irri-c ability present. Emotional adjustment 
to outer r e ality is not adequate. The number of M 
res ponses indicate creative ability and con tro 1 of 
instinctive impulses. TJ1e proportion of responses 
on the last three cards would indicate tm t po-
"G en t ially the subject tends to be extroverted while 
the experience balance ( E .B. ) shows a definite 
emphasis on phan tas:v or imaginative life, as is 
further shown by the original respons e s. 
'l'here is a tendency to think along the lines 
of other people and an average emphasis on the 
practical things or common sense point of view is 
evident at this time. 
Further t: e sting in a year' s t i :roo ·nould be of 
in"terest. 
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3. Teacher's Estimate (prior tn accident ) 
1. In t_; elligence 
2. Social Adap tation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Con tro 1 
5. Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
? • Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Appro a c b to Life 
4. Case Analysis. 
(Hi Av) 
( Btter than Av) 
(Better than Av) 
(Aver Contr) 
(T t E:x t r a tension) 
(Enjoys Activities) 
(Some Leadership) 
(Aver Effie) -
(Spontaneity) 
(T t self int erests,) 
( reg ar dl e s s of pr a c tic a 1 • ) 
The teacher's rating was given on the subjec 'G's 
personality prior to her accident, and since the 
Rorschach was adminj_s tered following the accident 
these two estimates are not comparable. The 
Rorschach findings are consistent vdth the 
general intelligence results in this c a se. 
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1. Case Record 
H ,.M~ ~ 
C. A. 15-9 
Educ . Gr . IX 
R. Ag. Social Worker 
Case No . 13 
Prob l em: Follow-up nervous case. 
No i nformation available. 
. ' . S.B . L I.Q. 84 K.K.C.C. M.A. 14 yrs . 
Test results are consistent with those 
obtained in 1940; that is, the sub ject is func-
tioning at the dull normal l evel of general 
i ntelligence . 
No comment is recorded . 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach indicates ~Gh !"l t this subject 
has superior intelligence ( : ~ · ~ontent) . The 
oppositional tendenci es , the ' onscious or con-
stricted control , the instinctive drive and the 
stereotyped form of thinking may render this subject 
less sufficient than she should be . There is a 
tendency to adapt surroundings (Fc , FC) although 
some anxiety (K) is apparent . Emotional im-
matur ity (M:Fl\1) is also indicated . 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence . 
2. ~ocial Adaptation 
3 ~ Emotional Maturity 
4 ~ Emotional Contro l 
5 . Personality 
Dull Normal 
Belovv Aver , 
Aver . Ad j us.t " 
l.'Io ody , Sensitive 
Tends tow , Introvers ion 
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ti. Degree of Drive 
7 . Reac ~ion to People 
8. Application 
9. ~xpPession of Personal~ty 
10. Approach · to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Av Ambit 
Av Mixer 
T t Dis tract 
T t Constrict 
T t Se lf Int 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreement on five traits (2,5,o,9,1U) and show a dis-
crepancy of only one point on the remaining ~iv.e traits. 
The objec 1: ive tests and the teacher's estima 1J e are in 
agre c,ment on the general intelligence rating , although 
the Rorschach rates this individual one point hi~er. 
The Rorschach reveals an instinctive drive which is 
utiliZ <:i d in matterscm' interest only to the subject, and 
this may account for her lack of application at school. 
The Rorschach in this case indicates potential qualities 
not discer:ood by the t eacher or revealed b y the obje·ctive 
' 
tests and it is therefore of value because of ·t;he 
additional information which it furnishes. 
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1 . Case Record 
N . N • . 
C.A. 17-2 
Educ. Gr. XI 
R. Ag. Parent 
Case No. 14 
Problem: Guidance. (Failing in studies) 
Physi er:t1ly the subject is well but he is 
r;rowing very fast . His birth and ·early development 
were normal and he was bottle fed. He had the 
usual childhood diseases . He was the second of 
three children. His sleep is somewha t restless and he 
mumbles in his sleep. There is a sli aht a cne 
rash on his face. He complains of inability to 
concentrate . He has bad dreams and headaches. 
He received a head injury at the age of six and 
was hit by an auto when ten years old, sustalnlng 
a fractured left arm and leg. 
Thy f a ther is an en,•s i n e er and insurance agent 
and the mother was a school teacher . The family 
is of comfortable meaDs . The parents are intelli-
gent , cooperative people who are both college 
graduates and are very ambitious for their children. 
They are fond of their children and wish to do 
what is helpful for them. One sister is an honor 
student and ayounger brother is an intelligent 
boy. The mother is a par>ticipan t as ·well as a 
l eader in con~unity activities . There is no 
history of mental illness in the family . The 
sub j ect has always been in competition with his 
. younger brother . There has been some tension 
in the family in the past due to financial dif-
ficulties. 
The subject in the past has been a problem 
to parents and teachers. He has a lways had a 
habit of g iggling especi ally when he was with a 
group . He is fond of talking and likes g ardening . 
He also enjoys skiing. Has just become interested 
in girls . He feels that students think him a 
sissy and feels that they t alk about him and laugh 
at him . Parents do not think they have his con-
fide n ce to the extent of other child~en. 
W.B.F. I.Q,. 109 
llti 
Test results indicate that the subject is 
f u.nc ti oning at the same level as he was when ex-
amined a year ago. 
The doctor reconmended that . this boy be p laced 
in a private school vmere he V\Ould receive individual 
attention. Follow-up report states that he is ming 
satisfac~ory work althougn he W8 S obliged to repeat 
the previous grade. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach ·'shows a subject of average general 
intelligence as indica ted by form perception, 
organizing ability and quali r,y and number of wb ole 
resp ons es. There is inhibition of affect and neurotic 
character l st:i.cs are evident, with an.xie ty especially 
indicat ed. 'l'he psychogram resembles a latent phase 
:pattern vJhich may account for a tendency toward 
confusion in the sex role (content). 
3. Teacher's Estimate* 
1. In tel ligen ce 
2. Social Adaptation 
6. Emotional Maturity 
· 4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
b . Degree of Drive 
'l. rteaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach m Life 
4. Ca s e Analysis 
Low Average 
Average 
Av Adjustment 
Moody, Semsitive 
T t Extra tension 
Some dr or Aggression 
Some Le adership 
Av Effie i ency 
Spontaneity 
.Ab to see p r actical 
The Horschach and the teacher's estimate are in 
exact agreement on only three traits ( ?. ,4,6}. In four 
traits ~e is a difference of but one point (1, 3 ,8,10) • 
11? 
.,~ Key for f:l bbrevia ti ons on p. 2H7. 
==========================9F======== 
In two cases there is a difference of 11wo points ( 5 , 't) • 
In one case there is a difference of three points (9). 
The Rorschach findings are in agreement v~i th the 
general intelli gence test resu lts, but these are 
one point higher than the teacher's estimate. This 
would indicate tha t the teacher i s rating is probably 
i ncorrect on this trait. The wide discrepBncy on ~hree 
traits (5,7,9) may be due to a constriction of both 
sides of the personality pictwe .in the Rorschach 
findings. This may indicat;e that the individual is 
l a te in maturing and is only now, at seyenteen years, 
exhibiting signs of the pre-pul:::ertal constriction. 
Al"though there is nothing in the case his tory to cor-
robor a t e this analysis it v•ould account for sone of 
the di f ficulti<::Js nentioned in the case record, in 
connec tion wi~h both home and school contacts, and 
the Rorschach may therefore further help in under-
stsnding the problEI!l • 
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1. Ca se Record 
H . O . 
C. A. 10 
Educ . Gr . IV 
R. Ag. Mother 
Problem: Stutterer 
Case No. 15 
Thi s subject's birth was normal . He was 
bottle fed . He is described as having large head , 
small hands and feet , and being undersized . 
The rJ.other is easy go ing . He is third in a 
fraternity of six. He is wel l behaved at h eme. 
He p layed wi th a boyupstairs who stuttered 
until he was·five years old . He began scho6l at the 
age of six . He got along well with friends . He is 
described as prec ise, passive and tense. 
S . B. L. I.Q. 102 K. K. C.C . M. A. 9/ 
The S . B. indicates that the child is func-
tioning at present at the aver age leve l of intelli-
genc ~. There is a discrepancy between verbal 
and performance ability , in favor of the former . 
Th e per ::':'ormance procedure was slow and every 
movement was accompanied by a good deal of 
h esitancy . .Accordling to the Binet he should be 
able to do grade five work . The personality 
inventory indicates that this chi ld is poorly 
adjusted . There are physical symptoms and 
signs of irritabi l ity. 
2. Ror schach Data 
The constriction of both sides of the per-
sonality (M , DF) , due to the latent period, is es-
pecially evident , Characteristic also is the ten-
dency toward a critical at t itude ( D and .dd) which 
is ~~lso a pre-pubert y :- c hs racteristic . There is insight 
and also some depression evident . 
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Neurotic ch aracteristics (delayed responses, rejections) 
are also present. The subject does not conform well to 
the world 1 s ways of thinking but shows no active opposition 
to his en vironment ( P, S) • 
3. Teacher 1 s Estimate 
1. Inte lligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
3 . Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Centro 1 
5. Personality 
ti. Degree of Drive 
7 . Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
4. Case Analysis 
Hi Av 
Av 
Av adjust 
Av Contr 
Extratensi ve 
Average Ambition 
So1m leader sh 1p 
Bet t er than av 
Ability to see prac. 
or obv 1ous 
The Rorschach am the teacher's estimte are in 
exact agre ement on four traits ( 2 , 3 ,4,10) and show a cfu-
crepancy of only one point on three traits (6,7,9). The 
Rorschach findings are in agree1m nt ,m_ th the general 
im.i elligence test results. Traits 5 (personalit y ) and 
8 (a pp lic a tion) show the teacher 1 s rating to 1::e two 
points higher than the Rorschach findings ind:Jc ate, and 
in this case the teacher's estilm 1; e would appear to be 
tht; mere correct one. 'I'he Rorschach findin gs, however, 
verify the symptoms and are therefore of help in under-
standing t:he pro blaDil. 
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1 . Case Record 
L •. P • . 
C. A. 17-9 
Educ . Gr . VII 
R . Ag . Court 
Case No . 16 
Problem: De l 1nauency. 
Subject is a tr:.1.ant at school . He is rude and 
offensive . Wanted to take a mechanii:c al course, but 
had to take the acad emi c c ourse . 
S . B. I . Q. 122 K. K. C. C. M. A. 14 
The test resul ts indicat e that this subject 
is now functioning at the superior l evel of ~eneral 
intelligen0e . Vocabulary is at the superior adult 
level III . Form percept i on is average . Manipu-
lative ability is very superior and personality 
ad j ustment is below 2verage . 
The psychi atrist feels that this bow d oes 
not think there is much wrong with h i m. He states 
that he i s a l ways tak i ng dares . Gives t he i mpression 
of _being very dissatisfied and irri tab l e . Has poor 
social ad j ustment. He i s egocer.tri c nnd is i n-
capable of doing anything with h is i ntellect as 
l ont:> as he takes the att i t u de he does and as · l ong 
as his social ad j ustment is as poor as it is . The 
Industrial School i s recommended . 
2 . Rorschach Data 
The Rorscha ch shows t:l boy of at l east average 
intelligence ~ Hi s intellectual control is rather 
low and he lacks insight . At the same time there 
is intelle c tual ambition and a marked sensitivity . 
He shows a lack «l'.f interes-t: i n peop l e and thi s , · to-
g~ther with h i s egocen tricity , opposition and not 
taking other people into consideration, may lead 
toward crime . 
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He is confused in his sex role and is anti-social , 
' . 
and this , together with a desire to take without 
giving in return , may present a serious problem. 
It woul d be advisable to util i .ze his ambition 
and sensi"tivity educationally if possible. He 
certain ly needs help in organizing his t houghts 
and. in broadening h ilis interests . 
3 . Teacher's Estimate 
1 . Intelligence 
2 . Social Adaptation 
3 . E-m9tional Maturi ty 
4 . ~notional Control 
5. Personality 
6 . Reaction to People 
7 . Degree of Drive 
8 . Application 
9 . Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. case Analzsis 
Aver . 
Below Aver . 
Below · :Aver·. 
Moody , Sens itive 
Tends tow : I ntroversion 
Tends tm .. apathy 
Tends tow . destractib . 
Tends tow . r0n~ triction 
Tends tow . s~lf-interests 
The. Rorschach and the teachert s e~tima te are in exact 
agreement on four traits (1,3,4,5) and . show a discrepancy 
of only one point on the remaining five traits (trait 7 
was not esti mated by the teacher). The Rorschach and the 
teacher·' s estitm t .e are in exact agreement on trait one 
(intelligence} although the objective tests sh.ow a rating 
of two points higher. The Rorscba. ch findings verify the 
symptoms and are therefore of value in planning a guidance 
program. 
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1. Case Record 
L. Q. 
C.A . 12-6 
Educ. Gr . VI 
R . Ag. Concord 
Problem : Stutterer 
Case No . 17 
Subject is an obese boy who walks with crutches 
because he has orthopedic difficulty . He had the 
measles but was not very sick . Until he was seven 
years old he had nosebleeds . At that time he had 
a T . & A. performed . He has had an epiphyeal 
fracture wi th osteomylitis . · 
Both parents are working . 
C.N.V . I . Q. 91 . K.K.C.C. M.A . 14/ 
Test results indicate that this sub j ect is of 
average general i ntelligence . Performance ability 
is superior. Conceptual thinking is above the 
mental a~e while perceptual ability and v isual 
imagery are inferior to the mental age . 
A complete physical was reco~nended to determine 
whether any g landular therapy was i ndicated . A follow-
up report states that the mother finds his speech 
to be improved . 
2 . Rorschach Data 
The . Rorschach shows an i ndividual of better than 
average intelligence who is capable of combining 
·logic and imagination. He tends to be somewhat 
stereotyped (F% , P) in his manner of thinking 
although a variety of i n teres t s is indicated. 
The :. personality pattern is that of an 
extrovert who is preoccupied with t he practical 
things of life , showing good ins i ght and a sense 
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of awareness to thirgs going on a bout him. Emotional 
maturity is above the aver-age level for his age. 
3. Teacher's Es tim te: 
1. Intelligence 
2. Soci al Adaptation. 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degree or Drive 
9 ~ Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Aver -~ _ 
Better than aver . 
B&t ter than aver . 
Better than aver . 
Tends tow.extratension 
Aver . Anibit 'L 
Aver . Mixer 
Aver . Effie . 
Balanced Control 
Ability to see practio . 
The Rorschach_ and the teacher-'s estimate are in e:xaot 
agreement in four cases (5,6,7,10) and show a discrepancy 
of only one point in tbe remaining six ca. ses. The teacher-'s 
estimates and the objective test results are. in agreement 
on the rating for general intelligence, although the Ror-
schach shows a rating of one point higher-. The six oases 
shovnng disagreeent: all reveal a higher rating on t he 
Rorschach than on the teacher's e stina te. As the Ror-
sohach finds the individual to be someWhat stereotyped in 
his manner of thinking, this characteristic may account. 
for the lower rating of personality traits by the teacher. 
The Rorschach is therefore of value in helping to under-
stand the problem in that it discloses characteristics not 
discerned by either objective test or by the teacher's 
esti:rm te. 
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1 . Case Rec ord 
L .R. 
C. A. 15;.;.8 
Educ . Gr . Xi 
R. Ag . Doctor 
Problem: Stutterer 
Case No . 18 
This is a privat e referra l . There is no 
history of phw~ i c al dev elopment except that 
deve lopment was normal . · 
The father is ambitious for this boy to 
become a public spealcer . The parental influence 
is a dominating one . 
Subject blushe s of ten , is shy , stage frigh tened 
and is slow in malcing de c isions. He states tha t 
he has organized clubs -and he admits that discipline 
make s h i m discontented~ 
W. B. F' . 121. The test results indic a te that 
this boy i s of · very superior intelligenc e . Per-
formance ability ia consis t ent with the verbal 
abi li ty . Learning ability as indicated by per-
formance on the d i git symob l t est is below aver-
ag e whi ch mi ght be i n d i c a t i ve of functional i neff-
iciency at this time . 
The psychologist · rec ommende d (l) a · 
n s v cho man:no st ic te s t , ( 2 ) a series of l essons in 
s p"eech · co;:;:eec tion , ( 3 ) an i n t erv iew wi th the 
f a ther . 
2 . Rorschach Data 
"G.L . appears to be a very intelligent boy 
who would h e capable of doing exceptional work if 
b e 
he were not so upset as /seems to be at present. This 
disturbance seems to be not so much an outgrowth of 
h is personali ty development (no shading shock , only 
an initial color shock) ·a s · something that is im-
1.' 
posed upon him from the outside . It seems to be an 
effect of circumstances . 
He is very observant but sometimes goes to 
bizarre leng th in e laborating details and there-
fore loses himself in things which are only im-
portant to h im. There is a compuls i ve element 
in the degre e and q't.1. ali ty of his elaborations . 
This is also expressed in his tendency t o say that 
things are mutilated and missinG . On the other 
hand , he is able to see detai ls as well as the 
more general aspects of a problem . He also 
possesses the ability to do or:tginal thinking 
while not overlooking the things most people pay 
l 
attention to , although as sai d previously, he loses 
himself in things that are only important to him. 
His interests are f airly broad. 
Emotionally, however, his life is not so 
adequate . He tr i es very hard to be controlled 
in al l h is reactions and not to ge t too much in-
volved either in emotional situations with other 
people or with himself . Although he tries hard , 
he is not successful because he is essentially a 
chi ld who could be easily stimulated both b'r,t his 
own imaginings and fantasies as well as by stimuli 
from without . He appears to be a veJ.~y nice boy 
because he is submissive to the demands of his 
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envtronment and does not follow his own s pontaneous 
feelings. He does nothing unless he thinks he is 
sup:,cosed to do it. This creates tension and makes 
him more i nsecure than he needs to be judging from 
his capacities. 
He becomes markedly upset when suddenly con-
fronted with emotional stimu1i which may result 
in queer behavior but he shows good capacity for 
recuperation, (performance to Card VIII in compar-
ison to II). When he is aroused sensually, he 
may become self-conscious and critically inclined. 
He is sensitive and cautious (His father seems to 
drive him more and more into this state of mind.) 
·, ··,. 
He is particular and crit i cal which goes with 
his cautious approach. He needs to be sure that 
things are right befofe committing himself. 
It seems the last thing in the world that 
he ought to do now is to lecture as his father 
~ ~ . . ; •. ~~ 
suggests. He is too self -conscious, too hesitant' 
in his a pproach, and too afraid of emotional 
situations. Rather he needs help in over-
coming his over-cautious attitude and .his shyness 
toward emotional involvement of any sort. More 
than that, he needs com:plete understanding and 
t herayeutic he l p . so does his father, it seems)~ 
Probably the clearing up of his s peech di fficulty 
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emotional difficulties would help his speech problems. 
· 3. Teacher's Estimate 
1·. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1e. 
Intelligenee 
So.cial -Adaptation_ 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
Ap:plication 
Expression of Personality 
Approach to Life 
4. ~ Analysis 
Hi · . .Average 
B8tter than aver . 
Better than aver , 
Better than aver . 
Extratensive 
Enjoys Ac~ ivitia s ~ 
Leader or Organiz , 
Superior conc entrat i on 
Better than aver . 
· original thinker 
·.·' ' 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estim te are in agr:ee~ 
mer;tt on the general intelligence rating, and the Rorschach 
and the general intelligence ratings are in· agreement on 
capacity. The Rorschach shows a boy who is reactin~ from 
an excess of outer control .. This may account for the tea-
cher's crediting him with. extratensive qualities which the 
Rorschach does not indicate as native to himself. The ex-
cessive out.er control is probably also a factor in reducing 
his efficiency from Superior to High Average. in general in-
t .ellectual achievement. on the teacher·' s questionnaire. The 
discrepancy b~tween the Rorschach findings and the tea-
cher· •·s estimate would seem to indicat.e that there is a 
superficial adjustment wnich is apparently forced, and 
therefore the Rorschach is helpful ib locating the source 
of the symptom in this case. 
72 . Hele·n H . , Davi dson . R or ~ch !'! ch i nt er nret l'l t i on of Ca se 18. 
( Psy~holo p1st , h Ors ch ~ ch Ins~ i tut e , Ne~ York. l 
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Cc.se No:. 19 
1 . c a se Hecord 
M .,S · • .. 
c . A . 11-10 
R. Ag . Gamp Counsellor 
~roblem: Stutters. Is high strtmg and cries e ::::sily. 
oub j ec t; v-rall;:ed at on e year ~md talked a t t •o.ro • 
" .~·ways stutte1~ec1. He entered school at six -yeo.rs 
of age . 11e had the usua l childhood disea ses. '.i:here 
is a partial deafn ess of -t,he left ear. 
'J..'he f c,ther is h6 ye~:1-rs old and the mother is 
1..:-1 and both a re in good hea lth. The father 
s-~ut/ce:es and sever al i n tho famil~~l s t nttor , al-
though none of the siblings do~ >"5ubjec·c is one 
in n fr ::::_terni ty of six. 
0 . B • .L . · ~oo. K. K.c.c. I,! • .:\. . 10 G-ooctenough l ifl . 
A. 7-3 
'l'his su b ,) oct is -:- f. average intelligence. It 
't~ottld be adv5_sable to have an audiometer test done 
if po.ssible bef ore s peech therapy. is i nstituted. 
He should profit by speech corr ection at a we ekly 
clinic. 
Dr·. Robbins of the .l:O:.I .G~H. speech clinic reco-
nruended holding tho t ongue against openings before 
saying 8 ~ For a treatment of stuttering he recom-
mended more sighing and relaxing exercises and also 
an audiometer test \Yas. suggested because he felt 
there vras a high hearing loss. 
2. ·R~1.ach Data 
The s -u_bject appears to be a boy of )J.igh 
avere_ge intell;tgence vri th a v a riety of intere'sts. 
There is some cons t r iction evident and the s11bj ect 
does not tend to thinl: a long - the: · lines of other 
people. (P):. Oppositional tendencies are also 
present. 1Hhile he shows a very slight desire f or 
social conta cts his r elat;ionsliip to :p eople is s ome-
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what superficial, and he tends to substitute in-
tellectual control (F%) for general adjustment (M:F:M) 
P:O) 
He seems to be the extratensive type of i ndi-
vidual who is good in practical t hings, but whose 
energy tends to go into drive but is not realized 
in a personall y f roductive way. He lacks organi zing 
ability and discriminating powers, being· able to 
perceive_objects accurately but very often not 
seeing t he relationship of the parts to t he whole. 
It would be of benefit to this subject. to 
have some directed studY: along t he lines of his 
own interest, foll<hwing which he should organize 
his material for;, presentation fr om t ime to time. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intell igence 
2. Soc~al Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Hi . Average 
Below aver .. 
Ivioody, Sens itive 
Tends tow. Introvers i on 
Average bition 
Average Mixer 
Better than aver . 
Tends tow. constriction 
Original thinker ~ 
The- Rorsol:!a.ch and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreement on only tlree traits {~; '4,6; ) of the nine estina ted 
by t-he teacher. The teacher·'s estimate of high average 
intelligence is one point high.er' than the objective- test 
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rating. The tea,cher· rates this individual as imaginative 
and with introversive tendencies and better than average 
application, whi le the Rorschach shows him to tend toward 
extra tension, wi th interests in unusua:l matters of a con-
crete nature rather than in imaginative and creative 
things. The teacher·'s estimate may be the more correct 
one in respect to application since there is evidence of 
some latent tendencies· still present on the Rorschach 
which may distort the pe rso nali ty picture and so make it 
less reliable than the teacher's estimate. 
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Case No. 20 
1. Case Record 
:M • T •' 
C .A. 17 
Educ. Gr. X 
R. Ag . Orphanage 
Problem: Grade Placement 
Psychological test only required. No other 
information file. 
W.B.F. I.Q. 106 
Test results indicate that t hi .s subject is of 
average intell igence. Performance ability is con-
sistent with verbal ability. Fluctuation of attention 
a ppears to be a characteristic of this ~ndividual. 
2. Rorschach Data 
This boy a :pf ears to be of hjgh average intelli-
gence. He shows a t endency to recognize- t he con-
crete but is below average in abstract t h i nking . 
Inner living appears to be a t h i ng apart from the 
mental activities involved in dealing with his 
environment. Conformity to the world's ways of 
thinking is good, neverthless. 
Emotional immaturity is i ndicated, t he s ubject 
res1;onding to t he more instinctive prom:rtings of 
is · 
his nature although this ;Well under control. His 
basic personality structure tends to be that of 
introversion. 
1. Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptat ion 
. .Average 
Bel ow Aver -. 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
AJ::Ijl ication 
Expression of Personality 
Approach to Life 
4. ~ ~ Analysis 
Aver. Adjust. 
Moody ~ Sensitive 
. Tends t ow: .. Introversion 
Tends tow.. Apathy 
Tends tow. submission 
Tends tow. dl stractib. 
Tends tow, constr i ction 
Tends tow self-interest 
The Rorsoha.ch and the teacher's estimate are in e:mot 
agreement on three t .raits (3,8,9) ani show a disore:Panoy 
of only one point on the remaining seven traits. The 
teacher's estimate and the general intelligence tests are 
in agreement and the Rorscbl ch shows a one point highez 
rating. The six remaining traits show a disagreement,wi th 
a higher rating on the Rorscl:Boh i n i:tll, 'c aseEf •. , in rating 
this individual below average on the seale far social 
adaptation. the teacher may not have taken into account a 
physical handioap(due to infantile para~Jsis) which tends 
to limit social activities, thus possibly oreati~ an im-
pression of a-social trends. Tm Rorschach on this cas:e 
aids in understanding the problem by presenting a fuller 
personality picture tmn the objeoti ve tests or the tea -
oher·' s estimate pre sent .• · 
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1 . Case Record 
N .u . . 
C.A. 15-8 
R. Ag. School 
Problem: Stutterer 
Case No. 21 
It is re~orted that this boy almost died when 
a baby. There is nQ other information available. 
Patient shows -no evidence of a psychosis or mal-
adjustment. He stutters. 
He is of Greek parentage. His father ;,:yorks in 
Vermont as a cheese maker. His mother and one sister 
live at home. 
The patient reports that he likes mathematics 
and says that s pe l ling is easy. He finds grammar 
hard and claims he is not very good at handwork. 
His hobby is stamp collecting. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 121 Kent Kohs Color Cubes M.A.l4t 
Test results consistently indicate that this 
boy -is of very superior general intelligence. 
The re commendations made were remedial speech 
training and college training. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach record indicates that this boy 
has superior int~lligence (F,W,M, content) who at 
the same time shows surprisingly stereotyped manner 
of thinking (A%,P,narrow interests). Original ity 
is not demonstrated. 
The mental approach is an abstract one, 
showing ability to organize experienc.es but a 
lack of critical ability, since he tends to neg-
lect the practical and t he less obvious matters. 
:L .. . !.. 
A conflict between natural inclinations and conscious 
attitudes within the s ubject is indicated (preponder-
ance of responses -in last three cards but little use 
of color). He tends to occupy himself with per-
sonal problems (M) 
It would be advisable for this subject to 
broaden his scope ofinterests and devel9p indivi-
duality. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence Superior and I 
2. Social Adaptation Better t han aver. 
3. Emotional Maturity Better t han aver. 
4. Emotional Control Better than aver. 
5. Personality Ambivert 
6. Degree of Drive Enjoys Act i v i ties 
7. Reaction to People Some Leadership 
8. .Application : Bet t er t han aver. 
9. Expression of Personality Balanced Control 
10. Approach to Life Tends tow. abstr act 
manner of thinking. 
4. ~ Analysis 
The Rorschadh and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agree:nent on ftrun traits (1.,3.~;10)) and show a d-iscr.epancy of 
only one point on f'i:v.e . lb'tber traits. A discrepancy of 
two points is shown on trait 6. The Rorschach and the 
teacher's estimate are in agreement on the general in-
telligence rating and the objective tests rate the sub-
ject one point higher-. Five (2,3,4,.7,8,.) of the six traits 
ahow the teacher's rating to be higher by one point and 
trait 5 shows the Rorschach to be higb.e r by one point. The 
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teacher describes this boy as having more extraversial 
tendencies than does the Rorschach,. indicating that per-
haps the reaction in the school environment is acceler-
ated through proper motivation. The Rorschach reveals an 
extremely stereotyped manner of thinking and therefor~ 
furnishes additional information which neither the tea-
cher nor the case record dis close. Therefore the Rorschach 
is of value in helping to understand the subject. 
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Case No. ·22 
l. Case Record 
.o .. ~ • v: •. :~ .-: .~ ( .: 
C.A. 11 
Educ. Gr. III 
R. Ag. Mother and t eacher 
Problem: Non-reader. · Left-handed. Hard time in 
learn~ng colors. Very sloN in all move-
ments. 
The subje ·;t is overweight and is large for his 
age. There is s o~e anxiety, oversensitiveness and 
emot:Lonal immaturity. He is left.-harlded. He has 
had the usual childhood diseases. Last year he 
began to gain weight rapidly and to grow tall. 
He is the second of two boys. He was a low 
f orce ps deli.very. There was no apparent injury at 
birth. The father ditd quite suddenly from kidney 
tr Juble. The mother is an intelligent, refined 
woman. · His young brother is quic.k and outgoing. 
There is no history of mental;:.J,llness in the family. 
Subject gets along well with other children. 
He is quite sensitive, shy and self-conscious. 
s.B.L. I.Q. 95 (low because of reading dis-
abilit~K.K.c.c. M.A. 13 yrs. · 
Test results indicate that this boy has average 
intell igence. Distribution of scores suggest-· ~:L 
possible uneven mental deve l opment. Ability to work 
with concrete material, practical judgment, and 
planning . ability are superior whi l e auditory memory 
is markedly infer ior and social judgment is poor. 
The child is a strict non-reader, being lli~able 
to read even first grade material. The names of 
onl y thirteen capital and eleven scri~t letters 
were recognized. Individual instruction in remedial 
reading is suggested . A pre-reading background 
involving games and exercises is also recommended. 
The child was s een irregularly at the r eading 
clinic for a r eriod of a year. At the end of six 
months it was decided t hat motivat ion through 
achievement and manual work would help this boy 
to success. 
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Occupational therapy was added to t he program at that 
time. At t he end of the year both the psychologist 
and the occupational therapist were in agreement that 
this boy's problem was such a deep rooted emotional 
one that it was recommended t hat he be placed in a 
different environment where his entire routine living 
c ould be SUJ...iervised wisely. Plans to attend a summer 
camp are in progress. 
2. Rorschach Data 
"0. is a boy of definitely higher t han average in-
telligence and may even have super-ior capacity if he 
were not so introverted and emotionally blocked (On 
the Rorschach there are no poor responses, a numb er 
of good res ponses; II,IV,VII and IX and t he others 
are well conceived usual responses). 
He has potentially enough common . sense (4 P) 
. . 
. ' ·. .. ~ ' ....• 
to get along but all his emotionaland intellectual 
energies are d i rected i nwardly and not outwardly. 
He may be living in a phantasy world of his own , so 
t hat his lack of efficiency in reading does not 
trouble him too much (lar~ number of M). 
He seems to have the ca pacity to get out of 
diff iculty easily, when hard pres sed . He does t his 
by just being noncommital. This does not, however, 
ham:fjer his mental functioning. 
It is easy f or him to avoid social experiences 
because of very good and mature relationship to 
himself. He always ha s s omething to fall bac.k 
upon when ups~t by the world outside. This is why 
he gives the ap~earance of not car i ng, as you have · 
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already indicated. He has adequate intell ectual control 
and shows capacity to think along the lines of other 
:people. 
He has good organizational ability (good W's) 
although he does not always tend to see the obvious 
(. : ... ·1 ' 
(few D's). He prefers to consider the whole rather 
than any of .. its parts. . This may be a reason for his 
reading deficiency. For a boy like O'Connell, the 
teaching of reading by using the whole word or even 
the whole sentence as a unit of thought might bring 
results. At the beginning, avoid any emphasis on 
sma l l details. 
' 
He seems to have a nice relationship to human 
beings (his human responses), is not over-critical 
(few Ad & ijd), nor toq stereotyped in his thinking 
(low A%). He shows extreme color shyness, indicating 
emotional disturbances. 
There is really :r;wthing seriously disturbing 
about this boy. It seems that he might be yromoted 
to a higher grade where he ought to bE;J allowed to make 
up some of his own stories through which he might get 
'13 
the d·esire to write and so also to read. " 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intell igence 
2. Soc i al Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. ·personality 
73 . He len H. D~v~dson . Op .ci t . 
=====#====--'-
Dull , Norrual 
Aver 
Aver · .. Ad just . 
Aver '· Contr .. 
Tends tow- Introversion 
14? 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to people 
Application 
Espression of Personality 
Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Tends tow apathy 
Aver< mixer 
Aver . effi c. 
Balance control 
Ability to see practic . 
The Rorschach and the teacherts estimate are in exact 
agreement on six traits (2,3,4,5,6,7). Two traits (8,9) 
show a disagreement of one point and one (10) shows a dis-
crepancy of two points. There' is no agreement in the esti-
mation of intelligence. The, teacher's rating shows a dull 
normal boy, the psychologist's test results show a low 
average individual with a ~uestion of uneven development, 
and the Rorscba ch shows a ooy of probably ·superior capa-
city, or at least high average, who is functioning in-
efficiently. The teacher's rating of dull normal in-
telligence, together with average appliaa tion, is con-
sistent from her viewpoint, while the Rorschach findings 
of super intelligence with distractibility are consistent 
with t be case record. In this case the Rorshhach shows 
instinctive drives to be over-sublimated, rendering the 
subject apathetic,. with no emotional spontaneity evident, 
although he shows potentialities for it. He is an ex-
ceptionally imaginative child who neglects the obvious 
or practical side of li:fe to dwell in the abstract world. 
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1. Case Record 
o~w . . 
C.A. 11-4 
Educ. Gr. IV 
R. Ag. School 
Case No. 23 
Problem: A general disturbance in school. Wants 
attention. Is moody and is subject to 
fits of tem:t;:er. 
Subject has a s peech defect which resembles 
dysarthria. He is a T.B. suspect and is very thin 
at the present time. 
The father is emr. loyed as a foreman 
mother is deceased, having died of T.B. 
d i scipline is not good. There are three 
in t he family. 
S.B. I.Q. 88 K.K.C.C. M.A. 8 
and t he 
The home 
s iblings 
Test results indicate that the subject is 
functioning at the dul l nor mal close to t .!:1e average 
of general intelligence. Performance ability is 
markely inferior. 
The psychologist feels that the lack of security 
and phys~:cal care together with the fact that he 
misses his mother, has poor supervision at home 
and is living where there is much quarrell ing, has 
a poor influence on the boy. 
Recommendations were a fo ster home where the 
child could receive love, physical care and 
supervision. 
·-2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach indicates that this boy may 
have potentially average intelligence but that he 
is very confused and mixed up at this time. 
Emotional control ·ap:t:,ears to be adequate in 
ordinary situations. Wh.en presented with a 
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sudden or strong external stimuli, however, there may 
be aggression or bizarre conduct. There is a lack of 
sensitivity or feeling for otbers, although the boy is 
capable of thinking along the lines or other people. 
Sympathetic under standing with an opportunity for 
emotional expression should help him to desire social 
he 
contacts which at present /does not appear to enjoy. 
This may be one reason for his intellectual control 
breaking down when over-stimulated. A better ad j ustment 
to people. should enable him to develop flexibility of 
control. 
3• Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. .Application. 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Low Aver. 
Poor·. In constant diffi 
Below Aver . '~. 
Moody, Sensitive 
Introversive· 
Sub. to moody spells 
Likes older people 
Di stracti b .. _ 
Spontaneity 
Approach to Life 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreement on trait 4. Three cases ,show a discrepancy o:f 
one point (2,5,8) and four (3,6,9,10) show a discrepancy 
of two points. The Rorschach rated the subject as having 
average general intelligence, the teacherts esti:rr:ated 
his intelligence as low aver-age, and the objective tests 
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indicate a dull normal capacity. Filve (2,3,5,8,10) 
of the seven traits shovving indicat.ed higher ratings 
on the Rorschach. While there is little agreernen t on 
the trait scale the teacher indicates that the subject 
is impulsive and aggressive, yet introversive, thus 
showing an unusual combination of traits without ac-
counting for the behavior. The Rorschach reveals that 
when this boy becomes emotionally disturbed his thought 
processes may become disorganized, and therefore the 
Rorschach furnishes additional inforna ti.an which helps 
to understand the problem. 
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1. Case Record 
P.Y. 
C .A. 16-5 
Educ. Gr. VII 
Case No. 24 
R. Ag. Jr. High School . 
Problem: Strange actions. Smiles at nothing. Can't 
concentrate. Always on defensive. 
Stutters slightly. Subject a pl ears to have 
a hearing d.efect. 
Subject lives in a fair neighborhood. He 
has an oleer brother and an older sister who are 
_employed. 
The school reports that he is poor in all 
his subjects and is failing in math. 
W.B.V. I.Q. 92. K.K.C.C. M.A. 9. 
Test results indicate that this boy is of 
average general intelligence .. -
The test score pattern on the verbal portion 
of the r .B. _together with the discrepancy between 
the verbal and the scale in the performance series, 
in favor of the former, suggest a possible ineffie-
iency at -this time. Because of his alleged hearing 
defect, investigation in this respect is recommended, 
following which an audiometer test may be indicated. 
The subject is 1articularly interested in 
working with things of a mechanical nature and 
training in this field is recommended in peeference 
to future academic pursuits. 
The psychiatrist recommended that the f amily 
foster in him a feeling of security. It ·v.;as also 
recommended that he c ome to .the clinic for treat-
ment in order to enase his irritation and antagonism. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach tends to corroborate the 
findings of the Wechsler-Bellevue general intelli-
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gence test. 
The subject appears to be· an individual who feels 
a personal inadequacy toward his environment. · When 
presented wit,h a new situation he may be expected to 
show timidity and nervousness. This will be mani-
fested in a stereotyped manner of thinking w.t t .h per-
haps psychoneurotic anxiety and quality ambition. He 
has potential ability to form human relations,. howeve·r, 
and can think along the: lines of other people. "When 
he beoomes ·oriented to a new environment and in-
terested he is free;r and mar-e S:Pontaneous. He is 
emotionally immature-·, having instinctive drives which 
are not sublimated, and because be is submissive to 
the dermnds of his enviroDJIEnt there is oppo si .t lon __ wi th-
ln . hi.mself. ~ resulting in depression, anxiety and con-
flict. 
3~ Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality-
6. Degree of' Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. ~- Analysis 
Dull Nonnal 
Poor .-Constan t diffio. 
Intan·tile 
Unhibited 
Tends tow. Extratensn 
Aver _ 'Ambit ... 
Tends- tow ~ submission 
Distractib . 
Tends tow . constrictn 
Tends tow .. s.elf-int .. 
The Rorschach and the teacher's est iim te are in exact. 
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agreement on. 4 traits (2,3,4,.9). The ren:aining six trai.ts 
show a highe-r rating on the Rorschach. Traits 1,4,6 and 8 
show a discrepancy of one point and traits 'l and 10 show 
a discrepancy of two points. The Rorschach is in agree-
intelligence 
ment with the general/ test results and the teacher• a 
rating is one point lowe·r. The Rorscllach per-sonality-
picture suggests a latency phase which is confirmed by 
the teacher's. estimate of an infantile emotionaJ .. $t8.'te ~ : ,,. 
with uninhibited control. Since there appears to be 
a pseudo-latency in this case the Rorschach may be less 
reliable than the teacher's e stin:ate. on those traits 
showing a discrepancy between the two estimates. 
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1. Case Record 
p . A .• ,, 
C.A. 10-10 
Educ. Gr. IV 
R. Ag. Orphanage 
Case No. 25 
Problem: Class placement. (Early history unkno ~vn). 
Subject is large, well-developed girl who 
was well dressed. She showed poor coordination. 
The yarents were divorced in June of 1933. 
The decree was granted on the grotmds of extreme 
cruelty. The custody of the three children was 
given to the · mother. She died of T.B. in 1936. 
Subject was in a foster horne for five years where 
good discipline was not provided. She became 
rough and tomboyish. Speech and general reactions 
were quite childish. She is aggressive, restless 
and overactive. There is a considerable a:nxiety present 
in the child. She was quite curious and wanted to know 
what was being done and why and was very interested. 
She is suggestible and impulsive and is not able 
to express herself verball y as fully as she would 
' l i ke to 
S .B.L. I. Q. . 74. K.K.c.c. M • .A. '7 . 
She does ve ry uneven work in school. She 
does excell ent wor k one day and fails t he next. 
Failure is due to lack of effort. No truancy is 
re ;:,orted. She i s cruel to anl mals in the foster 
home and is mean and abusive to children. 
Th,e, neurologist found no a pparent brain l esion 
at the ~re sent time, a l though her deep reflexes 
were hyperact i ve. According to the psychiatrist 
s he is emotionally unstable and mentally retarded. 
Because of this, the psychiatrist recommended 
institutionalization and suggested that she ~turn 
i n four, months as she gave the general impression 
of being a child who might develo:f· mental ill ness 
later on. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach shows a girl whope intelligence 
a pf'ears to be somewhat below the average level. She 
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is emotionally uncontrolled, shows a degree of' 
nggressiveness but does not appear to be innately 
stubborn. She does not know how others feel and 
insight is not evident. 
3 . Teacher 1 s Estimate 
1. In"Ge lligence 
2. Social Adaptation 
3 • Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Centro 1 
o . Personality 
o. Degree of Drive 
'I. Reac 1> ion to People 
8 . Application 
9 . Ex pression of' Personality 
lu. Approach to Life 
4 . Case Ana lysis 
Dull Normal 
Poor. In constant dif' 
Infantile, below av 
Uninhibited 
Introv 
Some drive or aggr 
Some leadership 
T t distrac 
T t cons t ric 
'1' t self int 
The Rorschach and the teacher 1 s est imate are in 
exac "t agreemcn"t; on three t raitis {4,'1,8 , and fo ·Llr addi -
tional ~r aius {G,b,ti,lu, show a discrepancy of on~ 
5 
point... 'l'rai-G/shows a discrepancy of two points and 
Trait 9 shows a discrepancy of three points. The Ror-
schach is in agreement with the teacher ' s estimate and 
the objec -c ive test resul·cs are one ' point lower. The 
Rorschach find i ngs tend to agree more closely with the 
case re cord than does the tea cher's estlma. te and there-
fore the Rar' scha ch serve s t o ve:r:ify the s y mptoms. 
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1. Case Record 
p .B. ,_ 
C.A. 14-11 
Educ. Gr. VI 
R. Ag. VI 
Case No. 26 
Problem: Home }:Jlacement 
Subject comf lains of pains of a rheumatic nature 
in her joints . No other information on develop-
mental history ls available. · 
The subject is the victim of incest and is 
living in an orphanag e at the present time. 
She likes cooking and office work. She is 
friendly and cooperative and would like to over-
corue her language handicap. 
C.N.V. I.Q. -91- K.K.C.G •. M.A. 14 
The test results indicate that the girl is 
functioning between the dull normal and average 
l ow level of general intelligence. 
The recommendations made in this case were 
ppysical examination and a ptitude testing. 
2._ Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach record shows an individual 
vwhose potential capacity is .. at least that of an 
average individual. She is at :present pre-
occupied wi :th l_;ersonal · p;roblems (M) and shows 
so·me· amciety. _There is a lack of any instinct-
-ive u.c :.. \l <l) or aggressiveness (FM,CF ,s) and she 
shows an inability to conform to the worlds ways 
. . I 
of thir..g±ng (P). There i s no intellectual ambition 
and interests are extremely nar row. Her com-
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bination of very good as well as poor r esponses 
suggest inefficiency if not deterioration. 
It ·V'rould be advisable to g ive this girl an 
opportunity to make be Gter s ocial contacts t here -
fore permitting her to express herse l f outwardly. 
Her preoccupation vdth personal ma t ters may tend 
to retard her in academic work. 
3. Teacher~s Estim~te 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 •. 
. 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Intelligence 
Soc i al Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Contro+ 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
Al :t;lication 
EX);·ression of Personality 
A~proach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Low Average 
Better than aver , 
Aver .. ~ Adjust . 
Aver ., contr . 
Ambivert 
Average bition 
Average mixer 
Aver ~ effie ~ 
Balanced contr .. 
Abilitl to s ee _practiv . 
The Rorschach ani the teacber·•s estimate are in exact 
agreement. on two traits (6 ,10) and show a discrepancy o"£ 
only one point on seven traits (1,2,3,4,5,8, and 9). 
Trait 8 (reaction to people) shows. the Rorschach to be two 
points higher than t~ te acliler' s estima.t.e~ The general 
intelligence was estima. ted as High Average by the Ror-
scl::e.ch interpretation, 81Ild as Aver·age . by the psychological 
test results. The teacherts estimate was Low Average~ 
Social adaptation would appear to be superficial, being. 
judged better than average by the teacher, and poor ao-
cor d1. ng to the Rorschach record. Likewise the teacher's 
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estima.te on the trait naned Application was Average, 
whi~e the Rorschach indicated a tendency toward dis-
tract! bili ty. The Rorschach also shows a lack or con-
formity to tbe world's ways of thinking as well as a 
lack of both instinctive drive and intellectual ambi-
tion. The Rorschach there fore discloses a degree or 
inefficiency not indicated on the objective tests or 
on the teacherts estimate. Thus the Rorschach is of 
value in helping to understand the problem. 
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1. Case Record 
P.c. 
c.A. 11-11 
Educ. Gr. VI 
Case N<!l~ ~ 27 
R. Ag. Probation Dept. 
Problem: Grade· Placement 
The psychological test was required only. No 
other information is available. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 83 K.K.C.C. M.A.7 Goodenough. M.A.6-6. 
Test results seem to cindicate that this subject 
is functioning at the dull normal level of general 
intelligence. He seems to oe a fairly well adjusted 
personality somewhat above average. Perforn;ance seems 
to be inferior to verbal. 
2 . Rorschach ~ 
This individual a r: !'ears to have good intel li-
gence .(M,F, variety, content). He has a somewhat 
critical attitude (F%,dd) together with emphasis 
on the unusual or minute details, indic.ating ability 
to work with details. There a_re averag G amb itio~ 
(W: M) and some aggressive charac.teristics (FM, 
~~~i~nt). There is a superficial superstructure 
of adjustn:ent (ss, no CS) which make s his diffic-
ulties hard to reach. 
Because the subject does not show any de s ire 
f or · social contacts a l though capable of thinking 
a l ong t he lenes of others, and shows strong in-
stinctive drives and some anxiety, gucidance in 
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social activities is advisable. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
Intelligence 
Social Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People / 
Application · -
Expression of Personality 
Ap~roach to Life 
4. case Abalysis 
Aver , 
Aver . 
Aver ... Adjust . 
Better than aver 
Ambiver:t · 
Ave;, _ Amhft : 
Aver , mixer,. s_ome leadershi :f 
AV@r . effie , · 
Balanced contr .: 
Ability to see .. :practic . 
The Rorschach and th9 teacherts estimate are in 
exact agreement in four cases (3,5,6,9) and a discrep-
ancy of only one point is shown on the remaining six 
traits. The Rorschach snows a high average general in-
. telligenoe, the teacher's e·stimate an average level, and 
tre objective tests rated the subject as dull normal.· 
The teacherts estimate s.hows in this case that applica-
tion 1 s av~·age and that the general intel1igenoe rat-
i!fg. is .average, whil.e the Rorschach indicates a high 
average gemral intelligence with a temency toward 
I 
distractibili cy .indicated on the trait :mmed applica-
tion. The Rorschach in .this case suggests a degree o:f' 
ineff'iciency which may account for the lower rating on 
·the objective tes:ts, although the subject is reported 
as be.ing in the sixth grade, and so is making an aver...; 
age rate of progress in school. The Rorscbach there-
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fore tends to point toward the sour oe of the symptom 
through its disagre enent with the objective test find-
ings and with the teacher's estimate on intelligence 
and on application. There fore the Rorscha ch is help-
ful ih locating tm source of the symptom . 
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1 . Case Record 
P. D. 
C .A. 14-6 
Educ. Gr. VIII 
R. Ag. Court 
Case No. 28 
Prob lem : Sex offender 
There is no recor d of a physical examination 
or of a devel opmental history . 
None of h is family background is recorded. 
Patient is in grade VIII at 14-6 and t here 
is no other information available. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 115. Kent Kohs Color Cubes M.A 
14f Test results indicate that t he sub ject is of 
.superior g-eneral intelligence. 
This subject is probably suffering from a 
great manyemotional donflicts, feelings of in-
adequacy and feelings of insecurity. He is 
weak, but g i ven some definite responsibility or 
task he might be helped to some extent. The 
difficulties may disappea r as the boy gets work 
1."lhich is a little harder for him and he finds he 
ha s more competition. At t he present t ime, however , 
he needs s omeone to take an interest in him, :fueldi:g btn fe el 
that he is ab l e to accom}: lish something and is doing 
so. Because of his sexual acti vities , close 
supervi sion is strongly advised. 
2. Rorschach Data · 
The Rorschach Shows a boy of average intel li-
gence who i s of t he i ntroverted t ype. He i s emot-
i onally mature but shows cru~e control. His 
rigidity probably prevents him from r eaching his 
maxi mum effici ency sinc e his regar d for h i m-
se l f is more important t han his r es pect for his 
envi ronment. He does not think along t he lines 
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of other people and shows no strong desire for 
social contacts. 
Bt:: cause he h as abili -cy to work with details 
training should be along these lines rather than in 
work involving organizing abili t y. 
4: . ~ Analysis 
It was not possible · to obtain a teacher's estill'l8te 
on this sub j ec -c . The object i ve tests r at ed the individual 
as having superior intelligence while the Ror schacb 
indiQates an average intelligence. ~he Rorschach 
findin gs are in agreerne.nt with the case r e cord in regard 
·co emotional control and tberefo1•e the Rorschach is of 
value in tha t it serves to verif;,r the symptoms. 
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Case No. 29 
1. Case Record 
:P .E . 
r:. A. 4-1 (193? ) Born Sept. 2.3, 1 93 3 • 
Educ . Gr. III 
R.sg. :Miss M.W. (friend) 
Problem: Stutterer. Left-handed 
Deve lopmental his~ory not rernarkable. 
Pe G ient' s ma t~ ernal grandfa ther was d~:;;fini t .:;, l y 
lef ;; -handed and stuttered occas i onally. Bir t h was 
premBtur e a nd his wei ght wa s t hree pounds ~fif ·t; e en 
ounces, when he was born. Following his bir 1Jb he 
h a d co nvuls i ons a nd temperature, but he gp t over 
t h bm s atisfa c t or i l y . He walked at s ixteen 
months and talked shortly after he started to 
wa lk . Moth er is employed in an office. 
No other information regardlng social 
adap t a tion is recorded, although 1Jhe social 
maturity scale indicates t hat there is harmony in 
the home. T_he home is judged tn be a fairly co m-
fortable one in an urban area. 
He is said to be irritable at tiroos and some 
what demanding, stamping his foot vth en unable to 
obta in what he desires. 
At the time he was first seen at the clinic 
there wa s no connnent ma de on abilit y t o re a lize 
bad habits. 
SB I . Q. 94. Goodenough M.A. 4- b . Vineland 
M8 t ur ity Scale S .A. 5 years. Conceptual thinking and 
socta+ ma turation is above the chronological age. 
It was suggested to his rother tha t his left-
handedness should not be interfered with. It wa s also 
sugge s ted that she return him to the clinic in several 
months for a check -up. Two ye ars later the case was 
closed because the neurolo gist .' who attended the family 
stated that the boy was much better. 
The case was reopened in the spring of 1942, 
being referred by school authori ties a s a stutterer. 
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The patient has average intelligence. He shows 
es pecially good social adaptability. 
2. Rorschach Data 
This individual apr ears to be of average 
intelligence, judging from his form perce ption 
and the number of whole responses, as well as 
his · varie~ of content. His relationship to the 
outside world does not a ppear to be adequate 
(S,P) and there is a tendency to turn energy 
i nto drive. 
It would be advisable to bring this boy 
i nto more contact with children his own age 
and develop inter-dependence in the group. 
Once the habit is established a desire to con-
tinue social c ontacts would be a natural outcome. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence 
2. Social Adaptat i on 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degr·ee of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Applic ation 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Hi ., Aver , 
Av er _, 
Ave( - Adjust , 
Aver.~ Contr , 
Ambivert 
Aver ., Amhi 't -· __ 
Average :Mi xer 
Te-nds tow. distractib .j' 
Spontaneity . 
Ability to see · pra e; t j_c ·~ 
The Rorsc11a ch and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreem.en t on four tra 1 ts ( 4 ~5, 6,?) and a discrepancy of 
one point occurs on five traits (1,2,3,8,9). A discrep-
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ancy of two points is shown on trait 9 with the teacher 
rating the subject higrer t -han the Rorschach findings 
indicate. The Rorschach findings and the objective 
tests are in agreement on the Intelligence rating al-
though the teacher's estimate rat.e s the subjec:t as high 
average with tendencies to.vard distraction .an t he 
trait named application. In this ca. se the teacher's 
rating may be more correct and the objective _tests may 
be lOIV ered ·because o.f reported di stractidni ~ · The .. _ 
Rorschach shows a boy who is not al viays able to think 
alorg the lines of other people and who al. so exhibits 
some opposi ti mal tendencies, which muld aooount for 
the tendency toward dis tracti b:h~ .. . ' which was reported 
by the teacre r. Thus the Rorschach is of value be-
cause it he.lps to e:xp l~in data collected from other 
soura·es which is not e·:xplai ned. 
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1. Case Record 
R .F-. · . . , ·. 
C .A. 19-4 
Educ. Gr. XII 
R. Ag. School 
Problem: Stutterer 
Case No. 30 
The patient is tall and has prominent teeth 
and jaw. There is a history of a T. & A and hernia 
operations. He also suffered a dislocated elbow. 
The family consists of a mother, father and 
sister who all live at home. 
'l'he patient began school. at · six. The s cbool 
records show an average grade of 75%. In High 
School almost average {about 80%) pupil. His interests 
center around art and aviation. 
·w . B .V. I.Q. 110. K.K.C.C. M.A. Sup 
Test results indicate that this boy is of 
high average general intelligence. Some emotional 
inst~bi lity is indicated by the variability of 
performance on ~es~s of a similar nature. The 
stuttering 'lhich is reported to have existed before 
school entrance does not seem to be severe. Attend-
ance at the sp vech clinic should be of benefit to 
him. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach shows an individual of super-ior 
intellige nce who t ends to generalize (W), under-
emphasiz i ng practical things and showing a lack of 
cri~ic a l ability. He is rather immature 
emot i onally. He is spontaneous emotionally 
and enjoys social contacts. ~here is a t end-
ency toward ov ~r-refi nement, or a lack of necessary 
aggression in the subject's relationship to the 
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- outside world. Because h is inter e sts are nar r ()w it 
woul d be advisab l e to cultivate new act i vities and 
deve l op some initia tive and individual qual iti e s . 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intell i gence 
2 . Social Adaptation 
3 . E~otional Maturity 
4. Emotional Control 
5 . Personal ity 
6 . Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
8. Application 
9 . Expression of Personality 
10. Ap~roach to Life 
4. ~ Analysi s 
Hi . Aver . 
Bet t er t han aver 
Better t han aver . 
Aver , Contr -. 
Ambivert 
Some dr i ve or A~g r e s sion 
Leader or Or gan1z ,, 
Bet t er t han · aver " 
Better t han aver .. 
Tend s t ow. abs tract 
manner of thinking .. 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate agree on 
four traits {2,3,9,10) -and sh.ow a discrepan.cy of 1 point 
on five traits {1,4,5,6 , 8). A discrepancy of 2 points 
on trait 7 shows the teacher's estimate to be higmr. 
The teacher's ej:ltimate of avErage intelligence with bet-
ter- than average application is consistent from her point 
of view, while the Rorscha,ch indi eates a superior intel-
ligence with average application. The Rorschach rating 
on general intelligence is in agreement with 1:he objective 
test f ir:dings. The Rorschetch 8l so shows an intellectual 
amb i tion out of proportion to the p!"adu c tiv~ .. c t>.n ~ c l t y ·-·. 
which might explain the teacher's impression that the: 
subject was of average intellig ence with better than 
average application. The Rorscb.a ch also shows the sub-
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jec-t to be too submis sl ve to t-he danands of his environ-
me :at.. At the same time the personality rating shows a 
temency toward extratenBion and the trait naned emo-
tional control indicates moodiness am sensitivity. The 
Roschach would tend there fore to suggest that this boy 
wishes to assert himself', but that his extreme sensiti-
vity to his surroundings on the other band causes him 
to become o-verly-submissive, thm eaus.ing a tension 
which may be an indication of the source of the symptom. 
Thus the Rorschach is of value because it helps to indi-
cate the source of the sy-mptoms. 
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1. Case Re cord 
s:a. 
C • A. 1:3-9 
Rduc. Gr. IV 
R. Ag. Social Woi•ker 
Case No. 31. 
Problem: Masturbates and has bad language. 
'l 1bis subject has a strabismus. Advanced 
de velopment for his age. His voice is deep and 
there :l.s a growth of hair on his upper lip. 
The subject 1 s home is a broken one. His 
father died of alcoholism and his mother re-
marr i ed. Subject then moved to a foster hoiiB. 
Later .he stayed in a church home. There is a 
personality change. His whole conversational 
trend centers about sexual matters. There are 
three s l blings i n the family. 
C.N.V. I.Q. 82. K. K .C.C. M.A. 1:3 
Test results indicate un even development 
in this c a se. The. general test scores would 
c lassify the subject at the dull normal level 
.~ or gen e ral im.s elligence, while the performance 
scores indicate average d e velopment. Further stuqy 
of this case is advisable in order to ascertain if 
there is very m.uch impairment or whet her there is an 
atypical development. 
. The doctor says that the boy idolize d his 
own f a ther and that he resents his mother. Further 
study wa s recommende d at the Judge Baker Clinic. The 
recommendations from tha t clinic were that placement 
in a foster home would be difficult bec ause of the 
boys tendency to run away, his language handicap, 
his limited intelli gence and his sexual problems. 
They sta t ed the t on account of the inadequate info r-
mation on birth developme nt and health history, the 
pic'ture of the boy's early childhood was not complete. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach test indicates a degree 6f 
constric t ion and iru1ibition with a tendency 
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to miss the obvious in a d esire to generalize. The 
s ub j ect sh ows strong opposttional tendencies and a 
poor re l ationship to human beings. A compulsive 
f"actor is indic ated and ener gy appears to go into 
dr i ve, (F%). Because the record shows f i ve of t he 
t en s i gns indica tive of organic diffi culties, 
a neurological examination would be necessary and 
of int erest. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Intell igence Low Aver .. -
2. Soc i al Adaptat i on Below Aver .: 
3 . Emotiona Ma tur ity Be l ow Aver . 
4 . Emotional Control hloody, Sensitive 
5. Pe r sonality Tends t ow .. I ntr oversion 
6. Degree of Drive Tends tow. Apa thy 
7. Reaction to People Tend s tow. s ubmis s ion 
8. Appl ication Aver - e f fie . 
9. Expression of Personality Bal anced c ontr ~ 
10. Ap;roach to Life Tends t ow . s elf-i nterests 
4. Case Analysi s _ 
The Rorschach and 1:he teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreenBn.t on four tre. its ( 2,3 ,5, 7} and shaN a discrepancy 
of one point on four- traits (4,6,8,9). The trait named 
approach to ·life shows a discrepancy ot three points, 
with the Rorscl::Bch rating th9 subject higher on the scale. 
The Rorschach rates general intelligence as unde:Jtermi ned. 
the objective test results give the capacity a.s average, 
and the tunc tiona~ level is described as a possible un-
even development w1 th no category named. The latent_ ;ph:ase 
is indicat.ed by the constriction of both sides· of the 
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personal! ty. The Rorschach indicates a tendency toward 
distractibility on the eighth tra.i t (application) and 
a tendency toward constriction on trait 9 (expression o:f 
personality). This verifies tbe symptoms noted in the 
record, with a neurotic trend emphasized. The Rorschach, 
therefore, is of value in verifying the symptoms appe.ar-
iilg in the case reccrd. 
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.L. Cc:.. se Record 
- . 
S .H •. . 
C . A. 8 
Educ. Gr .. II 
R. Ag. School 
Ca.se . No. 32 
Problem: Reading and S}:•eech }Jroblem. 
· Sub j ect is the next to the youngest in a 
fraternity of four. Birth wa s full term and 
he was breast fed. He had heart troub l e vv-hen 
b orn. Has always been weak .and underweight. 
A T. & A. wa s performed when he was two years 
old. Pati ent is subject to bronchial col ds 
and is inclined to be left handed. 
The patient lives at home with parent s · 
and t hree brothers and sisters. Mother .is a 
rather young and bashful woman. She tells the 
boy to use his right hand although the t eacher 
allows him to use his left hand. Getting 
dres sed and getting to school iB a tremendous 
t a sk for ~atient. 
Enter·ed school at six years of age and 
does not like it at a l l. He likes arithmetic 
but has a great deal of d i ff i cul ty in xeading. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 97 K.K.C.C. M.A. 8 
The subject is functioning at the average 
level of general intelligence. The child 1 s 
s veech wa. s eas i ly comprehensible and t he o~y 
defects that wer·e- noted i n h is general con-
versat i on were t he use of T for S and occa sional ly 
F f er Tll . 
No recommendations r ecorded. 
2. Rorschach Data 
This boy ap~ears to have averag e i ntelli-
genc e (W, M,E, Content, variety of i nterests). 
He has a common sense attitude t oward l ife and 
shows little critical ability or i magination. 
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~nergy appears to go into drive and compulsive factdr,s ar_e 
present. He is not sensitive to what goes on around him but 
tends to adapt emotionally to his environment. He does not 
t hink along the lines of other people. 
It would be well to encourage initiative, helping this 
youngster to assume responsibilities which will induce self 
expression yet develop self control at t he same time. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. Int e lligm ce 
2. Social Adapta tion 
3. Emotional Ma.turity 
4. Emotional Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degree of' Drive 
7. Reac~ion to Peo p le 
8 . Application 
9. Expression of Personality 
10. Approach to Lif'e 
4. Case Analysis 
Low· Aver 
Below Aver better than poor 
Below Aver 
Moody,Sensit.Not too uncontr 
T t introv 
T t apathy 
Aver 
T t distrac 
T t cons tric ~ion 
T t self interests 
Tbe Rorschach and the tee.oher·'s estimate are in exact 
agreanent on thre~ traits (2 , ~. ,7). A discrepancy of one 
point- on six traits (1,5,6,8,9,10) and two points on trait 
3, show the Rorscm ch to ra t.e higher in each aase. The 
Rorschach is in agre anent with the objective test findings 
on the general intelligence test ratings, while the tea-
cher-'s estimate is one point lover. It may be that the 
teacher was impressed with the speech defect:, which caused 
him 1D rate the child less accurately. As the Rorschach 
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also shows that this boy does not tend to think along 
the lines: of other people , therefore this .information 
is of value in formulating plans of adjust trEnt. 
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Case No. 33 
1. Case Recor-d 
S .I. 
C. A. 8-7 
Educ. Gr. none. 
R. Ag. State Board of Education 
Problem. Advisability of providing home teacher. 
The child has never walked. Spastic paraple-
gia involved in both lower extremeties, caused 
from birth injury and pos sl.bly residual f'rom pneu-
monia. or poliomyelitis. Possibly transient myeli-
tis. Syppi lis has not been completely ruled out. 
The father is a lazy person. The mother is 
separated and is a hard-working, extremely conscien-
tious woman. She· has re-married. She works as a 
domestic. The father re-married and now works at 
the Stat,e Hospital as an attendant. 
The subject has not 
of physic·al disability. 
home and gets along w~ll 
the f-.ily. 
attended school because 
She has been living at 
with the other member-s in 
S .B.L. I.Q. 68 (because of. handicap). M.A. 
on the Goodenough 4-9.. Vineland SM M.A. 3-6. 
Test r~sults are fairly consistent with those 
preViously obtained but because of the physical 
h~ndicap and narrow environmen.t these results may 
be considered indicative of potential abilities. 
Auditory. menory is at the average level and visu-
. al. imagery is markedly inferior • 
. Inamnuch as/v~rbal tests were failed below 
year seven, it is safe to assume that the child 
has learning ability and Rorschach examination is 
recommended to further estimate the potential capa-
cit:Y· 
2. -Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach findings show an individual of 
AvE':lr·f'g9' ,· general intelligence {W ,M,F). She may find 
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it difficult to think as others do but she desires 
social contacts and shows a sensitivity to her sur-
roundings. She tends to generalise but has at the 
same time a common sense point of view. Personali-
ty tends toward extratension with impulsivity in a 
l}l'l:r.;>Uls i vj_ t y 
mrked degree (C). Thish together·· with shading 
shock (VI) indicat.es an emotionally uns:table indi-
vidual. Superficial adjustment is shown, with anx-
iety or concern . over per-so;na~ problems. 
3 . Teacher's Esti:ms:te 
A·) teacher's estimate was not available. 
4. Case Analysis 
It was not possible to obtain a teacher's estimate 
on t he subject, since sre was not receiving school in-
struction at the time. 
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1. Case Record 
s .J...' ... 
C. A. 9 
Educ. Gr. IV 
R. Ag. School 
Case No. 34 
Problem. Reading and speech ditt iculty. 
Sub jeot l:e d the usual childhood diseases. 
He also had abscesses in both ears. He wears 
glasses. He was a full term baby and delivery 
waswith.the forceps;. He was breast red. Re-
cently he has been bi t1. ng his nail.s. Neurolog-
ical was negative. Subject: is an iiiliJE. ture 
child, but is cheerful and healthy looking. He 
has buck teeth. · 
The father is a hard worker and is fond of 
his children. The mother ge-ts upse1:r easily and 
ha. s had a toxic thyroid. Subject g et s along 
well with his little sisters. He lived With his 
grandparents but. last yea·r resumed ltnng with 
his fa tb.er, mothe:r and s1 sters. He misses his 
gmndfather a great deal. The examiner got the 
·impression tlB t the home was pleasant. and con-
genial and the neighborhood f!JJ od. 
Lei~ h finds it di tti cult to make frie nds 
and to feet at _hane. He is inclined to play 
with younger children. 
S.B.L. I.Q,. 97. K.K.c.c. M.A. 9. Good-
enough M.A. 10-6. 
Test results indicate tm t this boy is 
functioning at the a~rage levei of intelli-
gence at 'this time. : A heari.ng te·st is recom-
memed. 
Reoommen.cla tions ware f'or soo ial develop-
ment such as belorging to the Scouts and to 
church groups. Recomm.e·ndations ware also made 
to draw him into school si1nations and to give 
him ~ecial tasks to do. 
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2. Rors chao h Data 
The Rorschach indicates tm t t:his boy has fairlY 
g6 o.a intelligence. He appears to have. some com-
pulsive elements (F) and may c-laim and pretend 
What he is not. He does not confb rm to the world's 
ways of t hink:ing and shows oppost{onal tendencies. 
The constricti·on on both sides of 1he personality 
resembles the latency period. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Intellig~nce 
Social Adap ta ti on 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction 1x> People 
Application . 
Expressi. on Personalitr 
Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Average 
Below Aver . better- than poor 
Aver . Adjust .. 
Aver ... - Contr -~ ~ . 
Tend·s tow. ·Extra tension 
Average Ambition 
Tends tow~ Submission 
Aver •. Effi c . 
Balanced Control 
Tends tow~ · self interests 
reg3. rdless of prac ·;., ~ -~~ 
The Rorscmch and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreement. on four trait.s (1,.2,9,10) and a discrepancy of 
one point is shown on the remaining five traits. Trait 6 
shows a discrepancy of two points, with the Rorschach 
rating_ being higher. The Rorschach, ttle teacher's esti-
mate and the objective tests are in agreement on the 
general intelligence rating. Pre-pubertal constriction 
indicated on the Rorschach does: not appear to distort the 
personality p i cture in this case. The teacher's estimat.e 
of the subject. 's reaction to people indicates that he tends 
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to be submissive; the Rorschach shQ8s an interesting 
picture of a boy wl'lo will not be satisfied with life 
situations (SW). On the surface no symptoms of non-
conformity will be seen (FC) and he will appear to 
conform. He is not likely to think along the lines 
of other people (P) , however, and intellectual achi~ve­
me.nt may be exceptionally one -sided . 
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1. Case Record 
S.K._ 
C.A. 15-9 
Educ. Gr. IX 
R. Ag. School. 
Problem. Stutters. 
Case No. · 35 
There is a history of abs.aesses in the left 
ear at the age of eigh.t. He is physically well 
and is an attractive blond boy who wears glasses. 
His sleeping habits- are good. He i _s right banded 
but tends to be ambidexterous. 
The' father is a salesman for a shoe company. 
The mothe r is quiet. The family protestant.. An 
uncle who lives With the :family stutter·s. He takes 
p~. hunting and fishing. The :rather does not like 
these things. 
The SUbject ts interests C-enter about art aM 
scienee. He belongs to the Y.M.c.A. end is also a 
member of the Junior Li:f'e Saving Group. He likes 
sports. and bas a lot of friends. He does not like 
movies or dancing and just hangs around. 
W.B.F. I~Q. 10?. 
Test results indic.ate Ulat the subject is 
functioning at t -he average level of general intel-
ligence. Perceptual and conceptual ability are 
superior while auditory memory is markedly in-
ferior. Vocabulary is at the average level at 
this time. 
The neurological is negative and no recommen-
dations are recorded. 
2. Rorschach Data 
This record shows many psychoneurotic signs 
but also resembles a latency pbas·e. It is possi-
ble that the. subject is late in his personality 
development. However, there is also a lack of con-
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formi ty to t;he war ld' s wa;vs or thinking and an em-
phasis on the imaginative or abstract manner of 
thinking. Further study is indicated. 
3. Teacher's Estimate. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Intelligence 
Social Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree of Drive 
Reaction to People 
Application. 
Expres s:l on Personality-
Approach to Life 
4. ~Analysis 
Average. 
Average 
Moody,Sensitive, not too 
uncontrolled . 
Tends tow . Introversion .. 
Aver . .Amb-ition 
Aver . Mixer 
Aver . Effie . 
Balanced Control 
Ability to see prac . or ob-
vious. Objective maD.lller o:r 
thinking. 
The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in exact 
agreenent on only jwo trai.ts (4 ,6 ~ A discrepancy of one 
point is shown on the. remaining seven traits for which a 
teacher's estimate was obtained. The. Ror s chach rated 
the trait of general intelligence as undetermined and the 
teacher's estimate and the objective tests are in agree-
ment, rating this subject as having aver·age gener-al in-
telligence. Because this individual shrnvs a constriction 
of 'both sides of the personality the Rorschach personality-
picture in this case m~ not be representative. Further 
resear ch is indicated in order to determine whether psy-
choneurotic trends ca:n be predicted on the basis of these 
marked coartations in the earlier years. Therefore , while 
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the Rorschach may not be of value in this case at the 
t ime fur ther study and re-testing may prove its value 
in r ·orece.s ting possible neurotic tendencies' or in 
indicating therapy as a preventative measure in such 
cases. 
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Case No. 36 · 
1. Case Record 
T-~L. 
C. A. 15-4 
Eduo. Gr. VII (Special) (Deerfi~d CTr. Sohool) 
R. Ag. School nurse. 
Probl.em. Reading problem and wants to get his· dri-
ver's license. 
He was a full term baby and b:l.d a quick deli-
very. He was somewhat o:r a :reeding problem as an 
int"ant. He has had the usual childhood. disease-s. 
He is the second child in a fraternity of three. 
The father is a farner and mechanic and is 51 
years of age. The mother is a housewife and post-
mistress. She is a practical woman who wor·ks hard 
on tl:e farm and is anxious to do what is best for 
her· son. She prides herself on being impartial 
towards her· children. J"am.es is we·ll behaved and he 
gets along well With the family am wJ. th friends. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 67 K.K.C.O. M.A. 14+ 
. 
Test results suggest uneven development .• The 
score obtained on the S.B.L. wpuld indicate that 
this boy is functioning at ~he moron level of 
feeblemindedness. The performance tests, how-
eve-r, show a much higher score and 'WOuld indicate. 
that the subject is t'unctioning at t -he aver·age 
level of general intelligence. 
He began school at s i:x: years of age and was 
-moved along with his brothers: but he never learned 
to read. The. other children in the neighborhood 
ac oept him and the whole town speaks wall of him. 
He attends clubs, :te.s _no particular girl:fioiend, 
but doe s attend mixed parties. He is willing to 
try ___ to_ <:to operate. He seems to have a consider-
able imagination. 
He exhibited some feelings of inadequacy and 
gave indications that he is perhaps. some-what un- · 
stable ana self-conscious. He has some certain 
conflicts. large·ly centered about his inability 
to rea.d and the fact tha-t he will be unable to get 
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a driver's license beoaus e of this. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Roracba.ch findings indicate that this subject 
has at least average general intell.igence, as 
jud@ed by form percepti.on, variety of interests 
and number of whole responses. There is a tenden-
cy to gener~ize and to see obvious details but 
an inabili t .y to note less obvious details. There 
is also a tendency toward a stereotyped manner 
of thinking (P) and variety of content is narrow. 
There is color shook present indicating some emo-
t:l onal disturbance~ but there is 11 ttle aggres-
sion or drive on the part of the subject to over-
come submissive tendencies. 
3. Teacher·' s Esti:ma:.te 
1. In tell ig·eno e 
2. Social Adaptation 
3. Emotional Maturity 
4. EmotionaL Control 
5. Personality 
6. Degree of Drive 
7. Reaction to People 
s. Applicatico 
9. Expresm on Personality 
10. Approach to Life 
4. Case Analysis 
Low Aver . 
Average 
Aver , Adjust . 
Aver . Contr. 
Extratensive 
Aver .. Ambi ti 011 
Aver ... Mixer 
Tends tow + Distractib .. 
Balanced ·control 
Ability to see prac ~ or 
obvious; objective manner 
thinking. 
I The Rorschach and the teacher's estimate are in e::mct. 
agreement, on . .s·iz; traits .. (~ 2,4,6,8,9,10). The ·• f.o·ur _e -
maining traits show a one point discrepancy with the tea-
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cher's est :i. mate of the child showing a higher rating on three 
traits ( 3 , 5 ,7 ) . The teacher's estilmte is one point lov~er 
than the Rorschach on the trait narred Intelligence, but both 
es t iw.stes are considerably above the Stanford Binet Form L 
rating. In this instance the reading difficulty appears to 
have been _resppnsible, in part at least, for the lower score 
obtained on the s ·tanford Binet Form L. The Rorschach and the 
teacher's estimate, therefore, would seem to be more reliable 
are 
estimates of the subject's intelUgence than/the verbal test 
results. The fact that emotional immaturity is indicated by 
the Rorschach helps to verify the symptoms; the-refore the 
Rorschach is of value in helping to locate a probable source 
of the symptom. 
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1. Case Record 
W . M .• ~· 
G.A. 10 
Eduo. Gx'. IV 
Case No. 37 
.R. Ag. Parents and. family doctor., 
Problem. Ne.rvous manner·isms. · 
Subject i~ physically well developed. Recent-
ly she has had di.zzy spells. 
She has l:)e en oared for by a number ot' people 
because father· and mother· both work. 
She is friendly and is socially ma tu:re for 
her age. 
S.B.L. 85. K.K.C.C. 12-8. 
This subject: is :functioning at the dull nor-
mal level of general intel.ligence. Q.uantitati ve 
analysis of performance demonstrates marked per-
severative tendencies, the use of the trial and 
error· solution, and little carry over of insight 
from one problem to the next. 
An eleotroenoephlogTSm was reoommen4ed. Psy-
eho.therapy at the clinic bas been carried on. 
2. Rorschach Data:. 
The Rorschach findings indicate an indi vid-
ual of a"VJerage intelligence. The manner of ap-
proach suggests a qual.i ty ambition. The shift. of" 
attention f rom o.b$~r vsnio n , ·Qf! the practical t o ·· 
l:l>.more : ori tical attitude may be representative 
of the pre-puberty stage, ra. the r than e-n !J;hdi o.:a t i on 
of · o.bse§s i6ns l t ra i t s. 
. 
A neurotic disturbance is indicated by the 
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oolor shook, a1 though the:re is no shading shook, 
whioh means that the dift'ieul ty is :f'rolj w1 thout 
rather than the result of personality developmen~. 
Rigid oontrol or compulsion is a1 so represented. 
3. Teache r' s EstiJJB 18 
1 •. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
Intell.igence 
Sooial Adaptation 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional Control 
Personality 
Degree af Drive 
Reaction iD People 
Application 
Expression Personality 
Approach to' Life. 
4. Case Analysis 
Low Aver ~ 
Better,.... than Aver . 
Super . fbr Age ~ 
Bett:er than. Aver . 
Tends tow. Extratension . 
Average Ambition 
Average Mixer 
Distractible, Ineffic . 
Anxiety, Fear . 
Regard for self more impt . 
over critical,stress unim-
portan·t .. 
The Rorschach and the teacher's e stima. te agree on 
traits 6 and 10. A disprepanoy of one point is shown on 
six traits (1,4,5,6, '7,8 ) and a discrepancy of two points 
is shown on traits 2 and 3, which the teacher rated higher. 
Subsequent reports verified the Rorsohaoh finding on thes e 
two traits, indicating that the teacher's estimate was 
probably incorrect. The Rorschach m ted the general in-
telligenoe as average, t be teacher's estimate was low 
averag:e t o.nd the objective tests rated the individual as 
dull normal. The Rorsoha oh indicates a neurotic disturbence 
a nd . is therefore of value because it verifies the find-
ings on the case rec ord. 
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1. Case Record 
w.N ~:· 
C.A. 10-2 
Educ. Gr. V 
Case No. 38 
R. · Ag. Social Worker 
Problem. Behavior and broken home. 
Patient had the usual childhood diseas·es as 
well as scarlet fever. The child is definitely 
over large for her age. She is friendly, cour-
teous. and cooperative. Her voioe is hoarse am 
she appears to be passive and seems to have con-
siderable anxiety. Neurological examination is 
negative. 
She bas been living wi1:h her :fos·ter mother 
since she WB.s a baby. Ver·y little is known of 
the child's own parents except that her own 
mother is thought to have been nervous, so much 
so that she. neglected patien.t • . The present home 
is fairly comfortable. The foster mother is not 
an affectionate woman but she is interested in 
business. emd likes orderliness and effioi ency. 
The patient has upset the household recently so 
tb&t now the foster mot.her says she may not be 
the one to keep her. The patient states that. 
she likes her foster mother and home. 
School authorities repprt that the child fs 
leading other children into trouble. She also 
has taken sums: of money from her foster parent. 
Her sc·hool work has been increasingly poor dur-
ing the past two years. 
S.B.L. 89 Kent Kohs Color Cubes M.A. s. 
Test results indicate that this subject is 
funo ti oning at the dull normal leTel of general 
intelligence aljhough potential capaoi ty. seems 
to be somewhat higher. .Tudging from her mental 
age this girl would be better placed in the 
fourt,h grade. 
2. Rorschach Data 
The Rorschach shows a coartation of E.B. 
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There ere also oppositional tendencies and a lack of 
o.onfomity to the wor~d's ways of thinking. Because· 
or t h is constriction a clear personality. picture is' 
dif:fi cult to obtain. Because or her instinctive 
drive and emotional spontaneity (FM,CF) and her lack 
of conformi tr {P) and oppositional ·tendencies (S) sbe 
might be expected to have' some difficulty in the out-
sid.e world. However, she likes people and tends to 
adapt in emotional situations and she also has good 
insight, which should prevent. her from gett ing into 
too much trouble. 
3 . Te ach er's Est i mat e 
A t eacher' s e st imAte was no t av ai lable. 
4. Case Analysis 
It was not possible to obtain a tea cher's estimate 
on this subject. The Rorschach rates the gereral intel-
ligence as average, with a tendency toward distractibility 
on trait 8, while the objective tests rate the subject as 
dull normal, and the case record material describes her 
as distractible, inattentive, <illd ineff'icient. As the 
Horsc·hach data i ndicates a disturbed personalit y, the 
Rorschach is therefore of value because it verifies symp-
toms repor t ed in the case record, reporting the chi l d to 
be doing increasingly poor work in sChool, etc. 
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Case No. 39 
1. Case Record 
w .6 • . . 
C. A. '7-6 
Educ. Gr. II 
Problem. Stammers. 
This subject is physically well developed 
am is pas:sive. He is a mouth breather and 
stammers. Has mild facial grimacing. He is. 
pro-occupied at t .imes and is serious. He is: 
SOID&what \Dlhappy. He was a full term baby and 
birth was no mal. He first stammered at the 
age of four when he played with a boy across 
the street 'who stammered. He . talks in his 
sl.eep. 
His mother married at 21 to a man aged 
40.. She later divorced him and now has a com-
mon law marriage arrangEma:l. t with her present 
husband. The subjee:t•s own father was cross to 
him and used to scold him. There are two halt-
sisters in the family at present. The mother-
works. 
The subject bas a poor school record. 
There is no other information availabl.e. 
Tests: S.B.L. I.Q. 100· K.K.C.C. M.A. 7 
Goodenough M.A. 7-3 
Test results indicate that this patient 
is of average intelligence. Test scores obtained 
were consistent. It is recommended that this 
child report together w1 tb. the parent to the 
speech clinic wben exercises and drills may be 
given for use in home training. 
The psychiatrist recommended that the child 
have plenty of time in school in reciting, mnd :, that . 
h'e haTe speech training with his emotional dif-
ficulties being consider·ed. · 
2. Rorschach Data 
Rober·t appears to be a boy of average in-
telligence who also shows constrict! on on both 
sides of his personality-. T~re is a lack of c·on-
formity to t .he world's ways of thinking but no op-
posi ti. onal tendencies are ·in . evidence, except as they 
may be manifest,ed in anxiety and depression which are 
a part or the picture. The tendency to turn the c.~ards 
frequently may also be considered as a reacti en to 
life situations, ter.di ng tCD be dissatisfied or dis-
illusioned. 
This boY needs help to enable him to form bet~er 
human relations and to become at home w.ith himself~ He 
mig:ht be given ass.i stance. in selecting a hobby which 
would ftn"nish an opportuni-q to develop independenc;e 
and initiative. By building up his self confidence, 
P,is submis s.1 ve tendencies, wmn confronted w1 th en-
vironment.al situations of an emotional nature, would 
be reduced. 
3. Teacher's Estimate 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a.. 
9. 
10. 
Intelligence 
Social Adaptation. 
l!motional Maturity 
Em:oti onal Control 
Personal. i ty 
Degree of' Drive · 
Reaction to People 
Application 
Expression Personality 
Approach to Life 
Average· 
Average 
Below Aver . 
Aver . Contr,. 
Tend s . tow. Introversion . 
Aver .. AIJtbi.t ion 
Aver . Mixer 
Aver . Effie . 
Tends tow..constriction 
Tends . tow. self' intsts 
regirdless pracblty~. 
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4 . Cas e. .A.nalysi s 
The Rorschach and the teacher t s · estimate agree on 
five traits (1,2,6,7,10) • .A. discrepancy of one point 
occurs on four traits (3,4,8,9), and a discrepancy of· 
two points occurs on trai t 5 (personality), showing 
the Rorschach to rate higher. Further analysis of the 
Rorschach data reveals this extratensive quality as 
being a basic one, thus indicating that the teacher 's 
the 
estimate may be/more correct one at this time for pre-
sent funcr:ti oning,. s.ince pre-pubertal constrict± on evi-
dent on the Rorscba.ch may bave tended to distract the 
personality picture. The · Rorschac'h is of value because 
it describes·behavior under emotional strain and so is 
helpful in understanding the problem. 
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Case No. 40 .• 
c 
1. Case Record 
2. 
V:.P .• 
C. A. 11.-6 
Educ. Gr. V 
R. Ag. Social l}Y'olker 
Probl.em. Adjustment .• ·Defiant and rebellious. 
Subject ·is well developed, but is an imma-
ture and "babyedtt child. She · speaks in a high 
pitched childish voice with a slight lisp. She. 
is distractible and is emqtionally unstable. 
She is shy and · reti cent. Likes step-father yet 
is afrai d of him.,- - her motrer· bas r ;'emar-.. __ . -·- ·· -
ried . '!'he real f ather is the child's own grand-
father. At the . age of thirteen the mother 
eloped wi 'til her own father (unknown at the time) 
ani went . through a marria.ge ceremony. 
S.B.L. I.Q. 102. K.K.C.C. M.A. 8~ 
Test results indicate that this subject is 
. of ·average general intelligence. Ge,neralizing 
: ability is superior while motor coordination is 
markedly inferior. This. discrepancy ·together 
with variability oh . per.formance and sub-tests 
of a ·similar nature suggest the need for further 
study ~t this· time. Psychiatric treatment. is in-
di cated. · -
. . ' 
f . 
Rorschach Data . . .. 
v •. ·appears to be a grrl of ~V._er P.ge in-
telligence who also shows coartation of E.B. She 
' .. 
is preoccupi~d with things of iD.,t erest only to 
herself (s·, dd) although she has the avility to 
conform to the world's ways of thinking (P} Neu ... 
rotic cmracteristics are indicated by the color 
shock and content. 
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3. •reacher's Estimate 
1. Intelligence 
2. Social Adap tation 
3. ~motional Maturity 
4 . Emotional Control 
5 . Personality 
6. De gree of Drive 
'f. Reac1;ion to People 
8. Applic a tion 
9. Express i on of Personality 
10 . Anproach to Life 
4. Cas e Analysis 
Low Aver 
Below Aver 
Below Aver 
Moody, Sensitive 
•r t iritro v 
T t ap 
T t subm 
T t distrac 
Anxiety, Fear 
T t abst think 
The Rorschach and the teacher ; s est i mate are in exact 
agr eement on three tralts ( 2 , 8 ,9) and a dlscrepancy of one 
po int is shown on five traits ( 2 ,4,5, 6 , '7 ). A discrepancy 
of rwo points is shown on tralt 3 and a discr epancy of 
t hree points is shown on trait 10 (Re g self, Over or). 
The Rorschach and ~he objective tests are in agreement 
on the ra t ing for general intelligence and the t e acher's 
estimate is one point lower for this trait. The latency 
phase i s indicated and for this reason the Rorschach 
personality p ic t ure may show some distortion at the 
present time. 
-..---- ----
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II. Trait Ana lysis. 
In order to have a basis for comparison of data from 
the thl'"e e sources, tables were constructed for each of the 
ten traits recordt~ d on the teacher's questionnaire. Table 
I, Inte llig ence, compares the teacher's estimate with the 
psychological ~est findings and with the Rorschach results, 
2nd the Rorschach results with the psychologic a l test 
finding s. 'i'he remaining nine tables contrast -r;he findings 
of the teRcher's estimate with the Rorschach data. 
A key to abb1·evi a tions used in this compar a tive study 
precedes the tables. 
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Abbreviations 
Five Point Scale: 
The abbreviat i ons used in constructing the trait tables 
are as :fbllows:-
Adjust (adjustment) 
Av, Aver (average} . 
Emo t 'l (emotional) 
Hi Av (high average) 
Impt (impor ~a nt ; 
Inattent (inatt entive, 
Inef (ineff i cient) 
Organi z (organizing) 
Reg ( rega.rd) 
Superior and I (superior and above) 
Table of Traits: 
Table I , which assembles data on the trait named 
Int elligence, shows six columns, as follows:-
1. C .A. (chronological age) 
2. Case (case number) 
3. Sex (f.- female; m.-male) 
4 . Cas e Record: 
I Q (inte lligent quotient) 
1v1A (mental age) 
Ps Est (psychologist :s es t imate) 
5. Tea Est ( t eacher's estimate) 
b . Rorschach: 
F'l 1 (functional level) 
Cap (functional capac l t y ) 
Eff i e (functional effici ency) 
'l'he s everal psychological tests were abb> evia ted as 
follow~:- · 
CNV (Chicago Non verbal Scale) 
Gd (Goodenough ) 
KKCC (Kent Kohs Block Design or Color Cubes) 
KS (Kent and Shakow Formboard) 
SBL (Stanford Binet, Form Li 
WBF (Wechsler Bellevue, Full Scale) 
WBP (Wechsler Bellevue, ~erformance Scale) 
WBV ( W~chsler Bellevue, Verbal ScaleJ 
21? 
The psychologic a 1 estimates were ab b l eviated as follows:-
Ri Av (hie~ average) 
Bdz (borderzoneJ 
DN (dull normal) 
eqv (equivalent) 
Undt (undetermined) 
un dv (uneven development; ? un dv 
Comparison o#, data from three 
- que: tion of uneven 
developrrten t) 
sources:-
Diff (difference) 
Obj ~est {objec ~ ive tests) 
N (total number of cases) 
Rorsch (Rorschach, 
I 
Table 2, listing data on Social Adapt a tion, show·s "Ghe 
same abbreviations for te acher 1 s estimates [and Rorschach as 
does Table I. Symptoms, as furniShed in thE' case record, are 
abbreviated as follows:-
Better t av (bet t er than average i 
Dif (difficulty) 
F up (follow up/ 
Gr plac prob (grade placement problem) 
Homosex tend (homosexual "G e ndency, 
Lrng dif (learning difficulties, 
Masturb tmasturbation, . 
Nerv (nervous) 
Rdg disab (reading disability) 
Ret (retarded) 
Rway (run-away 1 . L 
I Sch (schoolJ 
Sp def, artie t speech 
Stut (s "G uttererJ 
defect, articulatory) 
'l'ea Est ( ·ceacher's estimate) 
Table 3, rating subje~ts on Emotional Maturity, utilizes 
the same abbrevi ations as are used in Table 2, with tvvo more:-
Adjust (adjustment) 
Sensit (sensitive) 
Table 4, indicating Emotional Control, has one new abbre-
viation:-
Contr (co ntrol) 
Table 5, rating subjects on 
abbreviations which are employed 
the following additional ones:-
Personal! .y, shows the same 
in the prrious tables, with 
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Ambi:v (ambivert;) 
Extrat (extratension) 
Introv (introversion) 
T t (te nds toward~) 
Table 6, r et ing De gre e of' Drive, adds tbeseabbreviations:-
Activ (ac tivity) 
Ambit (ambition) 
Aggr (aggression) 
Ap (apathy ) 
Dr (drive) 
Enj (en j oys) 
Table '7, indicating Reaction to People, has the f'ollowing ~ -, 
abbr eviati ons:- 1 
Ldrship (leadership 
Organiz (or gHnizing ability); Org ab (organizing abilityj 
Subm (submiss i on) I 
Table 8 , ra t ing subjects on Applic atiop, sh ows the 
following a ~breviations:- 1 
Distr a c ( d is t r actib le) 
Effie, Ef (efficiency) 
Inat (inat t entive) 
Inef ( inefficie nc y ) 
I 
Table 9, rating subjec t; s on Expression of Personalit y , shOV'l: r 
· T;he addit i onal abbreviations:- 11 
Con stric (constriction) 
Inhib (inhibition) 
Prac (practical) 
Spont, Vivid em r e sp (Spontaneous, I Vivid emotional responsive-
[ /ness. 
Table 10, r a ting subjects on Approach f' Lif'e, shows ----
the f'ollowing additional abbreviations:- 1 
Ab to · see prac (ability to see the pr ac ti~al or obvious) 
Absts think t abstract think ing) 1 
Orig. Imag, Great (Originality, Imaginative, Creative powers) 
Reg self, Over cr, Unimp (Regard for self' lmore important t h an 
regard for environment, May be over-cr T ~i cal, or stress 
unimportant) 
1 Self Int ( Tends toward self interes t s regardless of practical) 
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Table I 
I NT.ELLIGENC E 
Three ratings on general intelligence are presented f or 
each of the following forty cases, -- one based upon objective 
teacher and Olne based upon test results, one made by the 
1 
Rorschach findings. A key to abbreviationk may be found on 
page 21aSymbol- (below capacity; ~ (up t~ capacity). 
Case Sex C.A. - Case Record Tea. Est Rorschach 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11. 
I. Q. M.A. Ps Est I' F'l 1 Cap 
Eff ie 
f 12-9 130 SBL 
'39 
..~ Cap V Sup I. Sup 
F ' 1 1 eqv . 1 
Av 
f 8-10 126 SBL 11 KKCC Cap Sup 
10-6 Gd F'1 1 eqv Hi Av Sup 
m 18-8 95 WBV 14 KKCC Cap Av 
F'1 1 eqv -- Av 
f 17-1 93 WBV 9 KKCC Cap Av 
F•l 1 eqv Low Av Av 
f 14-5 105 SBL 8lp KKCC Cap Av 
'41 F'1 1 eqv Hi Av Av 
f 11-4 88 SBL 7 KKCC Cap I) N:t 
m 13-4 
m 12-7 
'40 8~6 Gd F'1 1 undv Hi Av Av 
77 SBL 12 KKCC Cap Av 
85 CNV 
'40 
F'l 1 Bdz Av 
Cap Bdz 
F'l 1 eqv D N 
Av 
Av 
m 14-1 106 SBL 11 KKCC Cap Av 
'40 F'1 1 eqv Low Av Av 
m 18-6 114 WBV 12 KKCC Cap Sup 
'41 F'1 1 eqv Av Sup 
m 10-4 104 SBL 10 KKCC Cap Av 
Undt 
Sup 
1-
Av 
Av 
.;. 
Undt 
Av 
Av 
Av 
Av 
Sup 
Av 
F'1 1 eqv Av Av .j. 
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Teb le I I 
Case Sex C.A. Case Record r Est Rorschach I.Q. M.A. Ps Est F'1 Cap Effie 
I 
12 f 16-11 10l WBV 14 KKCC Cap Sup GHi Av) Sup 
'41 F'l 1 Av I 'AV -
13 f 15-9 84 WBV 14 KKCC Cap D N D N Sup 
141 F'1 1 eqv Av -
14 m 17-3 109 WBF Cap Av Low Av Av 
F'1 1 eqv Av 
-
15 m 10-4 102 SBL 9 KKCC Cap Av Hi Av Av 
F'1 1 eqv Av 
-
16 m 17-9 122 SBL 14 KKCC Cap V Sup Av Undt 
F'1 1 eqv Av n 
17 m 12-7 91 CNV 1¥ KKCC Cap Av Av Hi Av 
F'1 1 eqv Hi Av 1-
18 m 15-8 125 WBF fup WBP Cap Sup Hi Av Sup 
F' 1 J.. . U. Hi Av 
-
19 m 13-0 100 SBL 10 KKCC Cap Av Hi Av Undt 
'40 Ft1 1 eqv Av " I . 
20 m 16-11 106 WBF Av WBP Cap I Av Av Hi Av 
F'l l eqv Hi Av -
21 m 11- 9 121 SBL 14f KKCC Cap V Sup Sup V Sup 
F'1 ·1 eqv Sup .;. 
22 m 10-6 93 SBL 13 KKCC Cap Av _ D N Sup 
'41 F'l 1 undv Sup -
8 KKCC Cap D N !Low Av 23 m 11-5 88 SBL Av 
F'1 1 eqv · Av 1-
24 m 16-5 -92 WBV 9 KKCC Cap Av DN Low Av Low Av 
F'l 1 Av .;. 
25 f 10- 10 74 SBL 7 K.KCC Cap Bdz D N Undt 
F'l 1 undt D N -· 
-
26 f 15-0 91 CNV 14 KKCC Cap Av Hi Av 
'41 F'1 1 eqv Low Av Av 
-
I 
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Table I 
Case Sex C.A. Case Record Tea Est Rorschach 
I.Q. M.A. Ps Est F'1 1 Cap 
Effie 
27 m 11- 11 83 SBL 7 KKCC Cap D N Av Hi Av 
8-6 Gd F'1 1 eqv Hi Av 1-
28 m 14-7 115 SBL l 4.fKKCC Cap Sup 
-
Av 
F'l 1 Sup bV -
29 m 8 94 SBL Cap Av Hi Av Av 
'37 4-6 Gd F'1 1 eqv Av .;. 
30 m 19-4 110 WBV Sup KKCC Cap Sup Av Sup 
F'1 1 eqv Sup -
31 m 13-10 82 CNV 13 KKCC Cap ?Av Low Av Undt 
F'1 1 ?un dl.v Undt ·n 
32 m 9-4 97 SBL 8 KKCC Cap Av Low Av Av 
141 F'l 1 eqv . Av .;. 
33 f 8-7 ~SBL Cap Av 
--
Av 
3-6 Gd F'1 1 eqv Av 
-
34 m 9-7 97 SBL 9 KKCC Cap Av Av 
'41 10-6 Gd F'l 1 eqv Av Av 
-
35 m 15-7 107 WBF &lp WBP Cap Av Av Undt 
F'1 1 eqv Undt 
-
36 m 15-5 67 SB·L 14' I<..KCC Cap Undt Low Av Av Av 
'41 .FT1 undv 1-
. 
37 f 11-10 86 SBL 12 KKCC Cap DNN Low Av Av 
F'1 eqv Av f 
38 f 10-2 89 SBL 8 KKCC. Cap D N Av 
141 F'1 1 eqv 
-- Av -
39 m 9-7 100 SBL 7 KKCC Cap Av Av .. 
'39 F'1 1 eqv Av Av f 
I 40 f 11- 0 102 SBL 8 K.Kcc Cap Av Low Av Av Hi Av 
9-9 Gd F'1 1 eqv 
-
-
Table 2 
SOCIAL ADAPTATION 
CaseS pX ---c;A--;---·- ··cra·s·e--Rec.ord~-- -- - -·----Te·a-Ifs-·f; ---·- ·--- ---·:ffor·s·cba·cn __ _ 
- "i~. --:r 12-§ ~--Anxiety~ · · Av _____ -- -· · - -x:v--·· · .. ··- ·-
2 . f 8-10 Stutters Av Below Av 
3 ~ m 18~8 Arson, Asocia l moods Poor 
~ . f 17-1 Family study Av Be low Av 
f , . f 14-5 Famlly study Av Av 
6. f 11-4 Lies, ste a ls ,R~ay Bet t er t. Av Below Av 
7. m 13 -4 R~, ... ay · Av Av 
8. m 12-7 Ret ardation Poor Below Av 
9. m 14-1 Gr plac prob Av Belo ,·c Av 
10. m 18-6 Homosex tend Better t. Av Belo·w Av 
11~ m 10-4 Gr plac problem Poor Below Av 
i~ . m ]v -·:~c · Sch prob Av Av 
13. f 15-9 F up, nerv case Below Av Belo w Av 
l-2 . f X6-11 Amm sia (Better t. Av) Be low Av 
15. m 10-4 Stutterer Av Av 
16 ~ m 17-9 Sex of Below Av Poor 
17~ m 12-7 Stutterer Better t. Av Exc 
18 . m 15-8 Stutterer " 11 " Belo w Av 
19~ m 13-0 Stutterer Below Av 
?0. m 16-11 Gr plAc prob Be10 \'J Av · Av 
21. m 11-9 Stutterer Bet t er t. Av Av 
22~ m 10-6 Learning dif Av Av 
23. m 11-5 Behav prob in sch Poor Below Av 
? 4 ~ m 16-5 Placement Poor Poor 
25~ f 10-10 Ret in sch Poor Belo w Av 
26 ~ f 15-0 Placement Bet t er t. Av Poor 
27. m 11-11 Gr plac prob Av Better t. 
P. V 
28 . m 14-7 Sex of Poor 
29 ~ m 8 Stutterer Av Belo v> Av 
30~ m 19-4 Stutt erer Better t. Av Better t.A 
31. m 13-10 Lies, Masturb f: tes Below Av Below Av 
32~ m 9-4 Sp def, artie Below Av Belo·w Av 
33 ~ f 8-7 Gr plac Av -
04~ m 9-7 Sch prob Below Av Below AV 
35. m 15-7 Stutterer Av Below Av 
36. m 15-5 Rdg disab Av AV 
37. f 11-10 Neurotic Better t. Av Below Av 
38. f 10-2 Behav prob .-- Av 
39~ m 9-7 stutterer AV Av 
40. f 11-0 AdjtB tmert Below Av Belo'fl AV 
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Case Sex: C.A.· 
1.. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7, 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
14. 
13. 
12 . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
3?. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
f" 12-9 
f 8-10 
m 18-8 
f 17-1 
f 14-5 
f 11-4 
m 13-4 
m 12-7 
m 14-1 
m 18-6 
m 10-4 
m 17-3 
f 15-9 
m 16-11 
m 10-4 
m 17-4 
m 12-7 
m 15-8 
m 13-0 
m 16-11 
m 11-9 
m 10-6 
m 11-5 
m 16-5 
f 10-10 
f 15-0 
m 11-11 
m 14-7 
m 8 
m 19-4 
m 13-10 
m 9-4 
f 8~7 
m 9-7 
m 15-7 
m 15-5 
f 11-10 
f 10-2 
m 9-7 
f 11-0 
Table 3 
EMOTIONAL MATURITY 
Case Record 
Anxiety 
Stutters 
Arson ,A so cialmoods 
Family Study 
Family Study 
Lies,steals,raway 
Raway 
Retardation 
Gr. Plac Prob. 
Homosex tend. 
Gr. Plac prob. 
Soh. prob. · 
F up, nerv case 
Amnesia 
Stutters 
Sex Of:tense 
Stutters 
Stutters 
Stutters 
Gr. Plao Prob. 
Stutters 
Lerilg Diffo. 
Beh~v.prob in soh. 
Plac 
Ret in soh. 
Plao 
Gr. Plac Frob. 
Sec of 
Stutters 
Stutters 
Lies Masturb. 
Sp. def. artie. 
Gr. Plac 
Soh. Frob. 
Stutter·s 
Redg. disab 
Neurotic 
Behav prob 
Stutters 
Adjustment. 
Tea.Est. Rorschach 
Av, Av. 
Better T Av. Sup for age 
Int'antile 
Av. Below Av. 
Av. Below Av. 
Av. Below Av. 
Av. Av. 
Av. Av. 
Av. Below Av. 
Bett:er t.Av. Av. 
Below Av. Av. 
Av. Below Av. 
Av. Below Av. 
(Better T.Av~ Av. 
Av. Av. 
BelOW' Av. Below Av~ 
Better T. Av.Sup for Age 
tt •t " Below Av. 
Below Av. Below Av. 
Av. Av. 
Av. Av. 
Av. Av. 
Below Av. Bett:r Th. Av. 
Infantile Infantile 
Below Av.Inf Infantile. 
Av. Below Av. 
Av. Av. 
- Below Av. 
Av. Better Th.Av. 
Better Th.Av.Bett~ er· Th.Av. 
Below Av. Below Av.; 
Below Av. Better th. Av 
- Sup for age 
Av. Better th.Av. 
- Below Av. 
Av, Below Av. 
Sup for age Av. 
:::: ._ .; , ·. ... .. Av .Below 
Below Av. 
Below Av. 
Av. 
Better Th.Av. 
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c -ase- sex c .A. 
--'f:-- f 12-9 
2 . f 8-10 
3 ~ m 18-8 
4~ f 17-1 
5~ f 14-5 
6. f 11-4 
7. m 13-4 
8~ m 12-7 
9. m 14-1 
10~ m 18-6 
11~ m 10-4 
14 . m 17 -!3 ' 
13. f 15-9 
14 ~ f 16-11 
l E· ~ m 10-4 
16~ m 17-9 
17 ~ m 1?-7 
18~ m 15-8 
19. m 13-0 
20 . m 16-11 
21. m 11-9 
22~ m 10-6 
23~ m 11-5 
24 ~ m 16-5 
25. f 10-10 
26~ f 15-0 
2'7~ m 11-11 
28~ m 14-'7 
29. m 8 
30~ m 19-4 
_31. m 13-10 
32. m ' 9-4 
33~ f " 8-'7 
34. ~ m 9-'7 
35 ~ m 15-'7 
36. m 15-5 
37 ~ f 11-10 
38. f 10-2 
39 ~ m 9-'7 
4.0 . f 11-0 
Table 4 
EMOTIONAL CONTROL 
cas-e.-~:Reco-r~d -- --- Tea Est. - ---~o-rs-c:Eiach-­
Ariiie.ty__ _ --- -- Av- - - - --- ..,..- - - Moody ,sens i t 
Stutterer Better t. Av Better t. Av 
Arson, Asocial moods Moody ,Sensi t 
Family study Av Moody,Sensit 
Family study Moody,Sensit Moody;sensit 
Lies, Steals ,Rway Av Moody ;sen sit 
Rway Av Moody,Sensit 
Retardation Moody,Sens i t Moody,Sensit 
Gr plac prob Av Moody;sensit 
Homosex tend Av Moody;sensit 
Gr p1ac prob Av Moody~Sensit 
Scb prob Moody ,Sensi t Mobdy, Sensit 
F up,nerv case Moody ,s ens lt Av contr. 
Amnesia (Av) Av 
Stutterer Av Av 
Sex of Moody,Sensit Moody~Sensit 
Stutterer Better t. Av Sup for Age 
Stutterer 11 If 11 Moody ,sensit 
Stutterer Moody;sensit Moody,Sensit 
Gr plac prob Moody,S ens1t Av 
Stutterer Better t.Av ,Av 
Learnirv5 dif Av Av 
Bebav prob in school Moody,Sensit Moody,Sensit 
Placement Uninhibited Moody ,S ensit 
Retarded in school Uninhibited Uninhibited 
Placement Av Moody,Sensit 
Gr plac prob Bet t er t. Av Av 
Sex of Moody,Sensit 
Stutterer Av Av 
Stutterer Av Moody,Sensit 
Lies, M~ sturbstion Moody~S.ensit Uninhibited 
g~ fief, artie Moody,Sensit Moody~Sensit 
~ plac,. prob Moody ;sens it 
Sch prob Av Moody;sensit 
Stutterer Moody,Sensit Moody,Sensit 
Rdg -d i sab Av Av 
Neurotic Better t. Av Av 
Behav. prob Moody,Sensit 
Stutterer Av Moody,Sensit 
Adjustment Moody,Senslt Av 
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Table 5 
P:mSONALITY 
Case Sex C.A. Case Record Tea.Est. Rorschach 
I 
1. t 12-9 Anxiety Tends tow.Introv. T.T.Intro. 
2. t 8-10 Stutters tt 
"' 
Extrat. Ambiv. 
3. m 18-8 Arson Asocial mds./ T.T.Introv. 
4.. f 17-1 Family Study Tends tow.rntrov Ambiv. 
5. f 14-5 Family Study Introv. Introv. 
6. t 11..,.4 Lies,stea1s,raway,Tendstow Extrat. .Ambiv. 
7. m 13-4. Run-a.way Ambiv. AmbiT. 
8. m 12-7 Retarda.tion Ambiv .Ambiv 
9. m 14-1 Gr.plac pro b. Tends tow.Introv. Ambiv 
10. m 18-6 Homosexual tend. Ambiv T. T. Introv. 
11. m 10-4 Gr. Pl. Pro b. Tends t .ow. In trov Ambiv. 114. m 17-3 '~ School Frob. Tends tow.Extrat. T.T.Introv. 13 .. . f 15-9 Follow up,.nerves It: lt. Introv. T.T. tt • 
:12. m 16-:-11 Amnesia ( 
"' " 
Extrat) .Ambi v. 
15. m 10-4 Stutters "' " 
tf• T.T. Intro1 
16. m 1'7-9 Sex. Offense tt· 
" 
Introv. T.T. tt. 
17. m 12-7 Stutters tt 
" 
Ext rat. T.T.E:xtra t. 
1.8. m 15-8 Stutters " " " Ambiv. 19. m 13-0 Stutters,hearingJ!iSt. , T.T. Introv. T.T.Extrat, 
20. m 16-11 Gr. pl. pro b. Ten.ds tow .Introv. Ambiv. 
21. m 11-9 Stutters Ambiv. T.T. Extra • 22. m 10-6 Learning diff'ic. Tends tow Introv. T.T. Intro1 • 
23. m 11-5 Beli prob in soh tt " tt" Ambiv. 24. m 16-5 Placement Tends tow.Extrat T. T'.Extra1t: 
25. f 10-10 Retarded in soh. Introv~ T. T. EJ\ t;r rr~ 
26. f. 15-0 P1aoemmt .Ambiv T.T.Extnt. 
27. m 11-11 Gr.plao pro b. . Ambiv Ambiv 
28. m 14-7 Sex oft ender ... -··~··· ,... ·'· ·;' T.T. Introv 
29. m 8 Stutters Ambiv Ambiv 
30. m 19-4 Stutters Ambiv T.T.Extrat; 
31. m 13-10 Lies,Masturbn Tends tow.Introv. T.T.Introv 
32. m 9-4 Sp.Defeet artie " " tt AmbiT 33. f 8-7 Gr. Plac. - T. T .Extra t 
34. m 9-7 Soh.Prob Tends tow. Ext rat • .Ambi v. 
35. m 15-'7.' Stutters "' " Introv. Ambi.V 36. m 15-5 Rdg Disab Ext rat T.T.Extrat 
3?. :r 11-10 Neurotic Tends tow E:xtrat Ambiv. 
38. f 10-2 Behav.Prob. - T.T.Introv 
39. m 9-7 Stutters Tends tow.Introv. T.T.Extrat 
40. f 11-0 Adjustment, " n tt Ambi v. 
Ta.ble 6, 
DEGREE OF DR~~ 
Case Zex C .A. . Case Record Tea.Est Rorshcaeh. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1L4 . 
13(., 
::t ~ .. 
15. 
16. 
1?. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
· 37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
f 
f 
m 
f 
t 
f 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f 
m 
m 
f 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f 
t 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f 
m 
m 
m 
f 
f 
m 
f 
12-9 
8-10 
1898 
17-1 
14-5 
11-4 
13-4 
12-'7 
14--1. 
18-6 
10-4 
17-3 
15-9 
16-11 
10-4 
1.5-8 
12-7 
15-8 
13-0 
16-ll 
ll.-9 
10-6 
11-5 
16-5. 
10-10 
15-0 
. 11-11 
14-7 
8 
19-4 
13-10 
9-4 
8-7 
9-7 
15-7 
15-5 
11-10 
10-2 
9-7 
11-0 
Anxiety Av. Av. 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Arson,Assoo.moods. - Av. 
· Family Study Tends tow.AP7 Av. 
Family Study Enj.aotv.aggr. Some dr.aggr 
Lies,steals,rway Av. Av. 
Runaway Av. A v. 
Retardation. Tends tow. !E7Tends.T.Ap. 
Gr. Plao Prob. Av. Some Dri v. 
Homosexual Tend. Some drive Av. 
Gr. Plao. Frob. Tends. tow. ~i §Q~ Qf . 
Soh. Problem Some Drive Some Driv 
F.U:p:,Nerv case Av. Av. 
Amnesia (Enj .Actv Agg:r.) A.v. 
Stutters Av T.T. ap. 
Sex Offense Tends tow. ap. Av. 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Stutters Enj .Aotv.Aggr. Some Dr.Aggr. 
Stut tet"S Av. Av. 
Gr. Plac Frob. Tends tow ap. Av. 
Stutters Enj.Actv.Aggr. Av. 
Leng.Diffio. Tends tow.Ap. T.T. Ap. 
Behav Pro\1 in soh Ap·. some dr-aggl\7' Av. 
Placement Av. Some dr.aggr 
Retarded in soh. Spme drv.-aggr. Av. 
Placement. A'V. Av. 
Gr. Plac Frob. Av. Av • 
Sex Ofrender· - T.T. Ap. 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Stutter·s Some drv-a.ggr. Some drv~:.~ 
Lies,Masturbs. Tends tow ap. Av. 
Sp. Def.Artio Tends tow ap. Av. 
Gr. Plao Frob. - Av. 
School Frob. Av. Enj.actv.aggr 
Stutter·s Av. Av. 
Readi~ disab. Av. Av. 
Neurotic Av. ·Av. 
Behav. prob. - Av. 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Adjustment Tends tow. ap. Av. 
-:~- See DB g e 242 for d efinit i on .of Deg r e e of Drive. 
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Table ? 
REACTION TO PEOPLE 
Case Sex C. A. Case Record Tea. Est. Rorschach 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 • . 
i 4: .. 
13. 
].2; . 
15. 
16T 
1?. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
2?. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
3?. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
f 
f 
m 
f 
f 
f 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
:r 
m 
m 
m 
m · 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f 
f 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f 
m 
m 
m 
f 
f 
m 
f 
12-19 
8-10 
18-8 
1?-1 
14-5 
11-4 
13-4 
12 ... 7 
14-1 
18-6 
10-4 
1?-3 
15-9 
16-11 
10-4 
1?-9 
12-7 · 
15-8 
13-0 
16-11 
11-9 
10-o 
11-5 
16-5 
10-10 
15-0 
ll-11 
14-7 
8 
19-4 
13-10 
9-4 
8-7 
9-7 
15-7 
15-5 
11-10 
10-2 
9-? 
11-0 
Anxiety Av. Tends Wow. Subm. 
Stutters Some leadersp Av. 
Arson Assoc .Moo~ - Some leadership 
Family Study Tends tow.S~" " 
Family Study Leader,prg. Tends tow.subm. 
Lies,steals,Rway Av. Av. 
Run-away Av. Av. 
Retardation Tends tow subm7 Av. 
Gr Plac.Prob. Av. Some leadership 
Homosexual tend Tends tow sul!!p Tends 'f'.Subm 
Gr. plac prob Tends tow sub!J'b Av. 
School prob. (Some Leadshp: -J- Tends tow subm. 
F Up, nerv.case Av. Tends tow subm. 
Amnesia • (Some leadershp)Av. 
Stutters " · " Av. 
Sex offense - Some leadershp 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Stutters Leadershp,org • . Av. 
Stutters Av. Some leadershp 
Gr plac prob. Tends tow subm~Av. 
Stutters Some leadersElVAv. 
Lerng diffc. Av. Av. 
Behav prob soh. Av. Av. 
Placement Tends tow subm. Some leadershp 
Retarded in soh. some leadershp-some leaderp 
Placement Av. Follower, surnrr. 
Gr plac prob Some leadershp Av. 
Sex offender - Tends tow subm. 
Stutters Av. Av. 
Stutters Leader,org. Av. 
Lies ,Masturbs Tends tow subm.Tendstow subm.. 
Sp def, artie Av. Av. 
Gr plac pro b. - A y · : -; ; ·. ' · 
Soh prob Tends tow subm Av. 
Stutters Av. Tends tow subm. 
Reading disab.Av. " " tt 
Neurotic Av. " " " 
Behav prob - Some leadershp 
.Stutters Av. Av. 
Adjustment Follower,subm .• Tends tow subm. 
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Ta · J,te 8 
AFPLF~ATJC'N 
' 'Case Sex C • .A. S;rmpt oms Teacb..er Rorsch9cb 
3 
4 
5 
E 
7 
9 
10. 
11. 
14 
3. 
12 . 
15. 
7 . 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
~ . 
<;)2. 
':30. 
':34. 
25. 
26. 
2'7. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
3 • 
3 • 
37. 
38. 
.)9 . 
10 . 
f 
f 
f 
f 
rn 
:rn. 
m 
m 
rn. 
I'1 
f 
f 
m 
m 
m 
rn 
m 
m 
f 
f 
'111 
m 
m 
!'1 
. m 
m 
f 
m 
m 
m 
f 
f 
m 
12-0 · An~iaty Better v Av. 
-10 Stutterer Av . Av. 
'istrac.Inatt.In f 18- . rson . soc :rrood·s 1 -
17- H'ar11 ·1v 8tudr TePds tov• d'Rt r ec. T.t. distr8 • 
" . 
14 - 5 amil ' S t11dv Petter t.ha n w. 'y . 
11-4 Lies,"t ea }.s ',Rway Av . .v. 
13-4 R 8Wa~r . Tenc . t; '"~W ~on trol T. • c' i tr c. 
~-7 Ret~rd tion mA~- R r. ow d~ tree T~t. d ' str c. 
14-1 Gr . plac nrohlem Tends to• distrac T.t. iPtra • 
- • . '1' • 18-6 F. ~osex t nd ) f trac ~ InBt I~ef t dl t~3C 
.0-1 ~, plac pro Distrac ~ Inat nef T t d: tr c. 
1 7 -3 f'1.nid8nc e ~v.. T t distr::>c. 
1 f.-g F ,Up,nerv case 'rends t ' 6.istrac Av 
16-11 A.inne s 1.a (Av ) -~~v 
10-4 Stutterer Pett er than v T t dist r e • 
17-9 Sex offen8e Ten6s to dis trac Pv 
2-7 tutt erer Av ?etter t~ n av 
5-8 tutterer sur connentr T 6 str ec 
::-s-o ~t1. terer . 
16-ll 
11 - 9 
10.:.. 
11-5 
6-5 
10-10 
15-0 
- 1 1 
14-7 
8 
19-4 
3- 0 
9-4 
- 7 
FeBr nc lost 
Gr pl!:lc prob 
c.;t;utter 
Lrn£S dlf 
nebav pro'> 
in sch 
lacen ent 
Hetarded in 
Placemen t 
Gr pl c prob 
ex offender 
Stutter r 
Stutterer 
Lies ,~rast lrb 
Sp d.ef,art ic 
Gr Pl8.c 
chool ro 
tutterer 
Petter than Av 
Av 
Petter t :t::tn 
Av 
A T 
T t dist rP C' 
Av 
v 
T t distrPc 
~iotr3c,Inat,Inef T t distrac 
D strec,Iriet ,Inef T t d •Atrac 
sc:t Tends t c~ d ' s trac T t ·~st rac 
Av T t d:Dtrgc 
Av T t distr~c 
Tend t w dis t rac 
Petter than ev 
Av 
Tends to 1 di s tr 
Av 
- v 
'.I' t 
A..v 
- v 
d ' strac 
Dis tr c<;- :Lna t, 
v ef 
T t distrac 
T t d strac 
T t 
9-7 
15-7 
15- 5 Rend ~- Y",.,. rl is a 1~ 
istrs.c 
Tends t o7 distrac T t distrec 
Di~trac,tnet tnef T t distrqc 1-10 leur0t~r; 
_.eh v TJrolJJ. 
o.t ntte:;.~er 
' •Adit1strnent 
Av 
Tends 
T t dis tra c 
'!' t distrac 
tovJ disti•Pr fTl 
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T ble 9 
Case Sex C . A. Syr1ptorns Teachers Es t Ror sch<?ch 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1~ ' 
13. 
12 , 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
1 9 .. 
2J. 
21. 
22. 
83e 
24. 
~5/ 
26. 
27 . 
28. 
29. 
30. 
3 • 
32. 
33. 
3~. 
35. 
·------------- ------·----·--~----------
f 2-9 An -iety 
f 8- 0 St tte r er 
m 8 - 8 Arsnn,!f.ocial 
MOOdS 
f 17-l 
f 14-5 
f 11-4 
m 13-11 
m l2-7 
m 14-1 
m 18-6 
m 10-4 
m 17-3 
f 1.5-9 
m 16-ll 
m 10-4 
rn 17-9 
m 2-'7 
PB!".ily Study 
Fm•1ily Study 
L:es,Steals,Rway 
:R.un - a.vray 
Retardation 
Gr plac prob 
Homos ex.tend 
Gr plac prob 
choo1 prob 
Ii' Fp,nerve case 
_mn esia 
Stutterer 
Sex offens·e 
Stutterer 
m 5-' Stutterer 
m 13-0 Stutterer 
Hea.rh. g Loss 
m 1 -11 Gr rlac pro b 
m ll-9 
F! 10-6 
m 11-5 
STu tte. ·r-Jr 
Lrng d f 
""ehnv pro"b i , 
sc h 
m lfi-5 Pl. cement 
f 0-10 Retnrced in soh 
f 15-0 
m -11 
m 14-'7 
m 8 
m 10-4 
m 13-10 
m 9-4 
f 8 -7 
m 9-7 
m 15-7 
p c C Arne Dt 
Gr :-piliacr" prn b ;; ·: 1·1 
Sex offender 
Stutterer 
stutterer 
I1ies ,!"'as turb 
Sp.def,artic 
Gr placement 
chool ~ob 
Stutterer 
Pal cont r T t cons tr:Lc 
Span t, ·'"ivid, er~ re ~v Da 1 con tr 
P.a l cohtr 
Bal con tr 
Bett t?<r than ai'\T 
Esl con tr 
Tends tow constric 
Ba l contr 
Pal con tr 
T t constric 
ncr t s , vivid 
e:m res p 
'T' t ccns trlc 
nal contr 
Pal contr 
T t constric 
T t constric 
Pal con tr 
T t constric 
Spont_,vivid,er·l .resn T t constri c 
Ten ds tow constric T~ t const ric 
iSpon t _,vivid , e re' . r e sp) Petter th8l" 
· ' Av 
Pal Contr t constric 
Te nds tow const-C'ic Pa Contr 
Ba l contr Petter t ~an 
Av 
Better thar: T t co trio 
Tends tow constric Pa l cont r 
Te~ds tow ronstric T t ronstrin 
Eal cont r _ a l contr 
0
. 1 coPtr T t constr~c 
Spomt~vivi e~. r esp Pe co tr 
~ends tow constr T t constr 
Tends tow cons tr .. pont, 7 i vid, 
Inh "l.?ition 
3. cc·ntr 
em re n 
T t ~onst~r 
Ba cont r (fear . . 
Inhic,anxietv 
Spont_,viv ia, em.resp F 1 contr 
contr 0 al contr 
ual con tr P 1 con tr 
Tends tow cons tric ?a con tr (~esp) , · 
P.al con tr 
Ea l contr 
pont, vi v · d, ern 
-re c nfl tr 
T t constric 
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Tab e 9 ( con t . ) . 
Case Sex C .. A. Sy-:mpyoms Teach::- r s est. Rorschach 
i~~-9. m 5-5 Reading disab Pal . contr PB. contr 
7. m 15- 5 Te rotic In hi . T t cons tric 
38. f 10-2 )ehav prob T t constric 
39. m 9-7 Stutterer Ten ds t.ow cons tr .al con tr 
40 .. f 11 -0 Adjus tment Inhi b t Inhib 
Table 10 
APPROACH TO LIFE 
Case Sex C.A. Case Record Tea.Est. Rorschach 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 • . 
?. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
l i~: 
1.2 . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
2.4. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
3.9. 
40. 
f 12-9 
f 8-10 
m 18-8 
f 17-l 
f 14-5 
f 11-4 
m 13-4 
m 12-'l 
m 14-1 
m 18-6 
m · 10-4 
m 17-3 
'f 15-9 
m 16-11 
m 10-4 
m 17-9 
m 12-7 
m 15-8 
m 13-0 
m 16-11 
m ll-9 
·m 10-6 
m 11-5 
m 16-5 
f 10-10 
f 15-0 
m ll-11 
m 14-7 
m 8 
m 19-4 
m 13~10 
m 9-4 
t: 8-7 
m 9-7 
m 15-7 
m 15-5 
f ll-10 
f 10-2 
m 9-7 
-r 11-0 
Anxiety Ab to see pract. T •. ·t.abst 
Stutters Orig.Imag.Creatve Reg.self 
Arson,Asocial moods.7 - T. t.abst think 
Family S:budy T:""t. self int. T. t .abst. think 
Family Study T.t.self int. Ab.to see prac 
Lies, ste als.,Rway Ab to see prac A b. to see prac 
Run-away · Ab to see prac Ab.to see prac 
Retardation T.t.self int. T.t.abst think 
Gr plac. prob. Reg· self,over ·w ... ::<eg se1f,Ov cr 
Homosex, tend. Ab. to see prac.Se1f int.Abst 
Gr p1ac prob T.t. self int T.t.self int. 
School prob. Ab to see prac T.t.abst.think 
F up,nerv case T.t. self int. T.t.self int. 
Amnesia · CT.t. self int.) T.t. abstr. 
Stutte:rs Ab. to see prac.Ab.to see prac 
Sex offense T.t.self int Regself,Ov cr. 
Stutter-s Ab to see prac Ab to see prac 
Stutters Orig,Imag,Creatv. T.t.self int. 
Stutters " "' " AhJ t o .. see pr ac 
Gr Plac Prob. T.t. self int. Ab t o see prac 
Stutters T. t. abstr trJ.il.k~' ':U ;t·;.a_'Qst. think. 
Le rng diff i c. Ab to see prac 0 r i'g., i me.:g .• , cr . j 
Behav prob in sch.Reg.self,Ov.cr.Ab. to see pra 
Placement T·.t.self int T.t.abst thi 
Retarded in sch. T·.t.self int. .lb.tosee prac:. 
Placement A b. to see prac Ab. " tt 
Gr Place problem Ab. tosee prac T. t.abstr thn 
Sex Offender Regmself,Ov c 
Stutters Ab to see prac T.t.self int 
Stutters Orig,Imag,Crt. Orig,Imag,Crt 
Lies,Masturbs T.t.self Int. "' " n 
Sp:.def,artic T.t.self int Ab to see pra 
Gr plac Ab to see pra 
Sch prob T.t.self int. T.t.self int. 
Stutters Ab to see prac. T.t. abst. 
Reading Disab. Ab to see prac Ab to see pra 
Neurotic Reg self,Ov.cr. Reg,self,Ov.c 
Behav prob Orig,Imag,Cr. 
· Stutters T.t.self Int T.t.self' Int. 
Adjust.men.t T.t. abst.think Ambiv. 
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RESULTS 2. TRAIT ANALYSIS 
Table 1 
INTELLIGENCE 
A comparative study was made of only thirty-five 
of the for~y cases includ~d in the whole experiment 
since the 'l'eacher 's estimate could not be obtained :for 
five c Ases (.:>,12,28,33 and 38). For this trait analYsis 
there were 25 boys and 10 girls. The following table shows 
the extent to which the Rorschach, the Teacher's estimate 
and the Ob,jectlve tests agree or disagree with each other 
in the thirty-five cases • . Cases classified as Borderzone 
w~re cons i dered to be one point below the Dull Normal index 
on the questionnaire. 
Data. Agree Dif:f' of Di:f'f of Diff of Diff of Undt .orN 
1 step 2 steps 3 steps 4 steps un dv 
L Rorsch 10 13/, 4- 4/, 1- 0 1/ 2 3 
and 
Tea Est 
. Rorsch 18 3f, 3- 8/, 2- If 0 5 .:>5 
and 
Obj Test 
·• Tea Est 8 8/, 7- 41, 3- 0 0 5 35 
and 
Obj Test 
36 24/, 14- 16/, 6- lf 1/ 13 
The symbol I is used to indicate a. higher rating by 
the Rorschach in the first two studies, and the same symbol (f) 
indicates a h igher rating for the objective test in the third 
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comparative study . The number of -c;inB s the j. or - rating 
occurs is indicated before the symbol in each case. 
A comparison of these results reveal three f inding s of 
int eres ~.; , vi z:-
1. The Rorschach and t he '.i'eacher's estimate are either 
in exact agreeJmnt or show'. a difference of only one 
st e-o in 2? cases, whereas the Rorschach and the G'bject i ve 
tests are in agreement or show a difference of only one 
s ~ ep i n but 24 cases. It would seem, therefore, that 
t he objective tests may not include fac t ors of 
int elligence which the teacher t s estimate and the 
Rorschach findi ngs disclose. 
/ 
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Table 2. 
OCI .. L DAFT . TI Ol~ 
~~ 
In this st dy 29 or the 34 cases are either in exact agree-
ment or within one p0int of agreement , sugg esting hat in the 
majo r ity of cases social adaptati on can e fairly accurate l y 
est· mated . The following t le show the extent of agre ement 
and disagre ement. Symbol I (Rorschach highe r) . S~'17lhol -- (Borsch -
ach lower). 
ta .Agree 
Di.ff .of' 
1 point 
Diff of Diff. r Diff . of 
p ints 3 points 4 po nts 
Rorsch ch 15 
and Tea Est 
7f, 7-- 4 -- 1- 0 
The five cases showing di:trerenc e of more than one 
point were #6, 0 , 18, 26 nd ~ 7 , all rf w ~. ch how a poorer 
adjustment ·on the Rorschach rating thah on the teacher' s esti-
mate. TWo of these ca ses were delincp.ents, tvvo others showed 
neurotic tendencies, and the f fth although primar ily a placemen 
problem, is al s o a personality problen. The question · f supe r-
ficial adj 1. s tment would t ere fore need to be cons dered, for 1 t 
would ppear that t e Rorschach rra. y reveal factor s which a 
teacher's e t ima te fai s to disclose . 
In the . cases showing a difference of but one point there 
is a disagreement in opposi te wa~s. Of these fourteen· ca e s 
seven show ed the Rorschach to b e hiff1 er and s e ven s h owed the 
teach e r 1 s rating to be higher. Three of the s even ca e s 
which the Rorschach r~ted higher were grade placement pr oblens , 
one a s a "behavior pro lem, 1m d one was a st tter er . n these 
case the child's ma ladj Js t me nt n enviromrent 
=======1~~-dN!,l,ob:lt!!:::e~, ag,-gChg,ge~r=',;;s~e~s~t~-~i~ma~t~e:;,· :;f::;o~- r===c,;;a=s=e=s~3;:&:==~~=='=!::===~=a=n=d=3=8=- ",======II======= 
apparently is more marked than the Rorschach findin.gs 
This may mean that the maladj vstme_t is a tem orary reactio 
rather than a ba sic persona 1i ty trait. 
Four {#2,21,30,35) of the seven cases which the teacher 
rated higher were stutterers, one was a grade p acement pr ob 
lem, one a part of a fami y s· dy> and one a sex problem. 
The speech defect .. may in some w y inf1 uen ce the 
teacher's decision or the abilit y to ada t to an acade~ic 
routine and p ss grades may be a factor in judging this trait. 
The Rorschach may · be a more satisfactory me asur e in such 
instam es. 
Tah e 3 
m.fiOTI0NAL JvTATlTRITY 
D ta p;ree iff of Diff of Diff of Diff of 
1 point 2 points 3 points 4 points 
Rorsch and 14 6/,10-- 3/, 1- 0 0 
Tea Est 
I n t hi s compa rison 3 0 of the 34 cas es a re e ither in 
exact agreement or within one point of agreement, indicating 
that emotional maturity is a trait which is g enerally eas y to 
evaluate. 
Four (2, 17, 29, 39) of the six cases which the Rorscha 
rated one poin t higher were stutterers and two were school 
problems. Judg ing from the varia1:::le esti mates ; nade of person~ 
ality traits of stutterers it would appear that a comparative 
stuct·s· of the Rorschachsof the eleven stutterers included in 
this s t udy mi&.:ht furnis h information whi c h wou ld ace oun t for 
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the discrepancies between the Rorschach findin gs and the 
teacher's estltrates. This table is presented under the chapter 
e titled Gener al Discussion. In the cases presenting school 
problems it is possible that the Rorschach is of ·value in 
indicating wbe re the source of the problem s may be. 
F our of the ten cas e s which the teacher rated one point 
higher were s ch ool problems, two were delinquents, two were 
part of a family study~ and two were nervous cases . 
Of the three cases wh ch the Rorschach rated two po ints 
higher (23, 32,?±0), one was a behavior problem, one a speech 
defect ; and one an adjustment problem~ Case 37 (neuDotic) 
showed the teacher's rating to te two po ints h ighe r t han that 
of the Rorschach. It Vi.Ould seem that teacher may be m-
pressed with a speech defect or with misbehavior, thus 
ca sing a . ia s in judgment . For this reason the Rorschach :rpa y 
be better than the teacher ' s est i n:at e . 
While the Rorschach may reveal emotional im..rra turi t y, a 
s perficial adjustment may mislead the casual observer and 
emotional P" oblems which may r_~s ul t from emotiona l :rr..rr.a turi t y 
cannot therefore be easily detected by the tea cher . 
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Table 4 
EMOTIOHAL COlJTRC'L . 
· but one 
In this study all/ of the cases were e i t h er n exact agree -
en t or within one point of e.gre emen t. 
Data Agree Dif f of 
1 point 
Rors ch 14 5f,l5-
and 
Tea Est 
Diff of 
2 points 
1-
Diff of 
3 p ints 
0 
Diff of 
4 points 
0 
F ive ases (,13,17 , 20 , 24,40) showed a high er rating by 
the Rorschach. The symptoms were nervousness, anxiety, 
stuttering, adjustmen t and school problems . In t h ese cas e s 
the Rorscha ch app e ars to i ndicate some factors which the 
teacher ' s estimate do es not, re ga rding the sour ce of symptoms . 
Case 4 (fan l y s tudy ) s hows the Rorschach to be more 
d sc erning than th e teacher's esti :ate. Case 6 ( delinque ncy ) 
shows the Rorschach to be tetter r ecause i t re r ifies t he 
s)r:mptoms . Cas e 7 ( behavior) and ca se 10 (homosexta l) sho 
the Rorschach to revea l f act ors which partlyexplain the 
swmptoms and the Rorschach is therefore of more value in 
problems of this nature than is the teacher's esti!Tiate . School 
problems {9,11 , 26,27,34) also re veal more ignificant_ data than 
does the teacher' s estimate. Case 37 (neu r ot c) shows the 
teacher's estima te to e higher , a lthough the Rorschach helps 
to under stand the SJl!lptoms ; therefore it is of val ue in 
guidance • 
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Table 5 
PERSO:t-TALIT _ 
In this study 30 cases are in exact agreement or s h ow a 
difference of but one point . Five case s (12,15,19,25,39) show 
a d screpancy of m~e than one point between t he teacher' s 
estirna t e and th e Rorschach f nd in gs . 
Da t a. 
Ror sch and 
Te Es t 
Agre e D ff of 
1 point 
12 
Diff of Diff of 
2 points 3 po nts 
21 ' 2-
Diff of 
4 · po n t s 
Ca ses (2,6,10 ,18,34 , 36,37) wh ich sho a hi gher r ating of 
one poin t by the teacher are delinquent problems, sch oo 
pro blems , one st u tterer and one ne uro t ic. The same t ype of 
pr·o blems a ppear in the cases (4,9,11,20,21,2 ,26 , 3 0 ,32,35,40) 
wh;l.ch show a rating of one poin t h igher on the r s cbach , . ith 
the ex~e _ tion of th e neuro t ic. Thi wo uld ind cat e th at neither 
r a ting· · is more thBn approx ma t e and that there is a need for 
f u rther observation and study , 
Case 15 (stutterer) wh ch show s the teacher's rating to e 
two points higher than t h e Rorschach, reveals factors which ma y 
help un derstan d the s ymptoms and which indica te that the subj:l ct 
may be forcing his rel a tions with the outside world . 
2 point 
Case 19 (stutter er) which shows a/higher rating on the 
Rorschach, reveals factor s wh ch are qescribe d in the indiv:i.dual 
of 
study ~;~s m1 ei:i.'. t o- .the-· tir.ders.t.f:l.ndlng/ t; h e pro blem • The teacher' s 
estimate of ihtrov ersi al tendenc i es may not have incl ded such 
f ac tor s as a hearing l os , wh ich s reported in the case recor d . 
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Case 25 (school re tardation),which shows a higher rating of 
one ooint on the Rorschach than does the tea cher' s estimate , 
verifies the symp toms and is therefore hel pful im understand n g 
the pro blem. 
Case 39 (stutterer) ,wr.tich shows h igher rating of two 
point s on t h e Ror schach, indicat e $ basic personali t~r tendencies 
and therefor e may not _:_ reveal .· a tempora r y introver si al ten dency 
Which the teache l'J'S esti:mat e WOUld sugg est in this case . 
Table 6 
DEG .EE OF DRIVE 
This trait may b e defined as an inhe r en t abili t y on the 
part of the individual , to u tili z e both ins tinctive pr omptin gs 
(creative ability or imagination) and envir onmental stimuli, in 
an overt o r active mann er , usually to his own best interes t~. 
In making a compar athre stud~ of this trait i t was found 
t hat a teacher r:.Ji;l.y have rated this trait at two points on the 
scale 1 and i n such a case the h igher of the two was used for 
compar i son . 
Da t a Agree 
Ro r s cb and 18 
Tea Es t 
Dif'f of 
1 po int 
8"1 6 -
. ' 
Dif'f of 
2 points 
1/, 2-· 
Diff of 
3 poin t s 
0 
Diff of 
4 poi~lt s 
0 
Thi rty -t.wo · : of' the thir t y -five cases show eith er an exact 
a gre errJen t o r are within one point of a gr eement. Four teen of 
the se 32 cas e s show a discrepanc y ci: one point . 
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Cases 4 (family st udy ) , 9 and 20 ( g rade placement problems 
16 and 31 ( s ex problems), 24 and 40 (placement and adjt:stment 
pro ble ms and 32 (sp ee ch problem) sh ow a higher ratin g on too 
Rorscba ch. Ca ses 5 ( fara ily s tudy ), 10 ( sex problem), 15 
( stutterer), 23 (behavior problem) and 25 (s:Cbool retardation), 
show a higher rating b~,r tbe te·ache r. This discrepanc y rna y te 
due t the fa ct that th s c «21neept of pe rsonality · s no t :· <:d early 
defi ned and therefore can be measured o nly a ppr oximately . 
Cases 18 and .21 (stutterers) show a. :•.one and . two point · 
·: .,ere 'ase by the teacher . The Rorschach in this case may not be 
as reliable as the teacher's estimate , ,or the disc r epanc / ma y be 
due to the different conception of tb.e trait. 
Case 34 ( school problem), shows a rat ing of two points 
higher on the Rorschach, a.nd this discrepan cy may again be due 
to t he vague defin it i on of this on e conc e pt of p ersonal ty. 
Da te. Agree 
Rorsch a nd 11 
Tea Est 
Table 7 
REACTIO T TO PEOPlE 
Diff of 
1 p o int 
7/, 9-
Di ff of 
2 points 
2/ ' 4-
Diff of 
3 poin ts 
1-
Di ff f 
4 poiJj1ts 
0 
Twent~~ - s even of the t hirt ;;;· f~ur ·' cases show ei the r e xac t 
agreement or differ in only one p o int. S1x additional ca ses 
show a di screpancy of' two points ,. and case 5 a thrE:ll-o' point dtscr enancy. 
The seven subjects which show a h igher rat ing on the 
Rorschach a re cases BJ 9, 11, 20 and 34 (school problems), case 
19 (stutterer ) and case 40 ( d.justment problem ). Since five 
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of these are schoo problems and the other two are indirectly 
school proJ ems, it is possible that the Rors chach reveals some 
qualities which could be u tiliz ed fo r mot vat on.in school 
prog am and . whic h are apt to be overlooked in the regular schoo 
routine. 
Cases 1, 13, 37 (nervous S\1m toms), 2, 15, 2 , 35 
(stutterers) and 27, and 36 (school problems) show a higher 
rating by the teacher than was o ta ined on the Rorschach. The 
Rorschach in thes e cases indicates that the ndi vid\)_a ls are not 
following their natural inclinations. It may be, therefore, 
that there is a forcing of relations to the outside War'ld, which 
would give the impression of aggressive characteristics and may 
also cause the nervous symptoms. If this is true then it is 
the pseudo extratensive qual ties which the teacher recognizes, 
causing her to rate the subjects superficially. 
Case 4 (fs.mily stud~r ), and case 24 {placement) show the 
Rorschach to be two points hig her. Cases 1 (school problem , 
8 and. 30 (stutterer s) and 26 {pla c ement) show tb teacher' s 
rating to be two points hig her. Case 5 {faw l y stt dy ) s '. 0\~ the 
teacher's est:imate to be three points higher. 
The fact that the teacher' s re.tinr;s are hie;her in a ·reater 
number of cases than the Rorschach shows may indicate that there 
is a forcing of relations with the outside world , on the part of 
someone in the environment of the child n question, either at 
h ome or at school. 
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Table 8 
APPLICATION 
Data Agree Diff of 
1 point 
Rorsch and 9 10/, 13-
Tea Est 
Diff of 
2 points 
2-
Diff of 
3 points 
1-
Diff of 
4 points 
0 
'11hirty-tvlo of the thirty-five cases were either in exac~; 
agJ.-·eement or within one point of agreemc,nt. ·.!. Two additional 
cases showed a discrepancy of two points and one showed a 
discr epancy of three poinLs. 
The seven cases which showed the Rorschach to be higher 
by one point were 11 (grade placement problem), 13 and 3 ? 
(nervous symp toms), 16 (sex problem) and 17, 29 and 32 (speech 
The .:thfur -.een subjects which showed the~ teacher's rating tc 
be higher by one point were case 1 (anxiety), 'I and 31 (behavi~ 
14 and 2b (guidance), 21, . 30, 35 and 39 (stutterers), 22,26,2'1 
and 34 (school problemsj and 5 (family study). The Rorschach 
reveals factors verifying the symptoms, although the teacher's 
estimate indicates a better application than the Rorschach 
implies. The nature of the problem sugges~s that perhaps the 
teacher's e stimate may not be entirely correct. 
Cas e s 15, 18 and 19 (stut t erers) showed the teacher's 
estimate ·co b e two poim:; s higher. 'I'he Rorschach 
reveals factors which the te a cher 1 s estimates do not 
bring out .and would indicate that the teacher's ostimale does 
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not rea.ch the basic tendencies in regard to this trait although 
suggest i n g present erficiency. 
Case 18 (s ~utterer) showed the teacher's estimate to be 
three points higher than that or the Rorschach. The teacher's 
es L: imate verifies t he report of academic achievement and in 
this r espect would appear to be more reliable. The Rorschach 
findings, however, support the psycholog ical test (substitu t io~ 
I 
findings re garding le arning ability. The Rorschach would 
appear to revea l insidious elements pointing to ward distrac-
tibility , which are not detected in the daily routine or school 
life, bu~ which verify symptoms, and which should enable the 
guidanc e couns elor t o plan suitable therapy. 
Data 
Rorsch and 
Tea Est 
Table 9 
EXPRESSION OF PERSONALITY 
Agree Diff of 
1 point 
sf', 9-
Diff of 
2 points 
lf', 3 -
Diff of 
3 points 
lf', 1-
Diff or 
4 points 
'liwenty -e.d.:ght : of the thirty -four caS f:' S are c.., i.ther in exact 
agreement or within one point of agreement. ll'our ·show a dis-
crepancy of t wo po in t; s and t wo show a discrepancy of three po:lmts 
Cases 16 (s ex prob lem), 1? ,19,32 (speech problems), 26 
(placement ) a nd 37 (neurotic) were rated one point higher by 
t he Rorschach. Cases 1 (anxiety ), 5 (family study), 6 and 31 
(behavior problems J , 9 and 22 (gr ade placement problems) and 1~ 
35 and 39 (s t utterers) were r ated one point higher by the t ea-
cl::E!Ps . Since these r a ·ci ngs d i sagree in opposite wayson~S8I!Elp1-d::iW 
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as far as symptoms are concerned there is nothing to indicate 
which is the correct one. 
Case 4 (family study ) shoVled a higher rating of two po ints 
on the Rorschach and case 25 (~chool retardation) sh owed ·a 
rati.nz of trJI>ee point s higher on the Rorschach. Cases 2 and 29 
(stu tterers) a nd case 23 (behavior rToblem) s howed a h i g her ra ti 
of t v.o pol.nts on the teacher's esti na te and ca se '14 ( schoo 
problem) showed a higher rating of tr~ee point on the teacher 1 s 
est imate. Since the teacher' s es timate rates the subjects highe 
more frequently than does the Rorschach there would appear to 
be a di screpancy in the Rorschach and further observation and 
study of this p3.rticular trait is indicated. 
Data 
Rorsch and 
Tea Est 
Agree 
14 
Table 10 
APPROACH ':PO LIFE 
Diff of Diff of Diff 
1 point 2 points ·3 po 
8/-, 3 ... 5/, 1 ... 1/ , 
of 
. 
nts 
~ ... 
Diff of 
4 points 
1-
Twenty -f i v.e of tr.JB 35 cases compared showe d e ither e xact · 
agreement or are within one point of agreement. · S. i.X '· show a 
discrepancy of two points, three show a discrepancy of three poin 
and one shows a d s crepancy of four points. 
Cases 5 (family study), 14 ; 20, 27 (s chool problems}, 21, 
32 , 35 (speech problems) showed the rating on the Rorschach to b 
one point higher. It might be that the Rorschach is more re-
l i able in these cases since individual express on s elicited 
in the Rorschach but is n o t encour a e:; ed in the averag e school 
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progfam. Cases 10 a nd 16 (sex problems), and case 29 
(stutterer) showed the t e acher ' s estimate to be one point 
hi g-,her than t hat of the Rorschach findings. The symptoms do 
not indicat e which is the correct rating and fu.rtner observa-
tion and study of this trait is needed. 
Cases 4 (family study), 8 (retardat ion), 22 (le arning 
difficulty), 20 (behavior problem) and 24 (plac e ment) show 
the Rorschach to be "Gwo . points higher, and case 31 \behavior .· 
nroblem) shows the Rorschach to be three points higher. It i s 
possible that the n orschach reveals a more object i ve attitude 
because of L; h e absence of competition dur:J.ng t h e experiment, 
where a s i n school situat i ons the problem c ase reverts to self 
in t ere s ts because of frustration. 
Ca se 19 ( s tutterer) sho we d the teacher ~ s estimate to be 
t wo p oints higher. Cases 18 (stutterer) and 40 (adjustment} 
showe d the ·t e a cher • s estimate to be three points higher, and 
c a se 2 \ s tut "G erer ) showed the teacher's e stimate to be four 
po i nts h i gher. 
' 
'.!.'he resu lts of comparison on this trai "G indicate a wide 
d i screpancy in several case s , although fou.rteen are in exact 
. 
a greement. The stutterer.' s rat ings e s pe cially show a sub-
stan t ial discrepancy betwe e n the te a cher is esti ma te and the 
Rorschach findings, which would i ndiea te tha t there is some-
tbin g a b o.ut the stut terer t ha t ne i ther the Rors chacb nor the 
teacher's es t i mat e has reached .in rega rd GO th i s fac t or. Other 
. i nconsis t enc i es suggest the need for further study end 
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G~NERAL DISCUSSION 
Re Experimental Factors 
The purpose of this research was to ascertain 
the value of the Rorschach in a guidance clinic, for 
children age 8 to 1B years, who are asSWlJ9d to be 
physically and mentally with in normal limits. It 
was als;o the purpose of this investigation to de-
termine whether or not the Rorschach revealed in-
form tion which the usual objective tests and t ,he 
teacher's estimate failed to dis close; and to as-
certain the extent of agreement or disagreement 
between the Rorschach findings, the teacher·' s esti-
mate, and the objective test results. 
The Rorschach technique has be en to und to be 
of value in the guidance clinic, either by furnish-
ing additional informtiom. or by verifying the symp-
toms. 
Eighty-five per cent of the oases show per-
sonality pictures which are adequate for interpre-
tation. Fifteen per cent(cases 1,5,15,24,36,40) dis-
close a degree of oonstrietio,n of both sides of the 
personality which .. tends to make the Rorschach 
less reliable. Thi s particular type of constric-
tion seems to be characteristic of the latency phase. 
In such cases the Rorschach does not seem to pre sent 
an accurate description of the person, because it 
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either distorts some fao tors or shows the lack of 
content which would be commensurate w1 t .h the sub-
ject's reported ability. It is · ne.oessary in suo h 
an event to wait until the latency phase has passed 
and re-examine the subject at a later date. 
In attempting to ascertain the extent. of agree-
ment or disagreement among the Rorschach findings, the 
teacher's estimate, and the ohjeotive test results, 
it was learned that the case history material was not 
adequate for quantitative comparison of the ten per-
sonality traits under study. Comparison by inference, 
judging from the s,wmptoms, was done qualitatively under 
the chapter on Case Analysis' . The factor of intelli-
gence,however, because it presented quantttative data, 
was compared wi.th the teacher's estimate and with the 
Rorschach. In 1h1s vomparati ve study it was considered 
tba.t a one point dis crepanoy on the five point scale 
of the teacher's estimate was too small to be signifi-
cant,sinoe it might n:ean a difference of only one I.Q.. 
point in olassifioaticn. However both the extent of 
exact agreement: and agreement within one point were 
computed. The Rorschach and the objective tests were 
in e:xadt agreement more often than were the Rorschach 
and the teacher's estimate, or the teacher's estim te 
and the objective test results.; The Rorschach and the 
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teacher-'s estimate are either :i!Lexact agreement or 
show a difference or only one step in twent,y-seven 
cases, whereas, the Rorschach and the objective test 
are in agreement or show a difference of only one 
step in but twe nty-four cases. Factors of intelli-
gence there fore appear to be incorporated in both the 
l 
teacher's estimate and the Rorschach, which are not 
revealed by the objective test values. 
Two cases classified as Dull Normal by the teacher 
show superior ability on the Rorschach. The objective 
tests are in agreement with tbe teacher in the first: 
instance and a rating of uneven development, with aver-
a ge capacity is given in the second oa se. Broviding 
the Rorscba ch findings are to be depended upon, it is 
possible that 5% or our edueati anal or guidance problem:: 
cannot be properly classi:fied with the usual battery 
of intelligence tests, nor are they fully understood 
by their teacher. In both. cases the Rorschach shows a 
personality structure which tends toward introversion. 
If the Rorschach technique reveals a component of 
general intelligence not included in the usual battery 
of objective tests it would appear to involve covert 
reacti ons, both to instinctive drives and to environ-
mental stimuli. 
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Re Related Factors 
1. Reponses 
Color Shock and Shading Shock. 
In comparing Rorscba ch estimates Wi th teach~ 
er's esti:rmtes and with S)Cial case history reports 
it would appear that color shock ( CS) and shading· 
shock (SS) usually indicative of emotional dis-
turbance, may not be as significant for children of 
this age, in a more or less rural community, where 
speed of· reaction is not emphasized, providing there 
are no poo·r original (O-) responses. 
Individual Responses as Di fferentiated from Ortginal 
Responses. 
Certain specific spontaneous responses to the 
Rorschach test cards might profitably be differenti-
ated from the responses known as Original responses. 
In these responses the . indivi aual sees something that 
no one else is able to see, w.he reas the original 
response may appear once in a hundred records, but 
can be seen by others, though infrequently. Case 18 
illustrates this instance. Adolescents' records some-
times give responses that appear to be astonishingly 
eccentric for indi vi.duals of ·sum intellectual matu-
ri ty as tbei r intelligence scores indicate. 
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2. Further Problems Presented. 
Mood Swing (Case 23. Tea cbe r' s Es tim te • Trait 6.) 
Yfuen a pre-adolescent subject is checked by his 
teacher as both apathetic and aggressive does this 
indicate a mood swing which resembles that of. the 
manic depressive in the adult? Further research in 
this particular field would be of interest. 
Constric:tion (Chart of Cases Showing Latency Tendency) 
When the Rorscm ch record shows coarta tion in 
pre-pubescent children and the~ record shows nothing 
of richness to indicate potential abilities, it is 
necessary to wait until the period has passed andre-
examine the subject. In cases of this nature the 
psychological test battery would appear to be the 
more useful pro ·. tem. 
Infantile Reactions in the Adolescent. 
It would seem from results that subjects in the 
adolescent stage who .show infantile reactions may be 
in the latent period emotionally. At the same time 
insight is apparent, or a feeling of inadequacy over-
comes them at this point, which may cause conflict. 
In this respect reactions to situations may be de-
pendent on opportunity for outlet of emotions. In 
case 24, the teacher's estimat.e is that the subject 
tends toward submission, whereas both ·case his tory 
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and Rorschach show that the subject bas some ability 
for leadership. It is well to note that the term 
leadership is used in a broad sense, and despite the 
fact that the leadership may be in the wrong direction~ 
the power or motivation is there as a reservoir of 
strength to be directed or guided, when · understoo.d. 
The Introverted Child. (Case 22. Teacher's Estimate, 
Trait 5, also Rorscba. ch). 
(Case 26. Teacher's Estimate, 
Trait 5, also Rorsab.a ch) • 
In the fo~er case the subject shows no anxiety, 
fear·, oppositional tendency Cillr emotional spontaneity, 
and he is introverted at the age of 11 years. ·There 
does not appear to be any force which is accessible to 
environmental influences. In the latter case the sub-
ject is potentially extratensi ve, according to the 
Rorschach, but here too, there is anxiety, fear or op-
positional tendency. There is however some emotional 
spontaneity which makes the plan of guidance more 
feasible. This individual however is preoccupied with 
personal problems, lacks i nstinctive drive, and does not 
conform to the world's ways of thinking. Her combina-
tion :or:·: very good and. very poor responses brings an-
other fact!br into consideration:,- that of deteriora-
tion. 
From the standpoint of thera!PY.:· the introverted 
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child under C.A. 12,(who normally should be extraten-
si ve), who shows no anxiety, fear, S, or CF ~ and whose 
M. is greater than his FM, is tb. e most di ff'icul t type 
to motivate. l;l hen the trouble is deep-sea_ted the -ser-
vices of an analytical psychiatri~t may be necessary. 
The number of" cases showing the same score for 
the e xperience balance(M:~O) may be indicative of a 
trend toward compulsive neurosis. If the score for 
VIII, I X, X is on the extra tensi ve side it may be be-R . 
cause of his compulsive neurotic traits, not because 
he is potentially an ambivert. The pull between the 
introver sive and the ~xtratensive, as Y~diJ4has pointed 
out, may cause this strain, since neither side gives 
way. There is a conflict between urge and intelligence. 
3. vTha t the Rorschach Has Not Reveal e d. 
In guidance planning it is not always possible to 
de termi ne from the .Rorschach what talents the individ-
ual may possess. In case 24, e.g., it is known tm t 
there is considerable musi cal abi lity and since the · 
subject is economically independent because of his 
position in an orcre stre, school achievement apparent ly 
does not interest him. Neither the teacher's estimate 
nor the Rorschach data suggests the sensitivity which 
might be expected in one of his artistic ability. 
As<>va L. Kad i s .. "'S:Pee·cb: :· t her r->ni sit, formerly with Prof. E. B ~ S chne ider. rww ;_,Ji th Kings ~oun-cy Hostpial, New York 
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At the pre-pubscent period when coartation 
may be marked(no C or M) an extremely intellectual 
subject may furnish a record which does not reveal the 
potentialities of tl::e said case, e.g., case 1. When 
the Rorscbach record shows - coartation in pre-pubes-
cent children and the record shows nothing of rich-
ness to indicate potential ability it is necessary 
to wait until the period has passed and re-examine 
the subjec t . In this re sre ct the psychological test 
battery would appear to be the more useful pro tem. 
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Comner:tson of_ ~.!.,tings of Tra :t ts ;. 
The following table shmv s the number of times the 
t eacher's estima"te and the Rorschach find:!.ngs were in 
exact agreement. The highest agreement is in Trait 6 
(Degree of Drive), showing eighteen of t.ihe thirty-five cases 
in exact agreement. Trait 1 (intelligence) and Trait 8 
(Applic a "Gion) show the smallest number in exact agree:roont. 
Sex 
1 
7 
F 2 
T 9 
2 
11 
4 
15 
Cards 
3 4 5 6 7 
12 11 9 12 9 
1 3 3 6 2 
13 14 12 18 11 
8 
4 
5 
9 
9 10 
10 10 
2 4 
12 14 
It is· interesting to note that Trait 8 (Applies ti<?nj 
shows girls to predominate. Inasmuch as there were only 
ten girls compared with twe nty-five boys in this study the 
findings would seem to have so me si gn:lfi cane e. One might 
'.vell wonder if, in the judging of application the same 
criteria should be used for both sexes. 
The low rate of exact agreement appears to indicate 
that measuremE:nts of personality traits must of necessity 
be approximate since the t echnique of evaluation has yet 
to be perf ected. 
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Case 
5 
7 
8 
12 
15 
21 
25 
2'1 
31 
32 
35 
The Distribution of Card Rejections 
As sembled as i"ollows: 
No. .Air.e I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX X 
14 v v v 
13 v v v 
13 v 
17 v v 
10 v v 
12 v 
11 v v 
12 v 
14 v v v 
9 v 
lo v v v v 
It would appear from this study that Card VII in-
duces signs of shock more frequent~ in this age 
than does any of the other cards • . There is a: possi-
bi1i ty, therefore, tllat this may be a 'competence" 
card (79) for t .his younger age group, as Card VI 
is found to be for adults. In otbe r words it may 
be indicative of competence to handle si tue. tions 
involving strain which is unexpected or unueual. 
79. B . Ca n de e , "Rorschach S i gns in th e Selection of Ef f ic i ent 
l'lie chan i c a l Workers. 11 1\..n ad dress delivered be f ore the 
.t:; a s t ern Psycholog ica l Associat i on, Providen ce, Rhod e 
Is land , · Anr i l 1? , 1942 . 
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Quantitative Comparison of Traits 
Of the forty oases studied in this experiment 
five vere delinquents(3, 6,10,16, 28). Each of these five 
individuals produced either two types of S combim.tions 
or an S combination and a DW combination. The following 
opposi tiona! tendencies either t .oward oneself or toward 
the outside world, in itself verifies the case symptom. 
The DW( eo:mfe.b.ulatory whole) factor also suggests a lack 
of logical control o",fer the · thoqsht processes. The 
whole record should always be taken into Konsideration, 
however, with special re~erence to socializing factors 
such as FC( form-color) responses, content, e·tc. From 
' ' the above it would seem that thef.e symbols should re-
ceive greater consideration in estimating the possibili-
ties for delinquency, for a criminal career, or for psy-
chopathic tendencies,- always taking into consideration 
all other factors. 
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Case Sex Age· W :M 
No. 
2 r 9 2:o 
15 m 10 0:0 
1'7 m 13 5:2 
18 m 16 5:2 
19 m 13 4:1 
21 m 12 8:3 
29 m 8 7' :0 
30 m 10 13:3 
32 m 9 4:1 
35 m 16 3:0 
39 m 10 3:0 
Comparative Studi~ of Stutterers. 
:J 
P:O M:III M:FM ss F~ R VIII,IX,X M:C W,CF 
FM VIII VI R 
3:6 0:1 ( 0 :6.) 10" 38% 31 23 0:3 
3:0 0:1 (0:1) 15" 75 16 19 o ·~,l.5 
7:4 0:1 2:1 05"' 56 34 35 2:4 
3:3 0:1 2:3 30" 28 18 39 2:3.5 2 
3:1 1:1 1:3 9" 72 39 46 1:2 
8:0 1:ti-a. , . ..,, §,~:7) 2'2Qfll9 16 44 3:0.5 
2:1 0:0 (0:4) 25"' 60 20 30 0:3 1 
6:0 1:1 3:3 25tt' 2:4 21 52. 3:4 •. 5 
2:0 2FM:lM ( 1 : 3 ) 15 It 62 16· 38 1:1.5 
(rev) 
0:1 lFM:O 0:1 60" 80 5 40 0:0 
2:1 l.FM:Q 0:3 12" 75 33 42 0:0 
{rev) 
FC:CF FK 
2:2 
1:1 1 
o:l 1 
0:2 1 
2:1 1 
1:0 
2:2 
5:2 1 
0:0 
2:0 
1:1 
A% 
55 
. 4~ 
41 
33 
49 
75 
40 
38 
81 . 
40 
57 
l'V 
en 
co 
Compar at ive St udy of Stutter ers. 
The follow! ng factors may . be observed :rrom the .ac C:ompany-
lng table. 
1. Intellectual ambition exceeds productive capacity(W:M), 
the ratio of an aver·ag e individual being W:M 2:1. The 
stutterer would appear to have more intellectual am-
bi ti.on t ba n initiative to carry such ambitioll to 1 ts 
logical completion, in at lee.st 90% of the cases. 
2. A lack of conformity to the world's wa.y.3 of thinking 
(P :0) in 63% of the cases, is seen. 
3. A tlstrk of e itltler M or· FM is seen in 73% of these cases. 
4. Emotional immaturity is evident in 4 of the 5 instances 
(M:FM) which show the individual to be in the adoles-
cent cycle of age 13-16 years, or in 80% of these cases. 
5. Shading shock is indicated by slow rea.ction time to 
Card VI in 82% of the cases, thus. indicating difficulty 
in handli~ emotional impulses. 
6. Constrict! on with compulsive el en:ents (F%,R) is noted. 
7. 
In 72% of the cases F% exceeds the aver a ge of these. 
The remaining three cases show a total number of re~ 
sponses to be less than 20, although these subjects 
were over .ten years of age. 
Extratensive tendencies a~ indicated {VIII,IX.X) in 
R ' 
82% of the cases. 
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Stutterers. 
Be cause of the nature of this study it seemed best 
to discuss it more fully in this chapter. A comparative 
study of the eleven stutterers included in the forty 
cases reveals some common factors which may indicate a 
pattern. · These are: 
Intellectual 
1. M factor( lover than average} 
2. W: M (excess of W} 
3. P(lover tmn average in the majority of cases} 
4. M in III, FM VIII (73% of cases show a lack 
of either M or FMI 
Emotional 
1. M:FM (emotional maturity below averag·e in 80% 
of cases) 
2. SS(a degree of incompetence in handling emo-
tional situation in 82% of the cases} 
3. F%,R{constrietion with compulsive element, 
in at least 72% of the cases) 
Personality Structure 
1. %R VIII, IX; X(extratensive tendencies) 
I. Intellectual 
1. M factor: It is wortby of note that elminating 
the six cas.es under the age of 12, where one rould ex-
pect to find few M's, there is still an outstanding 
lack of M in the remaining six. cases .• Because this :rae-
tor is in a greement with the interpretation following, 
in the di s cusai on of otter factors, a quotation from 
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71 
Klopfer would ap ~a r ti~. ly. He comme.n ts: "The sub·-
j ect who feels enoug]Jl at hon:e wi t .h himsel.:t to take his 
own outlook and ideas seriously and to enjoy the work-
ings of his imagination,. has a temporary retreat when. 
emotional contacts with the outer world become too com-
plicated. This offers him an opportunity to 'mull it 
over', to digest an emotional impact, befc:re being forced 
by impulses or by circumstances to do something about it. 
In ondy t wjo cases was tl::e minimum of three M responses 
72 
reached. Again quoting Klopfer n ••• • A well-adjusted 
subject of more than average intellectual capaci~ 
should produce a minimum of three M responses, even if 
his natural inclination goes more in the extraversial 
direction. If an introversi al direction is indicated 
by the total record, the number of M responses should be 
five or more. Otherw:is e 1h e inner life of such a sub-
ject is not rich enough to give him the necessary poise 
and security for his dealings with t .he outer world." 
It is possible to consider tentatively the theory 
that stutterers either have a definite lack of imagine-
71. Bruno Klopfer. 'tThe Rorschach Technique."' New York 
Wor·ld Book Company, 1942. p. 231 
72. I bid. P. 231. 
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tion, or that a n:arked repression of initiative may 
have been caused by environmental factors. 
2. W:M factor: The large number of W and small. or no 
M responses serves to corroborate the findings above 
mentioned. In explanation of this interpretation Klop-
73 fer may again be quoted "' •••• It seems that t-he same 
degree of intel~ectual capacity which embles tbe sub-
ject to produce a certain number of M' s can be turn'Sd 
toward the production of. W' s in approximately twice this 
number if the subject is inteeested in this kind of' in-
tellectual conquest. Thus the quotient. W:M can be used 
Q.S an indicator for wmt n:ay be described as the relation-
ship between drive for intellectual conquest and personal 
product i ve capacity to nnke these conquests substantial 
ft 
•••• The accompanying cb.a. rt shows an excess. of W in 
every instance. Again elimi.na ting the pre-puberty cases 
one still sees the six remaining cas·es as possessing the 
greater degree of drive far personal conquest than there 
i .s a personal creative or productive capacity to corre-
spond. In simple language one may say there is more 
drive than ini tia ti ve. This overweighting of' W% is 
?3. Kl.opfer, Bruno. ttThe Rorschach Technique. ft New York 
Wor1 d Book Company. 1942. p. 27?. 
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considered valid after an inspe otion of the quality of 
the W' s. In only one cas .. e was the W con tent simple or 
popular and that particular sub jeot exhibited all nine 
signs (Miale t s) of psychoneuro:Bi s. In making a decision 
regarding the quality of W's Klopfer's comiMnt was kept. 
in mind, "' •••• to be sure , even t h e most brilliant sub-
ject use some simple W' s but never- in excess of half the 
W' s produeed. 
3. P Factor: The Chart again shows clearly the low 
proportion of P responses. Since Klopfer claims that this 
factor has the sa:rre value down to tre age of five years, 
74 it appears to be signifieQnt in these cases. Klopfer 
sm te s " ..... However, it se emscertain that the use of less 
than four popular concepts indicates a lack of conformity 
on t be part of the subject. Not: to use the most obvious 
concepts used by the great majority-of other subjects 
may mean that the subject is not able to think along the 
lines of other people. or that re is not willing to do so 
ft 
• • • • • 
The fact that only three of the e leven subjects are 
willing or able to think along the lines o:f. other people 
suggests a fur-ther inmaturi ty of thought development, 
74. Bruno Klopfer. " Tbe Ror schach Technique"' New York 
World Book CompinYt 194.2. p.·e. f'-. 
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considering the age and ihtelligence of the subjeats. 
In other words,?5% of the stutterers actually may be un-
willing or unable to conform to tbe world's way of think-
ing. 
4.M III, FM VIII Factors: Eight of the eleven eases 
showed an absence of amtion in either M III, or in FM 
VIII, and in one ease an absence of action in both cards 
was noted. In discussing the stimulation values of these 
?5 
two cards Klopfer states n-•••• either a pathological 
lack of imaginative eaJB oi ty or an extreme repression 
of the use imagination has been found where the subjeet,s 
do not react with amtion responses to these cards." It is 
not known if this stat em.ent may be equally applicable in 
the ease of the pre-puberty group, although the symptoiru;~· 
of stuttering may lead one to suspect that it is. 
2. Emotional 
l.M:FM Factor·: The table ega in shows the instinctive 
or unsublimated dri ve(FM) to exceed M. While this would 
be permissible in oases be.l em puberty it also ooo urs in 
four of the five oases which are beyond the age of 12 
years. In the one instance where M exceeds the FM, the 
75. Bruno Klopfer "The Rorschach Technique." New York 
World Book Company, 1942. p 204. 
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ratio is close.(2:1). 
2.SS Factor: The significance of shock in Card VI 
has been dealt with recently by Piotrowski and Candee 76 
who have called it the "ccmpetence six". He feels that 
those indi vidmls who can handle shock well. (Card VI) ani 
have a bi 1 i ty to in tr o spe c t (probably FK) will be able "'to 
experience certain na1nural impulses and yet keep them with-
in control". In only two of the eleven cases were re-
spouses given in less than ten seconds, indicating that 
some shock is present in probably 82% of the cases • . 
3.F%. R Factor: The F% average is more than fifty in 
'72% of the cases, while the ren:aining three cases, or 28%, 
show R to be less than. 20~, :· altho~h these subjects were 
over ten years of age and would be expected to mve· at 
least twenty responses. 
III. Personality Structure. 
l.%R. VIII, IOC,X Facto.r: Nine o:f" the eleven cases 
I . 
or 82%, show either an am~ivalent attitude or extraten-
sive tendencies. The two r emaining cases show M~ - r atio, 
while: FMt:~FcfciC' is in disagreememt, suggesting as 
'7'7 Klopfer points out "neurotic unresponsiveness to color't. 
'76. Z Piotrowske et al "Roscha ch Signs in the Selection o 
Effiaient Mechanical Workers. An address before the 
Eastern Psychological Associa tion,Providence ,R.I. Apr. 
1'7, 1942. 
'77. Ibid. p. 254. 
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The Stutterer vs. tm Psyc.hopath: In order to compare 
the factors appearing in both tre stutterer and the psy-
chopa.th, the reader is referred to p. 34. At tbe same 
time it is well to mention the experience of one other 
senior worker who has ha.d broad experi erice in this field. 
Ka.dis 78 finds nine signs appearing in J::El tients with psy-
chopathic tendencies: 
1. M: G - that of the snail child. The subject my be 
ego-centric c; .. .;-:::_ extra tensi ve, resembling in man-
ner· tllit of a ··small child. 
2. Succession is loo-se. 
3. Object % is large W1 th a large number of Dd. 
4. $riginal reponses are poor (0-) with incorrect 
organization of thoughts, loose and au tis tic way 
of thinking. · 
5. A% and P%. 
6. W:M shows incongruity of %. 
7. W,CF is frequent and content is laden with ego-centric 
affect. This combim tion seems to represent the 
individual who is willing: to snatch· as much as 
possible withrut doing anything in return. 
8. S responses are frequent. With this ate fue opposi tiona 
tendencies of aggression. and the active tendency 
to do the direct opposite of all t .bat is habitual 
and lawful. 
9. W,P and DW responses. Many W,P responses and DW re-
sponse s are observed. :D\VL . ~: ·. r epresents loose think:-
illt;: w :a l ack · of true inter est. 
) 
According to Dub:itscher's criteria for the psychopath 
the factors of creative cape. city (M), affective emotional 
tendencies(M:smn C), emphasis on extratensive- qualities 
(personality structure) a:nd ego-centric factors(CF) ap-
?8. Asya L. Kadis. Speech therap ist, for merly with 
Prof essor E . Schenider, · Now with Ki ng s Coun t y 
Hospit a l, N~w York. 
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pear in the stutterer. Dubi tscher does not qua l ify 
the emotional tendencies as affective ones but by com-
bining the quality of impulsivity with emotional ten-
dencies he would seem to indic ate this. There fore it 
would appear that three of Dubi tscher' s seve,n factors 
may be exp3 cted in the majority of stutter·ers. 
Comparing tbe stutterer's chart with Kadis' nine 
signs of th~ psyphopa th only three can be foun:l compar-
able; viz.,M:C, low P%, and W:M proportion. 
Comparative Study of Stutterers 
In comparing this study with that of Ingebregtsen 
and Meltzer this group did not show depression as a 
characteristic, nor was a stereotyped perception 
characteristic although it was present in one case. 
The fact that these subjects were of varying ages 
and cultur ·a·l ·:. levels,also of different heritage,makes 
the factors mentioned all the more ou tstanding or 
significant, it would seem. While no definite conclu-
sions can be drawn because of the limited number in-
cluded in the experiment , it is ·possible to state that 
while stutterers do show same o:r the factors pre-
sented by the psychopa tb., there is likewise an absence 
of such other qualities as DW' ( co.nfabulatory tenden-
cies), big Object % (which show s anti-social attitude) 
and many S responses (tendency to do the direct op-
posite of all t hat is habitual and lawful). 
2 6 '/ 
There fore the stutterer does not resemble. the 
psychopath closely, although he shows some imrmturity 
and lack of conformity to the world's way of thinking, 
as well as a personality structure which shows a tendency 
toward the .ambivert or extra tensive personality structure. 
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CASES SHOWING LATENCY TENDENCIES 
t 
' 
Mia1e-Erickson Psychoneurotic Signs 
Case No. Age No. of ' P. resp. t R M FM cs ss Ref FCJb A% FC 
t 
1 13 5 t v v v v v 
- - - -
' 5 14 2 t v v v v v v v v 
t 
7. 13 5 t v v v v v v v v 
-
t 
8 1Z 5 ' v v - v v v - - v t t 
11 10 3 t v (v v) · v v 
-
v v 
-
t 
15 10 3 t v (v v) · v v v v 
- -t 
l2 17 4 ' v v - v v v v - v t 
24 16 5 ., v v v v v 
- -
v 
-
t 
31 14 1 · t v v 
-
v v v v v 
-
t 
34 10 1 t 
- - -
v v 
-
v 
- -
t 
35 16 0 t V · V v v v v v - -
' 
39 10 2 t - (v v) v v 
-
v v 
-
• 
40 11 6 t - - - v v · - v - -
Cases Showing Latency Tendencies 
1. 
2. 
Thirteen of' the forty cases studied show a 
picture of' constr:tctioh which appears to be 
charac t eris "G ic of' the latent phase. 
These r e cords which show evidence .of' con-
striction both in emotional spontaneity (CF) and 
in init i ative (M), alm reveal in 77% of' the 
cases at least five of the Miale-Erickson signs 
of psychoneurosis. Since five or more signs are 
ind:tcat ive for adults it may be thst these indi-
viduals are also basically neurotic. The M, FM, 
signs are entered but not included in percentages 
f'or t hcs e below puberty, since the signif:imnce 
of the ratio changes for the lower a ge group. 
The l a tent tendency as described by Kadis'78 . 
shows e ither 1 M and 0 CF, 0 M and 1 CF or no M 
And no CF, oc cu rri·ng in records of' children who 
are of average intelligence and who are in the 
latency phase of' deve l opment. 
A possible relationship between this latent 
phase and the "negative phaset' described by Buhler80 
may be considered. 
78. Asya L. Kadia. Speech thera~ t, formerly with 
Professor .8 . Schneidtir. Now with Kings County 
Hos p ital, New York. 
80. Charlotte B~ler. ''The Social Behavior of' the Child.t' 
The Int. Univ. Series in Ps. 1931. p. 40? . 
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SUMMARY 
The first chapter of this thesis has introduced the 
problem of ascertaining the value of the Rorschach technique 
in guidance counseling . The group s~cted for study 
r e-presen 1.;ed a random sampling from various communities of 
a somewhat ' rural st ate. These children ranged in age from 
eight to eighteen years and were assumed to be physically 
and ment a lly within normal limits. 
The history and nature of the ·Rorschach technique, with 
some char ac teristic patte r ns of behavior i nferred with the 
help of the Rorschach f indings, have been discussed. The 
natur· e and value of some of the t ests usualJ.y accepted in a 
guidance clinic ar e also briefly descr i bed under this heading. 
The second chapter has discussed the r esearch method 
employed in gathering data for this study. These data consist 
of a summar i zed case history, Rorschach interpretation and a 
tea cher' s estimate of personality traits, for the individual 
cases. Ten major personality traits were p lotted on a five-
noint sc a l e and from this was constructed a ques t ionnaire for 
the teP. cher's estimate. Tables for comparative study were 
c ons truc ~ed for each of ~he ten traits. 
The third chapt er has presented the results of this in-
ves r igat ion. The data was analyzed, firs t from the angle of 
individual cas e analysis and then from the angle of trait 
ana lysis. 
2'11 
The fourth chapter has discussed the general con-
clusions arrived at in regard to the experimental f Bctors 
or main problem. The rela t ed factors have also been 
di scussed and tables presented to illustrate some of the 
mor e sign iflcant f i.ndings. Further problems Yvhich pre sen:ted 
themse lves dur ing the invest i gation have been pointed out 
8nd t he limitatiomof the Rorschach method have also bem 
cited. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This experiment has revealed the following: 
1. In estimating the degree of application it appears 
that there is a sex difference. Criteria used by teachers 
to judge this trait ap:rear to be more ace: urate for girls 
than 1 or boys. 
2. Card VII appears to be more significant as a 
shock card for this age group tl~n does Card VI, which 
is considered of greatest significance as a shock card 
for the adult group. 
3. Greater consideraticn should be given to the wst 
DS ,S, and DW factors, with a view to ·. de t~c ·Cfng possi ble 
del inquency, or psychopathic tendencies. 
4 . Stut terers as a group appear to possess more in-
tellectual ambition than they have inj.tiative or 
creative ability to carry such ambitions to their logi -
cal conclusion. They tend to be emotionally immature, to 
exhibit emotional instability, and may be unwil ling or 
unable to thiruc along the lines of other people. They 
are generally ambiverts or show extratensive tendencies. 
5. It s eems to the wr iter tbat the subjects who 
present a Rorschach record showing constriction of both 
sides of the personality at the l atency period stage, 
whic h is considered cl:a.racteristi c, may be individuals 
2'/3 
who are constitutionally predisposed to psychoneurosis. 
Further investigation of this problem is needed. 
6. ·.· The Rorschach findings appear to show that possibly 
5% of our ch ild guidance problems cannot be properly 
classified with the usual b a ttery of intelligence tests. 
The component of general intelligence which the Rorschach 
s eems to revea l involves covert reactions, both to inner 
promptings and to environmenta l stimuli. 
7 . The Rorschach has been found ·to be of value in 
guidanc ~ counseling, in furnishing additional information 
not revealed by the case record or the teacher's estimate, 
in verifying symptoms furnished in the case record, and in 
making differential diagnoses of problem cases. One 
possib le exception is the value of this technique in 
cases which are exhibiting latency or pre-pubertal 
char ac ·i:;er j_ stics, which problem nee ds furth er investigation • 
. . . . . 
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APPENDIX 
THE RORSCHACH METHOD OF PERSONALITY DIAGNOSIS 
INDIVIDUAL RECORD BLANK 
De~eloped for the Rorschach Institute, Inc. 
By BRUNO KLOPFER and HELEN H. DAVIDSON 
Name ............... ·...... . ........ Sex....... Date............. Examiner ............................ . 
Birthdate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Age. . . . . . . School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grade . .. .......... . 
Address ..... ........................ : . ................. , . . . . . . . . . . Occupation ........................... . 
To THE ExAMINER 
N.B. For further information about the use of this Record Blank, and scoring and interpretation of results, the examiner is re-
ferred to" The Rorschach Technique" by Bruno Klopfer and Douglas Kelley, published by World Book Company . 
. To facilitate recording of responses, divide your record sheet into two columns: one for the ·performance proper and one 
for the inquiry. 
Number the responses to each card separately. Number each response in the inquiry to correspond with the main re-
sponse if it is an elaboration of or an addition to it. If a new response is given in the inquiry, list it as an additional 
. response by adding a letter to the number of the preceding response. 
Leave adequate space after each response in case the inquiry should require more space than the original response. 
For position of card, use symbols A V > <. the apex indicating the top of the card as presented to the subject. 
For time, note the time when each card is presented and the time when ihe first response is given. Note the total time for 
each card and the total time for the perforrpance proper. Time any delays of more than 10 seconds between responses. 
Indicate on the picture sheet (page 5) the area chosen by outlining the part and numbering it with the same number as 
the response. If the whole blot is chosen, write "W" next to the number of the response. This can be done during or 
after the inquiry. In case of doubt, ask the subject to outline his concept on the picture sheet. 
List the scoring of all responses in the form on page 2. Columns are provided for recording the number of the card and 
the response numbers, the time, the position of the card, and main and additional responses. Additional determinants to 
a main response are also to be listed in the "Add " column, listing these one below the other if there are several. 
Use the Tabulat~on Sheet (page 3) for the tallying of all responses. Tabulate all additional scores in the "Add" columns. 
Use a pencil of a different color for this purpose. ~ · 
Only main responses are used in determining the relationships among factors on pa~e 4. Compute percentages only in 
.the instances where they are specifically called for as indicated by the " % " symbol. In all other cases, simply record the 
· absolute frequencies of the various categories. 
SUMMARY OF PERSONALITY DESCRIPTION. 
Copyright 1942 by the Rorschach Institute, Inc., 3820 Waldo Avenue, New York City. Att rights reserved 
PRINTED IN U .S .A . 
LOCATION CHART 
II Ill 
IV v 
,. ' 
VI VII VIII 
IX X 
EXPLANATION OF SCORING SYMBOLS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
W Whole Blot M Figu res in Human-Like Action 
(human, mythological, or animal) w intended use of whole blot but part or rarts omitted 
or cut off FM Animals in Animal-Like Action 
ws whole blot and white space used 
(tabulate as main Wand additional S) 
DW a detail interpreted, with its meaning assigned to 
the whole blot without justification (confabula-
tion) 
D Large Usual Detail 
D + W detail interpreted and remainder of blot used as 
background or W tendency otherwise expressed 
(tabulate as main D and additional W) 
DS white space used in addition to D 
(tabulate as main D and additional S) 
d Small Usual Detail 
Dd Unusual Detail 
dd tiny detail 
de edge detail 
di inside detail 
dr large or small detail combined with rare adjacent 
areas, or partS of usual areas, or unusual combi-
nations of usual areas 
s White Space 
SD a detail used in addition to S 
(tabulate as mainS and additional D) 
CONTENT 
H* Human Figures 
Hd* Parts of Human Figures, not Anatomical 
A* 
Ad* 
Aobj 
At 
Obj 
N 
Geo 
Animal Figures 
Parts of Living Animals 
Fur Skins, Skulls, and the like 
Human Anatomy (dissected parts, x-rays, ana~omical charts) 
All Kinds of Man-Made Objects ."' 
Nature (landscapes, mountains, sunsets, rivers, and other 
scenery) 
Topographical and Outline Maps and Geographical Concepts 
like Islands, Gulfs, Channels, not seen in vista 
m Abstract or Inanimate Movement 
m form excluded from consideration 
mF form indefinite 
Fm defmite form in inanimate motion 
k Shading as Three Dimensionat Expanse 
Projected on a Two Dimensional Plane 
K 
(x-ray, topographical map) 
k form excluded from .consideration 
kF form indefinite 
Fk definite form with k 
K 
KF 
Shading as Diffusion (smoke, clouds) 
form excluded from consideration 
form indefinite 
FK Shading as Three Dimensional Expanse 
in Vista or Perspective 
F 
Fe 
c 
C' 
F+ 
F 
F-
c 
cF 
FC' 
C'F 
C' 
Form Only, Not Enlivened 
form more accurate than popular 
form on level of popular response 
form less accurate than popular 
Shading as Surface Appearance or Tex-
ture, Differentiated 
Shading as Texture (undifferentiated) 
form excluded from consideration 
form indefinite 
Achromatic Surface Color · 
defmite form with C' 
form indefinite 
forlll excluded from consideration 
FC 
F / C 
Definite Form with Bright Color 
combination ofF and C where the form is definite 
and the color used merely to distinguish areas 
CF Bright Color wi.th Indefinite Form 
C/ F combination of C and F where the color is used 
merely to distinguish areas and the folm -indefi-
nite (indefinite anatomical chart, politic_al m-
*Caricatures and mythological figures indicated by parenth!)ses as C 
(H) or (A) Color Only 
NoTE. Other symbols like Arch (architecture) or PI (plant) are self- C 
explanatory. 
POPULARITY- ORIGINALITY 
P Popular Responses 
0 Original Responses Found Not More Than Once in 100 Records 
[ 6 1 
concrete association to bright color ; form and con-
text disregarded (blue: 'sky or water, red: fire or 
blood) · · 
color naming 
color description 
color symbolism - abstract assi>ciation b bright 
color (Spring, Fall, Gayety) ,: 
.. 
~ 
. 
•;;.... ~t: 
~~ 
Scoring 
Symbols 
w {: 
DW 
D 
d 
r Dd ~e dr 
s 
Main Total 
M 
FM 
ID(m,mF,Fm) 
k (k,kF,Fk) 
K (K,KF) 
FK 
F+ 
F F 
F-
F e 
c(cF,c) 
C'(Fc'.c'F,c') 
FC 
FC 
F/C 
CF 
CF 
C!F 
r c Cn Cdes Csym 
Main Total 
H 
Hd 
A 
Ad 
Aobj 
At 
Sex 
Obj 
N 
PI 
Geo 
Art 
Arch 
Fire 
Clouds 
Blood 
Mask 
Emblem 
Abstract 
Main Total 
I II 
Main Add Main Add 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
TABULATION SHEET 
Number of Card Total III . IV v VI VII VIII IX X 
Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add Main Add 
+ + + + + + + = 
+ + + + + + + = 
"'" 
+ + + + + + + = 
<z ~ §{r-:::-----1 ~ ---ft-11--+1-+-1 +-+-1 ----+-1 +--I +-+-I I -+-I t----11 1--+-1 -+-II 1-+1-+-1 ~1 1--+1 ~11 ~1 I 
[3] 
- -
- -
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
- -
-;::- - -
<ll ~ Gl 
<ll 
·s 
= 0 = 
=- ~ <ll 
- -
- -
- -
Gl £ ~ - -
... 
.s 0 - -
.. 
1:: 
Gl ~ 
~ ~ e Ill 
= 
.() 
- -
- -
- -
z b - -- -
-
-
(Differe~tUited Shading) 
f f 
M FM m k K FK F Fe c C' FC CF c 
Movement Diffusion-Vista Form Texture and Achro- . Bright Color 
matic Color 
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG FACTORS 
Total Responses (R) = 
Total Time (T) = 
Average time per response (~) = 
Average reaction time for Cards I, IV, V, VI, VII = 
Average reaction time for Cards II, III, VIII, IX, X = 
Total F F % R 
FK + F +Fe % R 
A+Ad A% R 
Number of P = 
Number of 0 = 
(H + A) : (Hd + Ad) = 
sum C = FC + 2 CF + 3 C = 
2 
M:sum C = 
(FM + m) : (Fe + c + C') = 
No. of responses to Cards VIII, IX, X_ 
R -
W:M= 
Succession : 
% 
Rigid Orderly Loose . Confused 
(Place a check mark at the appropriate point on the scale above) 
Estimate of Intellectual Level 
Intellectual Capacity 
.... Very Superior 
, . . . Superior 
, .. _High Average 
, .. _Low Average 
... . Dull Normal 
.... Feebleminded 
Intellectual Efficiency 
, . . . Very Superior 
. . .. Superior 
.... High Average 
... . Low Average 
.. . . Dull Normal 
... . Feebleminded 
Note that this estimate is based mainly on the following: 
number and quality of W 
number and quality of M 
level of form accuracy · 
number and quality of 0 
variety of content 
succession 
Manner of Approach 
W( __ %) D( __ · _%) d( __ %) Dd a::rd S( __ %) 
Enter the location percentages in the spaces above. Compare theJe per-
ceniages with the norms shown in the box below, by placing a check mark 
opposite the appropriate range of percentages. 
[ 4 ] 
w 
< 10% ((W)) 
10-20 (W) 
20-30 w 
30-45 w 
45- 60 w 
> 60 w 
D 
< 30% ((D)) 
30-45 (D) 
45- 55 D 
55-65 D 
65-80 D 
> 80 D 
d 
< 5% (d) 
5-15 d 
15-25 d 
25-35 d 
35-45 d 
Dd and S 
or 
< 10% Dd S 
10-15 Dd S 
15-20 Dd S 
20-25 Dd S 
> 45 d > 25 DdS 
r I 
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